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CHAPTER I 
DESORIPTION OF THE STUDY 
The law is never static: it is in a state of constant 
flux.. In fao·t t if one word were all that was allowed to 
characterize the law since 1941, that word might well be 
"change." .... If there was a oentra.l·theme throughout the 
peri~d, it was the role of the government in relation to 
each individual citizen. The role of law is to adjudicate 
between society .... all of us ••• on the one hand, and each 
one of us ••• as individuals ••• on the other. In 1941, the 
rule was simple: the greatest good to the greatest number. 
Whether that still is the rule in 1966 may be a subject 
for specu.lation.l 
School a.dministra:tors, tea.ohe:r:·s, boa.rd of education members and 
professors Qf education are becoming increasingly aware of the imper-
tanee of a basio knowledge of the legal aspects of public school edu-
cationo 2 In this regard, Newton Edwards, a recognized authority in 
ed:uoat:lo:n a:..l'!d sclH')Ol law, makes the following statement: 
In e:r.d.er to deal intelligently with many of the aspects of 
sehool administration, boards of education, superintendents, 
a.nd Pl.,.,i.:noipals should. be fa.m.iliar with the principles of law. 
whioh govel"'n their actiono Moreover, those who undertake to 
fo:.t'mu.late f1mda.mental principles of eduoa.tio:nal policy should 
know some,tld.ng of ilhe pla.oe the sohool oooupies in legal 
1Chester M. lfolte, "The Law: An Anchor or a Sail," American 
School Board Joux'.TI.a1 7 GLIII (November, 1966) p. 48. 
2NewtQn Edrr<:t:!"ds, The Oou_-r>ts and the Public Sohools (Chica.go, 
1955) p. 9. -"= - -
1 
theory .. The relation of the school to civil society on the 
one hand, and to the individual on the othert is nowhere so 
well defined as in the great body of decisions rendered by 
the highest of our state and federal court"'• It would :;;eem 
obvious that both the educational statesman and the practi-
cal school administrator should be familiar with the ftm.da-
mental principles of law governing the operation of ou.r 
system of public education. 
Another authority, Edward C. Bolmeier, 3 contends: 
The growing importance of school law is reflected by the 
growing interest in school law~ oooDeep and broad interest 
in school law abounds .. School officials, school employees, 
and others connected with the public schools want at least 
to understand the basic elements of school lawo There is 
considerable evidence of the growing interest in school law 1 
particularly that which is based upon judicial decisions. 
2 
Drury and Ray4 simply state that 1 "A knowledge of school law is 
basic to the education of any teacher; for the well prepared school 
administrator, it is indispensable." 
One of the necessary and basic functions of school authorities 
is that of pupil controlo The administration and control of the pupil; 
personnel in our public schools give rise to many important problems 
that involve all who are concerned with elementary and secondary 
education .. Inasmuch as the pupil represents the center of the,educa-
tional systemu the manner in which these problems are met has a direct 
influence on the effectiveness of the total school program. 
Litigation in the area of pupil control is by no means new y how·-
ever, in recent years there has been an increase in the number of 
3warren E .. Gauerke, School Law (New York, 1965), p.v. Foreword by 
Edward CG Bolmeier .. 
~obert L. Drury and Kenneth Do Ray, Principles£! School Law 
(New York, 1965)~ p.v. 
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cases in this area., These oases have important implications for those 
persons charged with the responsibility for leadership in the public 
schools of our coun:tryo 
Statement of the Problem 
This study will attempt to identify some of the more significant 
problems related to pupil control in the public schools that have come 
before the courts for litigation during the past twenty-five years~ 
These oases will be reviewed and analyzed to discover the implications 
of the courtst decisions for those involved in public school education,, 
Need for the Study 
Those concerned with the educational program recognize the neces-
sity for adequate pupil con.trol in order to accomplish the purposes 
for which the school exists" Without proper control, anarchy and pan-
demoni1l!ll would reign, and our schools would be ineffective, to say the 
leasto Sorenso:nv5 commenting on this subject, stated: 
School e.xists for the education of children and youtho 
Teachers are given the responsibility for directing the 
learning of pupils., Without order little teach:i,ng and 
learning is likely to occ1ll'o The maintenance or' reason-
able discipline is absolutely essentialo 
Within constitutional limits state legislatures have plenary 
authority with respect to matters of policy for school controlo Stat-
utes 1, howeYer 9 are usually very general in matters dealing with the 
control of pupils., Actually, much of the legislation is permissive in 
5Helmer Eo Sorenson1 "Pupil Discipline and Controlin The Oklahoma 
Teacher, XLIX (September~ 1967) p .. 24.. - -
4 
naturep thereby delegating to school districts the authority and 
responsibility to legislate the specifics of pupil control.. 1I.tn.e local 
boards of education 1 in turn, often delegate this authority to the pro-
fessionalJ.y trained school personnel on its staff., 
Referring to American JurisJ!rudence we find an elaboration of the 
principles mentioned above: 
In discharging the duties imposed upon them by statute, 
school directors have the power to make rules and regu-
lations pertaining to schools and pupilso $0.There is 
no necessity that all the rules 9 orders, and regulations 
for the discipline~ governm~nt, and management·of the 
schools shall be a matter of record by the school board 
or that every act~ order, or direction affecting the con-
duct of the school shall be authorized or connrmed by a 
formal vote.. It is recognized that no system of rules, 
however carefully prepared, can provide for every emer-
gency or meet every requirement. In consequence much 
must necessarily be left to the superintendents of, and 
the teachers in the several schools.6 
It becomes o·bvi.ous, then, that because of this delegation of 
powers and lack of specific legislation, much of the decision making 
authority is left to the administrators and teachers .. The need for a 
basic knowledge of the legal aspects of pupil control to aid them in 
reaching these decisions is evidento 
It is only natural that the a.c.tions or aspirations of the pupils 
will often collide with the· statutory prov:isions or with the rules and 
regulations of school officials, administrators, and teacherso When 
the restrictions placed upon the pupils appear to be unnecessary or 
unreasonable 1 the pupil or his parent is ~rivileged to stand ~p for 
his legal rights by challenging the action in courto 
647 A.~erican Jurisprudence 3260 
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Im:i:umerable situations exist in the public schools where certain 
types of regulations are considered to be reaso,nable and necessary by 
some and unreasonable and unnecessary by others* Virtually all of 
these situations a.re controversial and fraught with potential li tiga:,.. 
tione When the disagreement reaches the stage of litigation, the 
courts determine reasonableness of the rules and regulations and the 
methods used to enforce themo Ultimately, then 9 final authority rests 
with the courts .. 
The courts invariably apply the test of reasonableness in deter-
mining whether or not school personnel have exceeded their legal 
authority in the particular matter before them for litigation~ 
American ~isprudence states this principle in the following manner: 
oooThey (the courts) will not consider whether regulations 
are wise or expedient~ but merely whether they are a reason·-
able exercise of the power and discretion of the boardo The 
reasonableness of regulations is a question of law for the 
courtso-,007 
The distinction between whether an issue questions the reason-
ableness of a regulation or wheth1&r it questions the wisdom of the 
regulation is sometimes extremely difficult for the courts to deter-
mineo "Reasonable" is defined in Black_' s ~ Dictionary as: "just; 
proper; ordin.ary or usual; fit and appropriate to the end in viewo" 
Webster defines 99wisen ·!;o mean» "discerning and judging soundly con-
cerning what is true or falsev proper or improper; discreeto" 
The decision of the courts to pass upon a matter or refuse to 
do so 9 based upon reasonableness is not always a fu.ndamental one .. 
In some cases it may depend upon the liberality of the particular 
court in the interpretation of its jurisdiction. Commenting o:n this 
situationv.Remmlein8 st-ates: 
The line of demarcation between reasonableness and wisdom 
is sometimes shadowy; the difference may appear to be 
only a matter of terminologyo The courts never violate 
the principle that they ha:ve jurisdiction to decide whether 
a rule is wise or unwiseo Nevertheless, one court may 
refuse to review a rule which another court will pass upon 1 
the one court losing its review of the issue on the quern-
tion of the reasonableness of the rule, while the other 
court refuses its consideration of the rule on the basis 
that the.quest.ion is whether the rule is wise or unwiseo 
6 
Reasonableness is an elusive and changing concepto What was con-
sidered reaso;nable some fifty years ago may be considered unreasonable 
today; an act considered reasonable in one section of the country may 
be considered unreasonable in another; that which is reasonable in a 
cold climate may be ·unreasonable in a warm climateo It becomes 
necessary to analyze recent cases and decisions in an attempt to have 
a clearer under.standing of the current thinking of the courts. 
Court decisions serve as p:i:'eoedents for consideration of subse-
quent cases., These judicial precedents constitute legal principles 
which can become an in.valuable a.id to the school administrator and 
·, 
teacher in dealing with problems of pupil controlo In this regard, 
Wallace Good9 recently stated~ 
Those problems that are faced almost dai.ly by men and women 
charged with the administration of the public schools in 
America. eventually become the subject matter of court 
~adeline Ko Remmlei:np ~ ~ .2f Local Public School Administra-
lli!!, (New York, 1953) Po 191.. · ' . . 
9wallace E., Good~ nRegu.lation of Student Conduct," The American 
School BoJl,:rd Journal~ CLV (July, 1967) Po 230 -
\ 
• . ..__} 
decisionso I:n our legal syst,em, while the ma,jor concern of 
the court is with the immediate case, the decision becomes 
the guideline for action or restraint in countless other 
situations., Discussions of recent appellate cases ir1volving 
regulation of student conduct 1 then, should indicate the kinds 
of problems for which legal solutions are being sought, 
reveal trends concernir.1g the a.uthori ty of sbhool personnel to 
regulate student conduct, and hint of changes in what our 
society expects of .the school systemo 
7 
Litigation in the area of pupil control appears to be increasinga 
Th.is tends to indicate that there is much misunderstanding and many 
unresolved questions in this areao Tl:!,e only places to find these 
answers are in the laws and in the courts~ interpretations of these 
lawso 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of the study is to ferret out 9 analyze and present 
a summary of ·the 1i tiga.tion by the courts in the area, of pupil control 
that are the most pressing and controversial at this timeu Implica-
tions of the courtsv decisions for school personnel and trends in the 
current reasoni.ng of the court will be discussedo 
It is hoped tha,t the information gathered with this study will 
serve as a use:fu.l guide fo·r school administrators in making decisions 
relative to the problems of pupil control that they must face dailyo 
Perhaps the study may help them avoid costly and embarrassing litiga-
tiono 
Scope and Limitations of the Study 
I So numerous are the litigations related to the control of pupil 
personnel that one study cav..not cover all the legal aspects pertaining 
8 
to this area. This study is limited to the litigious aspects of cer-
tain specified areas of pupil control that appear to be the most timely 
and significant in view of existing social conditions. 
Statutory law will be referred to only in general terms with the 
major emphasis of the study being placed on case law. The study refers 
only to those cases brought before the higher courts and reported in 
the National Reporter System. 
More specifically the study will be concerned with: (1) regula-
tions concerning married pupils, (2) regulations concerning dress and 
personal appearance of pupils~ (3) regulations concerning secret 
societies, and (4) the legality of methods used in enforcing pupil 
control; (a) corporal punishment (b) suspension and expulsion. 
Because the laws under which public schools operate are periodi-
cally amended by judicial interpretation, the court decisions discussed 
will be of a recent date. The specific period under study will be the 
past twenty-five years (1942-1967). Older cases will be referred to 
only when they have important historical value or if they establish a 
principle which has not sjnce been before the courts. 
The intent will be to summarize the cases and to examine and 
analyze the general principles of law that can be gleaned from the 
judicial interpretations. An attempt will be made to identify the 
implications of these principles for those involved in public school 
administration. 
Procedures of the Study 
The procedure used is that part of the general method of histori-
cal research using the technique of legal research. In the 
9 
investigation of the court cases the American Digest System was used 
to locate the cases 9 the National Reporting System to read the cases, 
and Shephardvs Citations to Cases was used to determine the current 
status of case materialo 
The following chapter contains the background information.for 
the study. Chapters III, IV, V, and VI deal with the presentation 
of the data relative to the major areas of current concern, and the 
last chapter contains the conclusions and recommendations made as the 
result of the study. 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
The law is n.ot merely a composition of cold type~ 
It is a living organism which molds itself to meet the 
needs of an ever changing civilization.,1 
The pubHc school educational system of the United States 1 includ,-
ing the :profession of teaching as well as school ad.min:i.strationj has 
its basis in lawo It rE:ists upon ideas of the democratic state and 
relationships between the school and state., 
Law literally means an edict or order 1 but it refe:cs to much more 
2 than regu.1a;tions and. statutes which provide the fra.meworko .. Gauerke 
maintains thats nThe real 1aw 9 or ,iustice 1 is made of ~ code and equity~ 
Law is the r:igidw:ritten framework which states w):lat is legal .. Equitys 
or fair p1ay~ seer:1 that the law does not produce an unfair resultov, 
Othe:r than the gr®at; mass of law which has been written down in 
the f<n'm o:f consti tuti(ms~ stab:i.es 7 a.nd administrative enactments is 
the ·ixr1w:ri tten 1a.w or common lawo Com.men law is that set of rules~ or 
_principles found in records of decisions of judgeso It is the law made 
"by judges .ca;t.he:r' than by Legislative "bodies., 
1A,:P-R,lics!,t~p~ of Fallon~ 178 NoYoAo (2d)~ (New York1 1958) Po 4590 
2 Warren Eo Gau.erke J Sc,hs>o,l Law: (New York, 1965) p., lo 
10 
11 
The concept of common. law, along with most other aspects of the 
American legal system 11 is part of our heritage from England., Early in 
the history of England 1 judges had to decide the legal cases according 
to what they felt most persons would consider fair and equitable@ The 
judges tended to follow the customs of the community and the common 
values of the people in ma.king their decisionsc These decisions became 
c:rystaliHd in.to-principles which, in cases of controversy, were 
enunciated by the cou:rtso .This is the common law1 sometimes referred 
to.as unwri"tten law, and it. is to be found in the reports of decided 
case so 
Common law, then, is ndiscovered" law in contra.st to the enacted 
laws of statutes and constitutionso It is the law that emerges from 
case dec:l.sions-"case law0 o 1l1his case law 9 and the legal principles 
derived from it 9 has evolved through the years by the use of the doc-
trine of st~r._!S ~lilcisea P ttlet. the decision stando" Wormser3 made the 
following statement corwerning the development of common law: 
In a. cod.ified system of law 9 a judge may interpret the 
language of the wr:i tten. law as he wishes» regardless· 
of the precedent .. This is not true of the English 
system~ whi.ch is governed by the-rule of stare decises 9 
or to stand by decid.ed cases.. Once a point of law has 
been de,?)i.ded by the highest court of appeal, it ia fixed 
law and can be changed only by legislationo But the com= 
mo:n law has been able to grow without constant interfer-
ence by Iegisla:tio:n ·because judges have been able in var-
ious waysv to ci.:rcu.mven:t disagreeable or obstructive 
preceden·r.u Th·:e courts have been inclined to reasonable 
flexJ .. bili ty in determining what current policy may be .. 
In addition to the rule of stare decisis an.d the concept of com-
mon 1awv the English have influenced our legal system in many ways. 
·~ 
-'Rene Ao Wormse:J:' 9 .!h! L~w (New Yorkv 1949) p., 2600 
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of speechv a.nd d:l.:l.e process a.re othe:r examples o:f valua.'ble legacies 
from the Angl.o·~·Saxons., 
One of the more valuable concepts~ especially as it applies to the 
understanding of case law in the field of school administration 1 is 
that of 11:reasonablenessvi" Gauerke 4 states tb.a t ~ 
An add:i tional i:nheri tance from Anglo~-Saxon is the reason-
a'ble man idea 1 which appears through.out criminal an.d civil 
lawo When a person does an a.ct i the true test to determi11.e 
legal responsib:i.li ty conti:nues to be: "What would a :reason·~ 
ably p:rude:r:ri; ma.:n.~ in the circumstance 1 anticipate to be thl'itl 
conseque:nces of his a.ct?vv 
Se1dom 9 if indeed ever 9 will a court decide a case involving 
school regulations without applying the test of reasonableness.. In 
matters pertai.nhi.g to pl:1.pil control 11 it is the major criteria used by 
the courts in determining the .legality of actions of school offi.cialso 
A:r.wther ::i..mpo:ctan.t legal principle relative to regulation of stu-
dent perso:rm.e1 -that b.as also evolved from the common law is that of. in 
12.££ ga:r_E11nt:ic1E.o The te:rm mea.ns vvin place of the parent" n Sorenson5 
comments o:n t.he developmerrt of this principle in the following manneri 
Early Amer::\ .. caXJ.. custom a.:n.d law provided that parents assume 
respons:i.bi:U.ty for the education of their children., o o o 
'r:l:m.s discipl:ine and. control of the child was :in the hands 
of the pare:o.to The Colonial family was ruled with complete 
autb.orityo o o,, As the task of education shifted from the 
home to the schools courts were called upon to define the 
rel.a.tio:o.sh:i.p of the teacher now standing in the place of 
the parent in the instructional process .. The legal term 9 
in. loco pa.r'Imtis crune to h:a.ve a fairly defined meaning in 
common J..awo I:n loco parentis as applied by the courts 
4aa.u.erke , p" 7 o 
5Helmer Eo Sorenson~ ivpupil Discipline and Control 9 vi The Oklahoma 
Teach,eI.'v XLIX (Septembe:r.'~ 1967) p .. 23 .. 
provides that a teacher may ;exercise only those powers 
that are just 9 proper, necessary and reasonable for the 
welfare of the child under the circumstances which exist~ 
It becomes apparent that the law is not easily defined., There 
13 
is no adequa·te basis for full 'Wl.derstandi:ng of such concepts as cus-
toms 1 1aws 9 and reasonableness., Nobody can define precisely what 
such wo:rds mean., As one author states 1 vvThe phrase g the lawi is a 
paradox .. It is mountain-like in concept, but the smallest detail is 
highly relevant in specific instances., One should k.'l'.l.ow the law as it 
affects him; yet 9 he can know so little-.n6 
Legal Sources of Public School Education 
The public school system of the United States is an instrument 
of government created for a specific function which society has 
decreed to be a d.,esi.rable one·--the education of all the children of all 
the peopleo Arr.ii' d:i.scussion of the law as it relates to education should 
/ 
/ 
'be prefacl.lld wyth the u..1:J.derstanding that al though there a.re many laws 
rela.ting sJH'.lcificall.y to ed.u.cation 9 there are many more relating to 
the opera·t:i..on o:f gover:nm.ent generally a.nd only affect the public 
schools because education. ha.ppens to be a part of governmento It is 
important for school administrators to understand the sources and 
types of 1aw under ·which the :public school system oper·ateso 
The Federal Government and the Schools 
The Constitution. of the United States is the basic law of the 
lando All laws which are passed by Congress 9 state legislatures, or 
6 Gauerke:i Po 110 
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any branch of nationalfl state, or local gov-ermnent a.re subject to the 
limitations a:nd provisions of this Constitution. Nowhere in the Con-
stitution is there any mention of education. However, i-t should not 
be concl·u.ded from this fact that the Federal Constitution in no way 
relates to or affects education. 
The positive powers of the national government with respect to 
education are found in the interpretation that has been given to the 
general welfare clause of the Constitution. This clquse, which is 
located in Article 1 1 Section VIII, states that Congress shall have 
power, 1tTo lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts and excises, to 
pay the de.bts and provide for the general welfare of the United 
States; 
" 
O O O 
Most authorities have agreed that the Federal Government, under 
th.is clause, has the implied authority to levy and collect taxes for 
the support of public school education. Edwards? says, "There can be 
no doubt that Congress under the general welfare clause would be 
accorded authority to make any reasonable appropriation for the support 
of education., ,v 
On the other hand it i.s well. established that educational policy 
may be profou..11.dl;y· affected by certain limitations on the powers of the 
states contai.n.ed in the federal Constitution. These limitations are to 
be found in Article 11 Section Xi which prohibits the states from 
passing any laws impairing the obligation of contracts; the First 
7Newton Edwards,~ Courts~~ Public Schools (Chicago, 
1955) p., 4° 
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Amendment which guarantees freedom of religion, speech, and peaceable 
assembly; and the Fourteenth Amendment which guarantees due process of 
the law and equal protection of the law. 
The Federal Constitution reserves for the states the authority 
for maintaining the educational system. This authority is found in 
the Tenth Amendment which states: "The powers not delegated to the 
United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, 
are reserved to the state r:espectively, or to the people." Education, 
then 9 is a function of the stateo 
The State and the Schools 
It.is well established that education is a function of state 
governmento In spite of this fact, it is commonly believed by many 
people that education is a local functiono This false assumption is 
probably reached because of the broad discretionary powers bestowed 
upon local officials in matters dealing with school operation. 
Edwards8 points out that: 
Whatever vagaries may have been entertained by educational 
reformers or others, the courts have been forced by neces-
sity to.formulate a theory of education based upon what 
they deem to be fundamental principles of public policyo 
In legal theory the public school is a state institution. 
The Supreme Court of Minnesota stated this principle in the 
following man:ner: "This court so frequently has affirmed the doctrine 
that the maintenance of the public school is a matter of state and not 
16 
local concern that it is not necessary to further review the authori-
ties at this date .. "9 
Another commonly held misconception about public education is the 
belief that schools are established an4 maintained primarily for the 
benefit of the individual student. Although it is obvious that the 
individual does, in fact 9 derive much benefit from our system of pub-
lie education, in legal theory this is not the primary purpose for 
which public schools are created. 
The relation of school to the individual, on the one hand, and to 
organized society 1 on the other, has been established by the courts 
on many occasions. As an example, the position wa.s clearly stated 
by the Supreme Court of New Hampshire in the following language.: 
The primary purpose of the maintenance of the common school 
syst.em is the promotion of the general intelligence of the 
people constituting the body politic and to thereby 
increase the usefulness and efficiency of the citizens, 
upon which the government of society depends. Free school-
ing furnished by the state is not so much a right granted 
to pupils as a duty imposed upon them for the public good. 
If they do not voluntarily attend the schools provided for 
them they may be compelled to do so. While most people 
regard the public schools as the means of great personal 
advantage to the pupils, the fact is too often overlooked 
that they are governmental means of protecting the state 
from the consequences of an ignorant and incompetent 
citizenshipolO 
State policy for school law finds expression through the medium 
of constitutional provisions and statutory enactments. The state 
9state !:!. Erickson~ 251 N. w. 519 (Minnesota, 1933)0 
1°Fogg ~Board£! Education, 82 Atl. 173 (New HanJpshire, 1912). 
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consti tu·tion enjoys the same relationship to state government as the 
Federal Constitution does to Federal Government. Subject to the limi-
tations placed on it by the Federal Constitution it is the basic 
source for the law of the stateo 
Without exception state constitutions provide the necessary 
authority to enable state legislatures to provide for the establish-
ment and maintenance of efficient systems of public schools. The 
principle is well established that the state legislature, subject to 
constitutional limitations, has plenary power with respect to matters 
of educational policyo 11 Edwards, commenting on legislative authority 
relative to school control, states: 
In the absence of constitutional prohibitions, the ends to 
be attained and the means to be employed are wholly sub-
ject to legislative determinationo The legislature may 
determine the types of schools to be established throughout 
the state, the means of their support, the orga.J?.s of their 
ad.ministration 1 the content of their curricula, and the 
qualifications of their teachers. Moreover, all these mat-
ters may be determined without regard to the wishes of the 
localities 1 for in education the state is the unit and 
there are no local rights except such as are safeguarded 
by the constitutiono 
Because no set of rules or laws can be so finely construed as to 
anticipate every conceivable situation, state legislatures, in actual 
practice 1 delegate general authority to other state and local agencies .. 
In the area of education examples of these types of agencies are state 
departments of education 7 tax commissions, tenure commissions, county 
governments and local boards of education. 
r 
~dwards? p .. 5 .. 
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Although the legislature does delegate authority to other agen-
cies, the delegated authority must be administrative in nature and 
cannot be legislati·ve.. The rule is clear, but its application in speci-
fio instances may not be easy because of the difficulty in distin-
gu.ishing one power from the other. 
The only power that local school authorities have is that which 
is granted to them by the legislature .. Local school districts are 
strictly creatures of the state created to serve a specific function of 
state government" The powers that are bestowed upon their officers 
tend to be general in nature .. This has the effect of cloaking the 
local school officials with broad discretionary powers in matters 
pertaining to the efficient operation of the school. 
The Courts and the Schools 
It is inevitable that~ in the performance of their administrative 
duties, the actions of the officials of the various education agencies 
will create conflict and differences of opinion .. Unforeseen circum-
stances a.re certain to arise .. Under these conditions it is obvious 
that there must be agencies to resolve the controversies which arise 
if the school system is to operate with any degree of efficiencyo 
Under our form of government these agencies are the courtso 
Courts are not allowed to act of their own volitiono They can 
assume jurisdiction of only those controversies and legal matters that 
are initiated by individuals or agencies and referred to them for 
decisiono Hamilton and Mort12 define the role of the courts in the 
· 
12Robert Ro Hamilton and Paul Ro Mortr ~ ~ 2 Public Educa-
~ (Brooklyn~ 1959) Pollo 
following manner: 
The technical responsibilHy of the various courts is to 
interpret the law within the scope of their respective 
jurisdictionso It is humanly impossible for any legis-
lature or constitutional convention for that matter 1 to 
foresee all of ·the controyersisas which. may arise t:tnder 
any constitutional provision or statutory enactment~ It 
then becomes the task of the court to determine, as far 
as possible, what it deems was the intention of the leg--
is1atu..l'.'e when it enacted the law in question,, 
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The same authors pointed out another function the courts may per-
form that affects the administration of the school by stating: 
Traditionally» legislative enactments lag behind develop-
ments in educationo Since the courts are readily at ha.nd 1 
and can 9 by ''liberal" construction of statutes 9 from real 
or imagined legislative restrictions, it would appear that 
the courts in a very real sense, are an adopting agency 
between the legislature and educational administra:tion. 
If this be true, it is obvious that educational progress 
in any state 9 to a very real degree will depend upon the 
extent to which the courts understand. and are sympathetic 
with the aims and purposes of educationol3 
Is it, perhaps~ important to note that sometimes practices of 
school administration, especially in the areas of discipline and con-
trol 1 might lag behind current social values and mores'? In this 
instance a libe:r.al interpretation 1 by the courtsi of individual rights 
of the student.a could result in embarrassing situations for school 
authorities in their attempts to regulate various aspects of student 
behavior and appearance., 
This 'brief glimpse at the origin and sources of school law points 
out the difficu.lty of precisely defining its contento Gauerke14 makes 
·i ·, 
Po .:...1.o 
the following comments regarding the meaning of school 1-awi 
School law means that body of legal preoed.errt af:feding 
education which comes from all sourceso It includes more 
than state statutes which.appear in the school cod@o If 
one were to stop herep he would overlook the relevant pro-
visions of state and federal constitutions" He would not 
take cognizance of rules and regulations touching educa-
tion authorized by administrative agencies~ He would have 
omitted the thou.sands of policies adopted by local schoo1 
bo_ards which, when valid 9 amplify state and federal law,, 
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In summary1 it is apparent that there ar~ various types of regu-
lations combined into the vast body of law that pertains to public 
school ed·ucationo These laws, regulatio:n.s 9 and legal principles 
appear to fa.11 in.to the following four groups: 
1,, Federal and state constitutional provisions 
2o Statutory law 
3o Administrative rules and regulations 
4., Judge-made law or case law 
Those who are charged with the responsibility of pupil discipline 
and control would do well to familiarize themselves with the legal 
aspects concerning their positionso The following chapter deals with 
the litigious aspects of rules and regulations relative to the dress 
and personal appearance of students in the public schoolso Subsequent 
chapters deal with other specific problems in the area. of public 
controlo 
CHAPTER·· III 
RULES AND REGULATIONS REGARDING DRESS AND 
PERSONAL APPEARANCE 
It goes without saying that matters of dress as well 
as behavior are subject to control by school authorities~ 
Caution should be exercised,. however, since dress fads 
and fashions including hair styles or use of cosmetics 
once considered in bad taste and detrimental to the best 
interests of the school may with the passage of time 
become acceptable .. l · 
There can be little doubt that problems involving control of dress 
and personal appearance are a source of interest and concern to those 
involved in public educat:j..ono .Flowers and Bolmeier4 point out that 
perusal of newspapers, magazines, and periodicals for a short period 
of time will furnish one ample evidence to "conclude that school men 
are concerned with, and, in many instances, attempting to do something 
about the dress and personal appearna.ce of the pupils in their charge." 
Somewhat typical of the "news" type coverage is the following 
quote taken from Newsweek maga.zineo 
l Helmer Eo Sorenson, "Pupil Discipline a.nd Control," !.h!.. Oklahoma 
Teach.er 9 XLIX (September, 1967) Po 230 
2 Anne Flowers and Edward Co Bolmeier, ~~Pupil Control 
(Cincinnati, 1964) Po 850 
' ; 
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Tb.1i3 lines we:r•e drawn at. Uo s .. High Schools last week-
h('!)mlines a.:n.d hair·lineso In lt~:remont 1 Californi.a two mem·bers 
of a rock and. roll group called Peter Wheat and the Bread-
men boycotted class and threatened to sue when the school's 
p:rinoipa.1 demanded that they shear their sheaves. Every-
where, the seasonal. issue and locks and frocks-not to men-
t.i.o:n pierced ears, bell bottoms, Levi 9 s 1 boots and sandals-
set off a number of faculty-student squahbles.3 
A..r1other issue of New~ shows the seriousness of the problem 
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and. points ou.t that it can become one of major proportions adversely 
affecting a significant number of students in a given school by report-
ing that: 
Perhaps the highest casualty rate for long-ha.ired boys was 
:r·eported at Tremper High School in Kenosha 1 Wisconsin~ where 
principal Harold Brushton ordered 150 mophea.ds out of school 
until they saw the barber~4 
The article also gives an indication of the extent to which some 
school officials go in prescribing certain standards of dress and 
appea,:rance z 
San Fra:nc:iscoas public schools, for example, post a foot-
long "Code of Dress" that outlaws pants that are form fit-
t:Ln.g or low slung, thong shoes, metal cheats and motor-
c;ycle or other heavy boots on boys9 Girls are prohibited 
from wearing scarires 7 roller? curlers, clips~ skirts above 
the k:nees~ high slashed skirts or shifts., In some schools 
skirt lengths a:.ee tested ·by asking the girls to kneel: the 
hem must ·rnuch the floor., 
For the past few years most of the controversy in the area of 
control of pupil appearance that has received a major portion of 
3•vHair=dos and Donuts," Newsweek, LVIII (October 3, 1966) p .. 4., 
4~'Long and. Short of It," Newsweek, LVI (September 27 ~ 1965) po 64" 
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publicity has centered around the length and style of the male 
student is hair. Ma.:ry Anne Raywid, 5 in an article for the Phi Del ta 
---
Kappan describes the s:i:tuation in the following manner: 
Changing teen-age hair styles apparently caused more than 
the usual quota of teapot tempests this fallo .,,, .. Most often 
it is the girls who parade the reigning adornment; and per-
haps it is the switch, with the male barbershop boycott, that 
has thrown us into "The Great Haircut Crisis .. " Whatever the 
reasons 1 nc:.r.isis" it clearly is, and we must deal seriously 
with action taken and contemplated in the face of this menace. 
She also pointed out that, in at least one school district, the 
problem has caused a rift between the principals' organization and 
the superintendent: 
Even the nation's largest school system had its cause 
celebre. When Principal Paul Balser suspended two Forest 
Hills High School seniors who defied his haircut demand, 
New York City Superintendent Bernard Donovon ordered the 
boys reinstated. The New York City Principals' Associa-
tion got into the act to find out where the authority lay, 
and Donovor:.. told them~ 
In the Feb:r'trary~ 1965 issue of the fhi. Del ta Ka;ppan an editorial 
was written concerning the suspension from school of a young student 
because of h:1.s extreme haircuto 6 The editors commented on the situa-
tion and asked interested readers to respondo Their responses were 
tabulated a:nd. reported in the April, 1965 issue. A summary of the 
responses revealed.: 
Of the over· 100 :r·esponses received by March lv from thirty-
five states 1 half clearly supported the position taken by 
5Mary Anne Raywid 1 "The Great Haircut Crises of Our Time 1 " Phi 
Delta Kappan~ XLVIII (December, 1966) p., 150. 
6
"An Invitation ~;o Kappan Readers~" fhi. Del ta Kappan, XLVI 
(February, 1965) Inside back coYero 
Kores [ the studerrt J a.n.d his f@;ther 2 a fourth (Jomm.ended the 
school administrat:i.on? and the :remaining four~h assumed a 
varJ.e+,y of mo:l'e or less noncommittal stances~ 7 
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A. look at ,e:x:oerp+.s :from the responses reveals the :reasoning gen-
erally voiced to suppo:rt on.e position or the othe:r. .. The following 
stateme:nt~ although quite lengthy 1 is repeated in its entirety because 
it appears to reflect. most of the ma.joX'.views of those supporting the 
action of the school officials., 
You may consider the principal's action to be an invasion 
of the rights of the p1lpi.L It was,, So is the require-
ment that he ta.ke English in schooly or that he be there 
at a certain timev or that he write his themes in ink~ All 
rules are an invasion of a person's rights,, If the rules 
a.re designated to obtai:n a result considered desirable by 
the school? if' they a.re supported by the community, and if 
compliance results in no appreciable hardship, there can be 
little question as to the right of the authorities to make 
and enforee themo More was involved in this incident than 
the hairdo it se:U'o Obviously 1 the hairdo was adopted to 
attract attention to the wearero That attention~ in the 
class:roomv could o:nly come from taking other students 1 
attention away from the teacher to the detriment of her 
efforts to teacho Suppression of this sort of thing is a 
legitlma.t.e fu.nctio:n of the princi.paL. If one bizarre hair-
cut went un.challenged 1 he might reasonably expect competing 
and morra bizia.rre hairou.tsv or other adornment of an attention-
getting :natureo While muc,h. might be said in favor of half-
sh&i.ven head.s v scraggly bea,rd.s v skirts slit up the side to 
e.:x:pose the hu.ttocks of the wearer? and dresses cut so low 
as ·ba:rely to eo1rer the :n.:i.pples? it can hardly be said that 
they would eri...hanoi3 or ·Jon.tribute to ·the efforts of the 
school in educating the chi.ld1 whole or in part 1 · or in 
im:;·1.:d.cating a sense of priority or good tasteo 8 
The other s:ide of the coin :is reflected by the following 
statement~ 
'?"Rea.de:rs Comment on ~The Great Hairdo CrisisV 9 " ru, Delta Kappa~9 
XLVI (Ap:ct;t, 1965) :p~ 421.. 
8Ibi_c!o~ Po 422., 
As a s"txperinte:r!d~n:t I should be more corwer1H3·d. with 
curriculum development~ school financ-e v in,'"'serYic-e 
growth o:f teachtrrs,, I should :remember tha·b fads pass 
along i.n t:l.meo And lastly~ I should remember not to 
choke on gnats~9 · 
Another reader felt that& 
School administrators and teachers find themselves in. 
the position of talking ou.t of both sides of their 
mouthsz They urge the student to be self-reliant., to 
decide issues for himself 9 to be cri tica.1 i · to think for 
himself; o:n the other hand~ if the result of such indi-
vidual freedom is nonconformity1 the student is imme-
diately ostracisedolO 
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If the comments found in most curre:n.t magazines 3 periodicals 1 and 
professional journals are in any way a reflection of the opinion of the 
public~ then it becomes rea.dily apparent that more and more people are 
questioning the validity, n.ecessi ty, and legality of school regula-
tions designed to control the personal appearance of studentso Richard 
11 Saxes Associate Professox· v Illinois Teachers College, maintains 
that~ 
Schools ha.ve become involved? needlessly involved 9 in harm-
fu.l conflict.so The obvious error on the part of the school 
people was in seeking to coerce pupils and parents into 
accepting certain standards of dress and grooming by refus= 
ing to pe:rmit pupils to attend school until the pupils and 
parents capi:tulated and complied with the standards., ...... 
Pa.rents h,;nrn :fuJ.l responsibility "l:io see to the clothing and 
appea.ra:nce of th.air ch:ildreno o o oWhen it becomes a matter 
of e:x:cluding pupils :for matters of good taste we must remem-
ber that taste is not a.:n. absolute q_ua1ity limited to educa-
tors and. midd.le class clie:n.teleo 
9,ll~}.9,o ~ Po 4230 
10 .. 
Ibid • ., 4340 
-·---= " 
P• 
11Richard Sax~~ YVTeacher~ Goiffeur 7 or Couturier~" Minnesota 
Journal .£! ~ucatio:n.~ XLVI (NGvember~ 1965) p. 250 
Another author sl:.t.pports this same position by sta.ting~ 
Every parent delegates a reason.able au-tho:rity to the sc:P.oola 
arJ.d. is :reasonably 1.i.a,ble fo:r. Hs enforcement.. How the young 
act in school is properly school business. But how they 
look when they leave :for school [also wHhin reasonable 
limits] - that~ I shall insistv is family business and any 
family may reasonably demand the right to arrange it to its 
own ta.steo 12 
Pa.ul Woodr:ing13 attacks the argument that clothing fads and 
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appeara..nce have a disruptive influence on the learning process in the 
following wayi 
In defending their right to control fashiom,:$ the principals 
have maintained that the new fads interfere with the learn-
ing process and are disruptive of classroom morale., Some 
courts have held that a school is justified in prohibiting 
distracting influences in schooL No doubt it is 1 but we 
doubt such principles can be applied consistently and 
equitablyo The mere presence of a pretty girl in the class-
room is distracting to adolescent boys 9 . but we cannot deny 
girls the right to be beautiful on that a.ccounto It is 
do1ibt:fu.l any style of dress isll in. itself v seriously dis-
tracting once the novelty wears off., It would be hard to 
pro,re that long hai.r on boys really interferes with the 
learning process" 
School administrators are facing a new challenge in this areao 
More and more parents are beginning to support the position of their 
childreno The regulations are being attacked as a denial of constitu-
tional rightsv and. civiJ. rights groups~ such as the American Civil 
Liberties Uniong have begun to intervene on behalf of the students., 
oooThe New York a:nd Kentucky chapters of the American Civil 
Liberties Union (ACLU) al:1:'eady have intervened on behalf of 
12John Ciar'di~ "Hair Styles and Harebrains," Saturday Review, 
XLVIII (May 1~ 1965) Po 180 
13Paul Woodring~ "Long Ha.ir and Mini-skirts 7 " ~~day Reviewt 
L (January 21~ 1967) p., .56., 
stud~nts i.n three haircut cases.. Other chapters may 7 and 
the :national ACLU is considering a policy sta;l;ement on free-
dom of e:iq>ression in the secondary schools that, in dra.ft 
form~ says in part that fac·ul ty members "should not insist 
that their ,judgm4Bnts of good taste are necessarily, and 
in all details~ superior to that of the students .... ..,, 1914 
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Ra.ywid15 notes the entrance of the ACLU by statingp "Clearly, we 
are in trouble .. Pa.rents are concerned; school officials are worried; 
and the American Civil Li'berties Union is, quite properly 1 taking 
stepso" Woodring16 also recognizes the significance of the entrance 
of the ACLUo He notes tha.t 1 "In at least three states the American 
Civil Liberties Union has intervened on behalf of the students, with 
the result that some oases arf being carried to higher courts~oo~Now 
that civil rights groups are intervening ~ga.}nst them~ ~he school men :tt,: 
a.re in for a. ba.d time.," 
It i.s apparent that the question under consideration is one of 
current interest and concern to those interested in the educational 
processo A review of court caseis and legal aspect textbooks will 
reveal the lega.1 principles that have been established a.nd indicate 
the cur:re:o:t atti'tud.e of the co-uri; rega.:rdin.g the legal questions 
involvedo 
. 1'". Garber and Edward.a ·I sta.:te the general principle that has been 
accepted governing the a.utho:d ty of schoo:j. officials in this regard: 
l4An Education Age Report, vwHaircuts~ The Schools 
Education~~ III (September..,-October, 19Q6) Po 32., 
15Raywid9 Po 1500 
16wocdring1 Po 550 
and the Law»" 
1'7 
· 'Lee O o Garber and Newton Edwards 9 !.!!!, ~ Governing Pupils 
(Dann.ville, 1962) Po 7o 
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It is well esta.blished by many co·l:l.rt decisions that school 
boards have the authority to -make and enforce ax1y reason-· 
able rules of governing the conduct of pupils .. The reason-
ableness of a board rule will be determined by the facts in 
each particular case.. In det•rmin.ing th& :reasonableness of 
a :rule 1 a. court will not substi.tute- its own discretion for 
tha.t of the board; the enforcement of the rule will not 
be -enjoined unless the rule is clearly unreasonable.. A 
board may not 9 howe-verv enforce· a :rule with respect to a 
matter outside its jurisdiction .. 
They .further point out that» "Rules regulating the dress of pup:i.ls 
have been held to be :reasonableo" 
18 Drury and Ray point out, however, that the courts will interfere 
if a boa.rd9 "..., .. acts arbitrarily1 violates the law, alienates the pupil 
from proper parental contro1 1 or acts in a manner completely unrelated 
to the proper efficiency or conduct of the school system.," 
The United States Constitution largely leaves public education to 
the stateso The states~ in turn leave student control to local school 
boardso The local boards 9 in most instances1 delegate a good deal of 
their authority to individual superintendents 9 principals, and 
teacherso When serious disciplinary sanctions such as suspension or 
expulsion are invokedv the constitutional right to due process comes 
into pla.yo In such cases students and their parents or legal guar-
dians are entitled to not:i.ce a.nd9 if they request it 9 a hearing before 
the board of educationo A:ny action taken by the local board of educa-
tion is subject to judicial reviewo 
The cases brought. before the courts may be divided into two broa.d. 
areas; attempts to regula.te dress and attempts to regulate the length 
and style of haircutso 
18 Robert Lo Drury and Kenneth Co Ray11 Prj.n,~iplt.ts of School Law 
(New York~ 1965) Po 4? o . - -
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Attempts to Regulate- Dress 
In spite of the di,re:rge:n:t opinions of the p-u:blic and tht-: contro,= 
ve:rs.ial nature of rules regarding co:n,trol of dress~ there have been 
few cases tha.t have reached the courts on this subject,, Edwara..s19 
acknowledges that 9 °Relative1.y few oases have comi:Ei in·to the cm.i.:rts 
test:ing the authority of school boptrds to regulate the d..ress and P!:H"·= 
sonal appearance of pupilso'1 
Flowers and Bolmeier20 discovered that, "All litigation oonoer.ni.ng 
the dress of pupils has been confined to the twentieth centuryo 11 The 
writer found eleven. cases i:nvolv'ing control of d:ress ~ the first was 
reported in 1906 and the latest in September of 1966 .. Five of these 
cases have been reported since 1947 and three of them were heard in 
1966., Although there has been a paucity of cases in the a:rea 9 it 
appears that the.matter :is timely and the three very recent cases 
indicate current concer:n with the problemo 
The ea.:dier oases dealing with the problem were involved with the 
question of the validity of rules and regu).ations prescribing a certain 
form dress., In 1906 the Sup:.reme Court of GeQrgia was asked to rule on 
the legality of a regalation which required that all male pupils nover 
four feet six inchesvv tall between certain ages to wear a prescribed 
urdform in o:rd.er to a·ttend a. public scb.oolo 21 A father sought to 
, l9Newton Ed.wa:rds 9 ~ Courts ~~Public Schools (Chicago 9 
1955) Po 5680 
2
°Flowers andBoJ.meier~ Po 860 
21r.iccaskill, ~ ~ 9 54 So Eo 942 (Georgia» 1906) o 
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restrain the superintendent from enforcing the ruleo The court dis-
missed the case because the father sought relief before the fact and 
hence had chosen improper legal remedyo There had been no allegation 
that the rule had been enforced. The court in discussing the lack of 
allegation concerning enforcement said, nNo principle is more clearly 
recognized than that equity will not attempt to do a thing which is 
vain; and it would be useless indeed to grant relief before injury is 
even threatenedo" 
Perhaps a more widely known case concerning the prescription of 
uniforms by school authorities is Jones::!,:. Day. 22 The board of trus= 
tees had adopted a resolution requiring all high school boys to wear 
khaki uniforms and ordered the principal to enforce the regulation on 
all pupils "••oin public places within five miles of the school 1 every 
day including Saturday and Sundayo" 
The Supreme Court of Mississippi ruled that since certain pupils 
were boarding pupils they were under the care and custody of school 
authorities during the entire school term; and the rule~ therefore~ 
was applicable to them--nuntil they cease to be under the care and 
control of the school management"--; but the court added that the rule~ 
when applied to day students, could be in effect only when the pupils 
were under the care and control of the school and not in parental 
charge. 
The actions of a board of education, in refusing to grant a high 
school girl her diploma because she refused to wear a cap and gown~ 
22Jones ~ Day, 89 So. 906 (Mississippi, 1921). 
was found to be unreasonable and arbitrary by the Supreme Court of 
Iowa., 23 The- court stated~ 
The wearing of a cap and gown on commencement night has no 
relation to educational values 7 the discipline of the 
school, scholastic grades 9 or intellectual advancement~ 
.... ,.from a legal standpoint the ·board might as wel.1 attem:pt 
to direct the wearing of overalls by the boys and calico 
dresses by the girls., 
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Probably· the case most cited by authors is one that came before 
the Supreme Court of Arkansas., 24 A board of education had adopted a 
rule which stated1 "The wearing of transparent hosiery 9 low·-necked 
dresses or any style of clothing tending toward immodesty in dress 1 or 
the use of face paint or cosmetics, is prohibited .. " A girl had been 
asked to remove her make-up and to refrain from wearing it to school 
again. She returned to school with talcum on her face and was denied 
admission for failure to o"bey the rule., The girl then. req_uested the 
court to issue a writ of mandamus req_uiring local school officials to 
reinstate hero 
The court indicated that unless it could be shown that there was 
a clear abuse of discretion by the school boa:r'd in adopting such a rule 
and that the rule was unreasonable~ the court must uphold the rule 
regardless of whether the action of the board was considered wise by 
the court .. Justice Smith wrote the majority opinion for the court~ 
part of which is quoted belowi 
Courts have other and more important functions to perform 
than that of hearing the complaints of disaffected pupils 
23valentine ~ In~~eEi ~2.£1 District.£! Casey9 184 No W., 434 
(Iowa, 1921) .. 
24Pugsley !,:. Sellmeyer~ 250 S .. Wo 538_ (Arkansas, 1923) o 
of the public schools against rules and regulations pro= 
rnulgated by the school boards for the government of the 
schools" The courts have the right of review 1 for the 
reasonableness of such a. rule is a judicial question~ and 
the courts will not refuse to perform their functions in-
determining the reasonableness of such rules 1 when the 
question is presented .. But~ in so doing 9 it will be kept 
in mind that the directors are elected by the patrons of 
the schools over which they preside, and the election 
occurs annuallyo The directors are in close and intimate 
touch with the affairs of their respective districtst and 
know the cond.itions with which they have to deal. It will 
be remembered also that respect for constituted authority 
and obedience thereto is an essential lesson to qualify 
one for the duties of citizenship,· and that the school-
room is an appropriate place to teach that lesson; so that 
the courts hesitate to substitute their will and judgment 
for that of the school boards which are delegated by law 
as the agencies to prescribe rules for the government of 
the public--schools of the state., 
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The court further pointed out that since local conditions might 
exist which would justify the adoption of a rule of this nature to aid 
in the discipline of the school and since it was unnecessary to seek a 
reason for the adoption of such a rule in order to uphold it, the 
court would not annul it., 
The decision of the court~ however 1 was not unanimous .. One of the 
judges writing a dissenting opinion statedg vvr thi.nk that a rule for~v 
bidding a girl of her age (eighteen) from putting talcum powder on her 
face is so far unreasonable and beyond the exercise of discretion that 
the court should say that the board of directors acted without authorr.-
ity in making and enforcing iton-
This case is significant because it indicates dramatically how a 
court's thinking may tend to change or modify with the passage of timeo 
It would severely stretch the imagination of the most conservative 
people to think that in view of todayvs values and mores a rule such 
as this one would continue to be held as "reasonable"o 
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.A few years la.tar the Supreme Court of North Da.kota ruled. that 
school officials could forbid pupils to wea~ metal heel plates when 
they caused more than nol'mal damage to the floors a:nd when noise and 
confusion was such as to affect the conduct and discipline of the 
schoolo 25 The parents of one boy insisted that it was their prerogative 
to decide what apparel their child would wear to school and that the 
. 
school was being arbitrary and unreasonableo 
The court explained that this was one of those instances in which 
the paramount right of the parent must give way to the interests of the 
public generally and. that vv o o., there was no hardship or indignity 
imposed. upon. the plaintiff or his son by it.," The court further stated 
that although the boy was an excellent student of good conductt that 
fact could not alter their decisiono They statedg 
Wha.teV'e:r he did was done with.out malice or willful dis:regard 
of rules and only because of parental commando It seems to 
us that even so his conduct amounted to insub9rdinationo Any 
other construction pi.rt upon the term as used i:n the stat·ute 
might result :i.n a:n. intolerable si tuation.o No rule or regu.la..= 
tion could be enforced., provided the pa.rent directed the 
pupil not to observe i.to 
A prohibi to:cy rule which included the statement that "wearing of 
jerseys 9 sweaters 9 caps and other conspicuous evidence of membership 
in all. unapproved secret organization is hereby forbidden on the school 
premises 9 " was upheld by the Supreme Court of Massachusettso 26 The 
court dismissed the petition saying that the e:x:pu.lsion of students 
25strom"berg ~ !2:,_~nc~0 236 No Wo 477 (North Dakota 9 1931) o 
26 AE,tell ~.§1ok~~ 191 No Eo 407 (Massachusettsp 1934)0 
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viola.ting the rule did :not exceed the power con.ferred. upon the 
committee by the legislatu.T.'e o 
The next case challenging the authority of school officials in 
. . 27 
the area of dr.ess appeared before the Supreme Court of Georgiao 
The principal of a.. high school refused to permit a. female pupil to 
con.tinue h.e:r clasa®s while wearing ·sl.a.cks.. The father petitioned the 
courts for a w.r.i t of ma.n.damus d:i.rect.ed at the p:rinci.pal.. He mainta.im11d 
that the prinr,ipal. ~ s a.ct in·terfe:red wi"th his rights guaranteed under 
certain prov·isions of the comrti tutions of the United States and Geor-
gia.o 
The court denied. the w:r:i.t on. the technical grounds that the 
petition did not show the principal to be a public officer or the 
school to be a pa:rt of the school system.. Whether hi.s unsuccessful 
attempts. to ga.:i.n a w.ri't were a. source of discouragement P whether the 
que1:1tion· became moot~ or whether the plaintiff was able to resolve his 
grievance without fu:rthe:t" court action is not known; but no report is 
found to indicate that Matheson pursued the subject any further .. 
· It was fifteen yea.rs later before the cou.r·t had occasion to rule 
on another case involving wearing apparel .. The case 9 decided by the 
Supreme Court of' Alabamav inv-olved a petition for mandamus requiring 
the.county board of school commissioners and others to readmit the 
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child of the petitioner to school.. .The child» a female student 9 
had refused to wear the prescribed uniform in a required physical 
2" 
'Matheson .!:.. &rag.y~ 
28U't, h 11 Uc -1· 
~1.c e~ v. ~cal t 
==r c:. === w=:> 
43 So E .. (2d) 703 (Georgia 1 1947) .. 
143 So., (2d) 629 (Alaba.mav 196.2) o 
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education class because it was against her religious beliefo The 
school had conceded that they would not :require he:r to wear the uniform 
but .she must atten.d the class and take those exercises and. participate 
in those aotivi ti.es tha.t modesty and her religious bel.ief would ao 
allow... The father co:n.t.inued to object and. complai:ned that un.less the 
I 
school offered a se;pa.rate class composed. of those who shared his 
daughter 0 s belief' that she would. be made to appear a. "speckled bird" 
and would be s·u.bjected to :ridicule by her ola.ssmateso 
The court held that ·the ertudentv on the basis of religious pri.nm, 
ciplesv was not :requi.:red to participate in exerci.ses which would be 
immodest in ordinary apparel 9 nor was she r·equired to wear a pre-
scribed outfito However 1 she was obligated to attend the course in 
physical educa.ti.on a.!.!.d that such course did not violate her constitu-
tional rightso In :rega,rd to the allegation that the daughter would 
be made to appea.:r. diffe::ren.t the court :repliedg 
All citizens 9 in so far as they hold views different from 
the majo:r:lty of ·t.b.e:i:r fel.1.ows 9 a.re su'bject to such incon-
veniences and this is especially true of those who h-0ld 
religious or moral beliefs which are looked u.pon wHh dis= 
dain by the ma.jorityo It is preci·sely every citizen° s 
right to 'be a vvspeckled bird•9 that our constitutions, sta.te 
and :federa.lv seHak ·to insu:r'eo And solace for tb.e embarrass-
ment that is attenda.:n:!i u.po:n holding such 'beliefs must be 
found by the i:o.divid·a.al ei t:l.zen in his own :moral courage 
and ertre:n.gth of ocm.victionp a:o.d. not in a court of lawo 
The reaso:v.i:ng used in this opinion may prove to be particularly 
sig:nif:i.ca.n:t if a,pplied to the haircut cases discussed later in this 
chaptero If, in fact v :i.t is eve:r,y cHizfln 9 s right to be a vvapeckled 
bird'', what implications does this hold for fu.ture courts when they are 
considering .the authority of school officials who attempt to regulate 
extremes in dress a..~d appearance? Andr if state and federal 
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constitutions seek to insure this rightv does this imply that school 
. officials are in fo:J:' 1egal headaches if they ati;empt. to control dress 
and appearance that is different from the accepted standard? 
Two recen't cases were decided o:n. the same da.y by the same court 
with similar hut distinguishable charaderisticso These cases offer 
an excellent example to support the principle that each case must ·be 
decided on its own merits and that local circumstances will be taken 
into consideration by the cou.:rts in determining the reaaonablertf.:lss of 
regula.tions or actions of school officialso The court 11 in one ca.se v 
upheld a rule by school authorities p:rohibi ting ·the wearing of freedom 
buttons~ and in the other case the rule was declq:1.r.ed an unreasonable 
infringement on the stu.dents~ rightso 
In the Burnside29 case a number of high school students persisted 
in wearing buttons that had ''one ma.:n 9 one votevv 9 arou.n.d the perimeter 
and the ir:dtiaJ.s SNCC in the centerQ 'rhe students and their parents 
were duly informed that they were not to wear the buttons in school 
and were ultii.mately suspended when they didn~t complyo 
The opinion of the es:n:.iJ:·•t is pa:r·t:ially given belowi 
The regu.latio:n which is before us now prohibits the wearing 
of "freed.om htJ.ttonsvv o:n school property o The record ind.i-
cates only a. :mild showi.ng of cu.t>iosi ty on the part of the 
other school children over the presence of some thirty or 
forty children wearing such insigniao Even the principal 
testifies that t.he chUdre:n were expelled not for causi:ri.g 
a commotion or for disrupting classesv but for viola.ti:ng 
the school regulationo Thus it appears that the wearing of 
'~f:reiadom buttom;;?v did not hamper the school i:n carrying on 
its regu.lar schedule of activities; nor would it seem likely 
that the simple wearing of buttons unaccompanied by improper 
291?._u:r:~~.Q...(! y~ &ars~ 363 Fo (2d) 744 (Mississippi~ 1966}0 
conduct would ever do soo oocif the decoru..m had been dis-
turbed by the presence of the tvfreedombuttons"~ the prin-
cipal would have been acting within his authority and the 
regulation forbidding the presence of buttons on school 
grounds would have been reasonable .. But the affidavits and 
testimony before the District Court reveal no interference 
wi'th educational activity and do not support a conclusion 
that there was a commotion or that the 'buttons tended to 
distract the minds of the students and teacherso Nor do 
we think that the mere-presence of "freedom buttons" is 
calculated to cause a disturbance sufficient enough to 
warrant their exclusion from school premises unless there 
is some student misconduct i.nvolvedo Therefore 9 we con...:· 
elude that the regulation forbidding the wearing of "free-
dom buttons0 on school ground.a is arbi tra.ry and unreason-
able and an unnecessary infringement on the students~ pro-
tected right of free expressiono 
The court further points out thati 
We wish to make it quite clear that we do not applaud any 
attempt to undermine the au·thori ty of the schoolo We 
support all reasonable regulations for the conduct of their 
students and enforcement of the punishment incurred when 
such regulations are violatedo Obedience to d.uly consti-
tuted. authority is a v-alua.ble tool and respect for those 
in autho:l'.'i ty must 'be instilled. in. our young people., But v 
with all this in mi:nd 1 we must also emphasize that school 
officials cannot ignore expressions of feeling with which 
they do not wish to contento They cannot infringe on their 
studentsv right to free and unrestricted expression as guar-
anteed to them under the Fj.rst Amendment to the Consti tu.tion 1 
where the exercise of such :rights i.n the school buildings and 
in the school :rooms do not mata:ria.lly and substantially inter-
fere with the :requirements of appropriate discipline in the 
operation of the school. .. 
The other case decided on the same day by the same court also 
dea,l t with the same type freedom 'bu.ttonso 30 In thi.a case students 
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marched into classrooms~ th-rew 'buttons into windows, attempted to force 
buttons on. people who d:i.d. not want to take them~ and.1 in general~ 
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created a disturbanceo The court, in this case upholding the actions 
of the school officials, pointed out that: 
Despite the factual differences in the two cases [i.e. Burn-
side] the question we must decide remains the same. Is the 
regulation forbidding the wearing of "freedom .buttons" by 
school children reasonable? A reasonable regulation is one 
which is essential in maintaining order and discipline on 
school property and which measurably contributes to the- main-
tenance of order and decorum within the -educational system .. 
••• It is always within the-- province of school authorities to 
provide by regulation the prohibition and punishment of acts 
to undermine the school routine. This is not only proper 
in our opinion, but it i.s necessary. 
The court continued by stating: 
Cases of this nature, which involve regulations limiting 
freedom of expression and the communication of an idea 
which are protected by the First Amendment, present serious 
constitutional questions. A valuable constitutional right 
is involved and decisions must be made on a case by case 
basis, keeping in mind always the fundamental constitutional 
rights of those being affected. Courts are required to weigh 
the circumstances and appraise the substantiality of the 
reasons advanced which are asserted to have given rise to 
the regulations in the first instance .. The constitutional 
guaran~ee of freedom of speech does not confer an absolute 
right to speak and .the law recognizes there can be an abuse 
of such freedom. 
The court concluded their opinion by pointing out: 
In the instant case, as distinguished from the facts in 
Burnside, there was more than a mild curiosity on the part 
of those who were wearing, distributing, discussing and 
promoting the wearing.of buttons. There was an unusual 
degree of commotion, boisterous conduct, a collision with 
the rights of others, an undermining of authority, and a 
lack of order, discipline and decorum. The- -proper opera-
tion of the public school system is one of the highest and 
most fundamental responsibilities of the state. The school 
.authorities in the instant case.had a legitimate and sub-
stantial interest in the school's operation. In this case 
the reprehensible conduct was so inexorably tied to the 
wearing of the buttons that the· 'two were not separable. 
In these circumstances we consider the rule of the school 
authorities reasonable. 
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The outcome of these two cases is almost certain to leave many 
unanswered questions in the minds of school authorities. It seems that 
the courts are saying, at least under ,these facts, that rules and 
regulations which may infringe upon constitutional rights may not be 
promulgated unless there is already evidence of the necessity to exe~-
cise stern disciplinary measures. These decisions have the effect of 
leaving the school .. administrator who anticipates difficulty and moves 
to head it off in a much more vulnerable position than the administra-
tor who waits for commotion to develop. 
The latest case of this sort, to come before the courts, is simi-
lar to the two discussed above. 31 It was decided September 1, 1966. 
This case involved an action against a school district, its board of 
directors, and certain administrative officials and teachers. The 
plaintiff wanted to recover nomina_l damages and to obtain an injunction 
against enforcement of a regulation promulgated by the school district 
which prohibited the'wearing of black arm bands on school facilities. 
The events giving rise to this controversy took place. in December, 
1965. When the school board in Des Moines found out that several stu-
dents intended to wear black arm bands to express their objections to 
the Vietnam war, it enacted a regulation prohibiting the wearing of 
such bands on school property. Despite the regulation, five children, 
ranging in age from eight to fifteen years wore the bands. They testi-
fied tha.t their_purpose in wearing them was to mourn those who had died 
JlTinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District, 258 
Fo Supp. 971 (Iowa, 1966). 
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in the 'Vietnam war and to support 'Senator Robert F. Kennedy's proposal 
that the truce proposed for Christmas dayp 1965 1 be extended indefi-
nitelyo When the children arrived a:t their :respective schools wearing 
the bands, school officials sent them home. 
The question to be decided was whether or not the action of the 
school officials deprived the plaintiffs of constitutional rights 
guaranteed by the freedom of speech clause of the First Amendment .. 
The court said that the wearing of an arm ba.nd, for the purpose of 
expressing certain. views» is a symbolic act and falls within the pro-
teetion of the free speech clauseo The court indicated, however, that 
the protections of that clause are not absolute. The abridgement of 
speech by a state regulation must always be considered in terms of the 
actual abridgement of speech tha.t occurs and the objective which the 
regulation seeks to accomplish. 
The court notes that school officials a:re responsible for main-
. taining a scholarly» disciplined atmosphere in the classroom, and they 
have both the right and the obligation to prevent anything which might 
disrupt this atmosphereo Unless the actions of school officials in 
- this connection a.re u.nreasonablev the courts should not interfereo The 
opinion pointed out that: 
A subject should never be excluded from the classroom merely 
because it is controverstal., It is nat unreasonable, however, 
to regulate the introduction and discussion ef such subjects 
in the classroom.. o "-o While the arm bands themselves may not 
be disruptivev the reactions and comments from other students 
as a result of the arm bands would be likely to disturb the 
disciplined atmosphere fer any classroom. It was not unrea-
sonable in this instance for school officials to anticipate 
that the wearing of black arm bands would create some type of 
classroom disturbance. oooOn the other handl the plaintiffs' 
freedom of speech is infringed upon only to a limited extent • 
••• It is vitally important that the interest of students such 
as the plaintiffs~ in. current affairs be en .. couraged whenever 
possible., In this instancev however~ it is the disciplined 
a.tmospher·e of the classroom, not ·the pla.intiffsV right to 
wear a:rm ba;nds on school premises 9 which is en·ti tled to pro-
tection of the la.wo 
The court oonclu.ded by sta;t1.r.i,gg 
AfteI· d:u.e coI>.side:r.atioz1 9 it is the views of the court tha"t 
action o:f' school of':f'icials in this :r·eal.m should not be limited 
to those irista.:noes wher•e there is mate:r·ial or substantial 
interfe:r.'en.oe wi i;h school discipline., School officials muat 
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be g'i.ve:n :a widtl d.iso;t"etion and if v un.d.er the oircumsta.noes 9 a. 
disturbance in school discipline is reasonably expected, 
actions which are reasonably calculated to prevent such a 
die:r-11ption must be upheld by the cou·!"to In the case now 'before 
the court 9 the regulatfon. of the defendant school distric·t wa.s, 
1.md.er the circu.rnstancesu :reasonable and did not deprive the 
plaintiffs of thei.r constitutional right to freedom of speech., 
This opinion d.iffers from the Burnside and Blackwell cases in that 
it implies that regulations may be formulated if school officials can 
show that it is reasonable to anticipate disturbances., The other opin-
ions req·uire the actual ma..nifesrtation of commotion and disruption before 
the regulation will be considered reasonableo 
Attempts to Regulate Length and Style of Hair 
Perhaps the most widely publicized problems relating to control 
of dress and appear·a.nce are those related to the attempts of school 
authorities to regulate the length and style of the haircuts of school-
age boyso It is surprising to lea.rn that the problem isw perhaps 7 
not as new as we tend to believe it iso Education Age» an educational 
publica:tio:n.» reports that 7 "New York 8 s state commissioner of education 
ruled in 18747 in_a haircut case, that local school officials had no 
authority to establish regulations governing students 9 hair styleson32 
32 · An Education Age Report~ Po 330 
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However, it is only recently tha·t the issue has become widespread 
and highly controversial .. The first haircut case 'the writer was able 
to locate, to reach the a.ppellate courts, was decided by the Supreme 
Court of Ma..ssa.chusetts ln December of 1965 .. 33 The court record of this 
case reveals that George Leonard Jr .. 1 age seventeen, was a senior at 
Attleboro High School in September 1 19640 A rock-and-roll performer 
since he was twelve 7 George had let his hair grow during the sununer 
vacation .. After attending school three days, he was suspended by the 
principal and told he could not return to school until he had his hair 
cu.to A letter was written to George's parents advising them of the 
school 9 s action and stating that school regulations did not allow 
extreme haircuts or any other items which were felt to be detrimental 
to classroom decorumo 
The parents requested and were granted a hearing before the 
Attleboro School Committeeo At the hearing, one committee member dis-
played a barbervs clippers and another suggested that George have his 
hair cut and buy a wig for his professional performanceso The commit-
tee» O:rl. a. split -vote, upheld the suspension .. The parents brought suit 
in Superior Court to restrain the school authorities from enforcing 
the regulationo The Lower Court upheld the regulation and the parents 
appealedo 
The Supreme Court 7 in its findings, criticized the member, dis-
playing the clippe:rs saying1 "The display of the barber 9 s clippers 
33Leonard Vo School Committee .2.f. Attleboro, 212 No Eo (2d) 468 
(Massachusetts~':1965) .. 
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reveals a regrettable lack of appreciation for the gravity of the 
heari.ngo" The court also commented that, nouwhile the comment that 
the plaintiff purchase 'different colored wigs~ contains the germ of 
a legitimate suggestion it was presented in an insinuating manner. 
Thus the decorum of the hearing is not to be commended~" 
The court also found that (a) George, while a student, was at all 
times conscientious 1 well-behaved and properly dressed, that (b) he had 
performed at the Newport Jazz Festival and the New York World's Ii,air 1 
among other places~ and customarily ,received "substantial sums'' for 
his musi.cal services, i?hat (c) his father had spent a "considerable 
sumn on his musical training1 that (d) George's image as a performer 1 
which is in part based on his hair style, is .an important factor in his 
professional success 1 and finally y that ( e) "o H the regulation of hair·-
cuts may a.ffect the private and personal lives of students me-re sub-
stantially than do restrictions regarding dress·o" With all this said 
and done 1 the six justices of the court unanimously affirmed the 
decision of the Lower Court and upheld the suspensiono They went on 
to say, in part~ in their decision~ 
The court's function in reviewing this type of ruling is 
limited in the light of the broad discretionary powers which 
the law confers upon a school committee ........ We are of the 
opinion that the unusual hair style of the plaintiff could 
disrupt and impede the maintenance of a proper classroom 
atmosphere or decorumo This is an aspect of personal 
appearance and hence akin to matters of dresse Thus, as 
with any unusual, immodest or exaggerated mode of dress, 
conspicuous departures from accepted customs in the matter 
of ha.ircuts could result in the distraction of other pupils .. 
The court continues by noting that: 
oooThe plaintiff contends that the challenged ruling is an 
invasion of family privacy touching matters occurring while 
he is at home and within the exclusive control of his parentso 
So here» the domain of family privacy must give way in so 
far as a regulation reasonably calculated to maintain school 
discipline may affect it. The rights of other students, and 
the interests of teachers, administrators and the community 
at large in a well run an~ efficient school system are para-
mount~ 
The court further stated: 
We reject the plaintiff's contention that even if the regula-
tion is valid its application to him is unreasonable~ It may 
be conceded that the length and appearanc~ of the plaintifffs 
hair are essential to his image as a performer, and hence to 
his ability to follow his chosen profession. But the dis-
cretionary powers of the committee are board and the courts 
will not reverse its decision unless it can be shown it acted 
arbitrarily or capriciouslyo 
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In another haircut case, believed to be the first of its kind to 
reach the federal courts, the United States District Court, Northern 
District of Texas, considered the constitutionality of a board regu-
lation excluding pupils who wear "beatle" type haircuts from schools.,34 
The three boys involved in the case were of high school ageo 
They were members of a musical group known as Sounds Unlimited. They 
were under contract with a Mr. Alexander to maintain their dress and 
personal appearance including the "beatle" type hair styleo However, 
under Texas law, as under the law in general, such a contract is unen-
forceable with respect to minorso 
According to the testimony, the boys, instead of reporting to 
.:their home rooms at the beginning of school, as was the usual procedure, 
went to the high school principal's office. ·Their booking agent and 
their parents accompanied themo The purpose of the visit was to confer 
3
~errell Vo Dallas Independent School District, 261 F. Suppo 545 
(Texas, 1966)0 ~ 
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with the principal 9 since they understood that the boys would be denied 
admission to the high school because of their hair styles ... They were 
correct in their understandingo The principal advised the boys that 
they would not be admitted until they had their hair cut or trimmedo 
Parents then brought action, on behalf of the minor students, for an 
alleged violation of the constitutional rights of the students involved" 
The school officials contended that (a) the federal court had no 
jurisdiction in the case at hand because the alleged federal questions 
involved were frivolous and unsubstantial, and that (b) the plaintiffs 
had failed to exhaust their administrative remedies before bringing 
suit in court,. 
The c_ourt in replying to the contention that _the plaintiffs failed 
to exhaust administrative remedies stated that under Title 42, UeSoC~Ao, 
failure to exhaust administrative remedies will not defeat an appli-
cantvs claim for relief,. The court also denied that the alleged 
federal questions were "frivolous and unsubstantial." They stated1 
nwith this contention we do not agree, and are of the opinion that the 
matter ·is controlled by the now historic case of Brown!.:. Board~ 
Education .2f Topekao"35 In the Brown decision, the Supreme Court of 
de 
the United States said that where a state has undertaken to provide 
an education, :it is a right which must be ma.de available to all on equal 
termso This, apparently, could include boys who wear "beatle" haircuts .. 
In the Ferrell case the opinion, in part, continued by stating: 
35Brown ~Board£! Education £f. Topeka, 347 U. So 493 (Kansas, 
1954). 
Having determined now that the court has jurisdiction of 
this case, what are the questions the court musii resoive? 
••• were the school authorities legally authorized to 
promulgate the regulation that students' ha:i.r shall not 
be of ""beatle" length? ••• The court could focus on the 
school administration and attempt to justify the regula-
tion by emphasizing the educational need for an academic 
atmosphere and the resulting demand that disturbances be 
kept to a minimum. Or, it can focus more directly on 
the individual student and evaluate education in terms of 
the individual. The regulation must serve both purposes. 
We feel that where the effects of the regulation extend 
beyond the classroom, and bear directly on the student's 
person and his freedom of expression, the latter approach 
provides a more reasonable basis for school concern, and 
it is here that the court should look to justify the 
regulation. 
The court further pointed out that: 
Since confusion and anarchy have no place in the class-
room, school authorities must control the behavior of 
their students. If the student's dress is lewd or his 
appearance a studied effort to draw attention to himself, 
his presence is disruptive •••• such behavior is no dif-
ferent than verbal rudeness •••• The court is concerned 
for the welfare of the individual plaintiffs in this case, 
but feels the rights of other students, and the interests 
of teachers, administrators and the community at large are 
paramount. It also appears that there is a fairly rea-
sonable indication that this situation could have been 
deliberately planned by the previously mentioned "agent" 
for the boys. The phone call to the principal's home and 
the subsequent confrontation of the principal by the boys 
and their agent, followed immediately by a song and news 
interviews [previously arranged by the agent], give support 
to this supposition. Plaintiffs contend naturally that 
their primary interest is to get an education, but it 
appears that they want this education on their own terms. 
It is inconceivable that a school administrator could 
operate his schools successfully if required by the courts 
to follow the dictates of the students as to what their 
appearance shall be, what they shall wear, what hours they 
will attendoeoo 
The court concluded by saying: 
ooolt does not appear from the facts of this particular 
case that there has been any abuse of discretion on the 
part of school authorities .. On the contrary, it appears 
that they acted reasonably under the circumstances, talcing 
into consideration these individual students and the need 
for an academic atmosphere ..... It is, therefore, the 
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opinion of this court that there has been no violation of 
minor plaintiffs 1 rights, either state or federal 9 by the 
school authorities •••• Further, the terms upon which a 
public free education is granted in the high schools of 
Texas cannot be fixed or determined by the pupils them-
selves. Nor is a contract which is unenforceable against 
the minor plaintiffs in this state to 'be considered deter-
minative of the right. 
4'7 
. I 
It is interesting to note that even though the court once again 
upheld the school regulation~ much of the language of the opinion 
implies that if circumstances had been different, the court might have 
ruled other·wise. Of particular significance was the quote from the 
Harvard Legal Communications stating~ 36 
Where the students deviant appearance is not a manifestation 
of a negative antisocial personality 1 the problem becomes 
more difficult. It puts a strain on the wards to prohibit 
the wearing of clean, combed, long hair in the name of edu-
cational efficiency. And such reason can be circular since 
the schools effort to single out such behavior as disrup-
tive often creates the disruption. This is especially true 
when the issue is long hair. The Beatle-cut is the current 
fad~ and at summer's end, extra long bangs are not a novelty 
among teenagerso The educational system suffers many minor 
disruptions every day; the enterstudent feud that starts 
during school hours, and the classes that are cut to manu-
facture prom decorations. It should not be so finely tuned 
that it clogs on an extra two inches of hair. 
Tb.e only other haircut case to appear before the courts was also 
decided at the federal levei. 37 It was an action brought under the 
Civil Rights Act in which the court ruled that a high school student 
had no constitutional right to keep his hair long in direct disobe-
dience to rules and regulations of a parish school board. 
6 3 3 ~o Legal ~· v quoted in Ferrell v. Da1 · 
~~ District 1 p. 551. 
37navis .!.!. Firmentv 269 F. Supp. 524 (LL 
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The courti reaching its decision, quoted at length the two 
haircut cases cited previously in this chaptero They said that the 
plaintiff's contention, that the regulation forcing him to cut his 
hair was an infringement upon his right of freedom of expression, is 
groun4ed upon the assertion that the choice of a particular style of 
hair grooming constitutes symbolic expression or speecho The court 
tb.enquotes from a Supreme Court Opinion that stated, " .. .,.,a symbol 
must symbolize a specific idea. or vi1awpoint. A symbol is merely a 
vehicle by which a concept is transmitted from ohe person to another; 
unless it represents a. particular idea, a symbol becomes meaningless.,?? 
The court then poses the question: "But just. what does the wear-
ing of long hair symbolize? What. is the student Davis ~rying to 
-express? Nothing really .. ". They continue by contending that if the 
wearing of long hair is assumed to be a symbolic expression, it falls 
wi thitl. that type o-f expression tt °'" .. which is manifested through conduct 
and therefore subject to reasonable state regulation in the further-
a.nee of a legitimate state interest .. " 
All three of the haircut cases that have appeared before the 
courts have resulted in decisions upholding the authority of the school 
officials' rules and regulationso It is interesting to note, however, /' 
decided .that public schools have no business attempting to regulate / 
. . . / 
the hair style of male students .. 38 The board decided unanimous)/ 
. / 
38Education Qo.§.o!,o (September 25, 1967) Po 20., /,./ 
// 
that in spite of this, the New Jersey State Board of Education has 
/ 
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to order the New Milford High School to readmit a freshman expelled 
last November for refusing to cut his shoulder-length locks~ 
Closely related to the problem of regulation of dress and personal 
appearance is one that is much more basic; the right of an individual 
for freedom of expressiono Four of the cases reviewed in this chapter 
had freedom of expression as the basic question to be resolved. 39 
The courts failed to uphold the authority of the local school 
officials in only one of these caseso40 In this case the court rea-
soned that school officials had no authority to infringe on their 
students' rights to free expression as guaranteed by the First Amend-
ment to the Constitution when the exercise of such right did not 
interfere with the reQuirements of appropriate discipline in the 
operation of the schoolo 
In the other cases the courts reasoned that the protections 
afforded by the Constitution are not absolute a.nd that the disciplined 
atmosphere of the classroom, not the individual's right to free 
expression, is entitled to protection of the law. They also pointed 
out school officials must be given wide discretion in determining what 
39Tinker Vo ~ Moines Independent School District, 258 F o Suppo .. /; 
971 (Iowa, 1966)", Burnside :!.!.. Byars, 363 F. (2d) 744. (Mississippi, ./ 
1966) 1 Blackwell Y.:.. Issaquena. County Boa.rd£!. Education, 363 F. (2d)/ 
749 (Mississippi, 1966), Davis Vo Firrnent, 269 F. Suppo 524 (Louisi-
- .. · / 
ana, 1967) o · / 
40Burnside :!.:. Byars, 363, F. (2d) 744 (Mississippi, 1966)./ 
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might reasonably be expected to interfere with the disciplined atmos-
phere of the classroom. 
Two other cases, although having nothing to do with dress and 
personal appearance, are concerned with the constitutional rights of 
students under the due process of law clause and deserve attention 
hereo Both of these cases originated in New York and both dealt 
with the question of the right of a student to be represented by an 
attorney at a.school board hearing or conference.· 
The first of these cases was decided by the Supreme Oourt of New 
York Countyo4l It involved a proceeding to have the petitioner's 
··, 
attorney present at a hearing scheduled to discuss her son's temporary 
suspension from school because of misconduct. The court contended that 
under the prevailing law the boa.rd.of education ~ad the right to 
establish the procedure relating to pupp sv.spension. They indicated 
that the hearing was simply an interview or conference which included 
school officials and parents and that, 11 ••• they are purely administra-
tive in nature, and are never punitive. The parents are fully apprised 
of all of the facts and are furnished with copies of all information 
in respondent's possessiono" The oourt concluded by stating: 
Respondent is not statutorily mandated to grant a hearing. 
llforeover, because the h,a.ring or conference is administra-
tive in nature, the petitioner is not entitled to be repre-
sented by collr:1sel, who might turn the conference into a 
quasi-judicial hearing. 
Respondent is v~sted with discretion in the performance of 
its duties, only a clear abuse of such discretion is review-
able by a court, and no such unauthorized action here appears. 
41cosme ~ Board Ef Education City .2!-.!!!! ~, 270 N.Y.s. 
231 (New York, 1966).. · · · · 
(2d) 
/ 
Accordingly, the petition is legally insufficient... Fur-
~hermore, any final determination~which has not here 
occurred--ma.de in or a part of a suspension hearing is 
reviewa.ble by the Supreme Commissioner of Education .. 
Consequently, the application is premature since ad.min-
~stra.tive remedies by way of review have not been. 
exhausted. For the reasons stated, the motion is de~ied 
and the pEitition dismissed. 
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The outcome was quite different in a recent case decided by the 
United States District Court .. 42 In New York City a guidance confer-
ence is a formal procedure for pupils suspe~ded from school by their 
principals .. The conference is held. in the office of the responsible 
district superintendent .. Present are the superintendent, principal, 
guidance coordinator, parents, and pupil. Often an interpreter is also. 
present for non-English~speaking parents. The outcome of such a con-
ference could be a transfer to another school or to a special school··· 
with rehabilitative facilities, home instruction, or a..ssistance from 
psychological a.nd._ guidance experts~ 
In the case at_b.a.n.d a fourteen-year-old junior high school stu-
dent, suspended after striking a teacher, wa.s denied the right. to 
bring a. lawyer to hiEJ guidance conference. Through his lawyer, the 
boy then brought suit. 
In what is certain to become an historic opinion, Justice Con-
stance Baker Motley wrote, "The due process clause of the fourteenth 
amendment is applicable to a district superintendent guidance con-
ferenceo The 'no-attorney' provision deprives plaintiffs of their 
rights to a hearing in a state-initiated proceeding which puts in 
jeopardy the minor's liberty and right to attend public schools." 
4~adera :!.:. Boa.rd of Education£!,!!!!. City 2,!. !!! ~, 267 F. 
Supp. _356 (New York, 19b7).. · · 
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Educa.torvs Dispatch, discussing the implications of the op:\.nion 
states that protesting groups of achool administrators a.re making this 
major point; "Suspension hearings aren't punitive actions; they're 
conferences for planning the child's educational program. The presence 
of a lawyer would radically alter their nature, ca.sting an 'aura of 
the court room' over school a.dministration."43 
The Dispatch further points out that an appeal of the decision 
by the New York board is currently pending, but legal observes aren't 
at all certain of the outcome and that: 
The trend in court decisions in recent years has been in the 
direction of increasing individual civil liberties 7 and the 
recent ruling has support among civic organizations, such as 
the United Pa.rents Association, which charges that New York 
school authorities provide insufficient help to youngsters 
suspended, but not given correctional educational services. 
Summary 
All litigation conc.erning the dress a.nd personal appearance of 
school children has been confined to the twentieth century. There are 
few, if any, statutes either specific or implied dealing with the 
authority of school officials to regulate these factors. The power to 
take action under the general authority dele~ted to school officials 
by the legislature and the reasonableness of the action taken have been 
the foci for rendering decisions concerning the differences presented 
to the courts .. 
43»lucator's Dispatch, XXII (June 1, 1967). 
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There seems to be much controversy and interest in this area and 
the different regulations formulated to deal with unconventional attire 
and appearance has been limited only by the imagination of local 
school personnel. In the past, relatively few instances of. court 
action have been reported when parents felt that the control exerted 
by the school was an invasion of parental rights. Perhaps the parents 
approved of the actions of school authorities, perhaps they. felt that 
the control of dress was within the authority of the school officials, 
or they may have felt that it was simpler and cheaper to comply than to 
litigate. Whatever the reasons, there are indications that the situa-
tion may be changing. 
There has recently been a flurry of activity in this area and 
six cases have appeared before the courts in the last two years. Three 
of these have evolved around attempts to control the hair style of 
male students. Civil rights groups such as the American Civil Liber-
ties Union have entered into the controversy on behalf of students and 
more and more regulations are being .attacked as depriving the students 
of their constitutional right to freedom of symbolic expression. 
Much of the language used by the courts in their opinions tend to 
indicate a·keen awareness of the rights of the individual as opposed 
to the right of school authorities to regulate dress and appearance. 
Theoretically, they seem to imply, in many instances, that such 
regulations are difficult to justify. But in practice, their ultimate 
decisions reveal that their views on reasonableness have largely 
mirrored those held by school boards, principals, and superintendentso 
In fact, the courts have seldom gone deeply into the merits or 
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demerits of specific rules and regulations, but consider instead only 
the reasonableness with which the rule has been administered. 
School men will do well to recognize that times and customs 
change more rapidly today than years ago. Certainly, what was held 
to be reasonable by the Arkansas Supreme Court in 1923~the ban on 
transparent hosiery, face paint and cosmetics--would scarcely be held 
reasonable todayo Styles in boys' haircuts can change, tooo The 
pendulum may be swinging. 
Chapter IV treats another aspect of pupil control that has 
received much attention since the turn of the centuryo It centers 
around the attempts of local school officials to cope with the problems 
relative to the attendance of married students in the public schoolso 
CHAPTER IV 
RULES AND REGULATIONS REGARDING MARRIED STUDENTS 
The public schools of the United States were organized 
to educate pupils between given ages. There is no statutory 
regulation against the attendance'of married boys and girls, 
and a board of school control has no discretionary right to 
discriminate against married pupils within the prescribed 1 
age limit by refusing them admittance to the public schools., 
There can be little doubt that the value of a high school educa-
tion has taken on increased importance in our society today. Enroll-
ment in the high school is growing tremendously and the number of stu-
dents graduating is increasing each yearo More students are attending 
our schools and more of those attending are completing the requirements9 
This situation, coupled with the fact that youngsters appear to 
be marrying at a younger age than before, is presenting public school 
officials with many perplexing problemso 2 Hansen expresses his views 
in the following manner: 
Teen-age marriages are on the increase. Census records 
show that in 1890 the median age for brides was twenty-
two years, it is now slightly over twenty yearso The 
median for Gay Nineties grooms was just over twenty-six 
years; for those of the anxious Sixties, just under 
twenty-three years. This drop in the median marriage age 
1John Messick,!!!! Discretionary Powers .2f School Boards (Durham, 
1949) p .. 102 .. 
2Earl H. Hanson, "Teen Age Marriages," N.E.A. Journal (September, 
1961) p .. 26. - - -
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for both boys and girls means that the lo*er quartiles 
fall into teen years and that many a teen-age marriage 
is left, like an unwanted foundling, right on the high 
school's door stepo 
As a result of his research in this area Havighurst3 stated: 
In this day of competition for leadership among the 
nations of the world in the- economic, social, political, 
and scientific areas of living, it is rather surprising 
to find that there are many who do not take equal pride 
in knowing that the United States leads the modern indus-
trial societies in having the youngest average age for 
marriage. 
Another author makes this comment: 
With the increase in the- number of early marriages, with 
the increase in the -enrol11nent in the ,public.schools, and 
with the social and economic pressures being placed on the 
desire for a high school diploma have come problems here-
tofore unknown to the schools.4 -
The growing number of teen-age marriages has created concern 
among educators for the welfare, not only of those young people who 
are marrying, but for their associates as well. It is only natural 
that we find varying opinions as to the best course of action to 
take concerning the future attendance and participation of these young 
people in ~he public school program. 
There are many administrators who feel that if married students 
are allowed to take part in the regular school program, other students 
will follow their example of early marriage. Stiil others feel that 
youngsters of school age should not be denied the advantages and 
opportunities offered by the public schools simply because they are 
marriedo 
3Robert Havighurst, "Early Marriages and the Schools,"~ School 
Review, LXIX (Spring, 1961) p. 36. · 
. 4Anne Flowers and Edwa.rQ. c. Bolmeier, !!!! 2 Pupil Control 
(Cinoinnati, 1964) p. 44•. 
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Those who would restrict participation a.nd a.ttenda.nce of ma.rried 
students list various reasons for their objection. Some of the major 
reasons a.re listed below: 
lo Married pupils exert an undesirable influence on other 
students. 
2o Married students discuss affairs of too personal and-intimate 
matterso 
3. Married students attend school irregularly. 
4. Married students expect special concessions. 
5o Married students become pregnant or create rumors of 
pregnancy. 
6. Married students bring criticism of the school from the 
communityo 
Those who oppose any restrictions on married students contend 
that these are imagined and unjustified fe.ars and that, in fact, in 
many instances just the opposite is true. In 1956, ~andis,5 made an 
extensive study of high school student marriage. He questioned two 
hundred eighty-six principals regarding the problem and found that some. 
of them expressed the opinion that the presence of married pupils had 
some beneficial effects upon the school operation. The following 
reasons were among those listed: 
1. Married pupils a.re more stable, dependable, mature, 
industrious, and serious in purpose. 
5Judson Landis, "Attitudes and·Policies Concerning Marriages Among 
High School St-qdents," Marriage !!,!!-Family Living, XVIII (1956) p. 134. 
2. Married pupils can make a contribution to certain classes 
such as group guidance classes, family living classes 
and homemaking classes. 
3. Married pupilsv maturity has a good effect on other 
pupils. 
4o Other pupils who marry feel encouraged to continue in 
school. 
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In any event, it seems apparent the problem.is very real and one 
which school administrators are forced to face. 
What, then 9 are the lega.l implications involved that will enable 
educators to make decisions relative to faoing the problem of married 
6 
students? Howard Matthews, in an article written for School !!i!!. 
points out that few, if any, states have statutes to guide officials 
in the decisions that they must make. There are, however, -attorney 
generals' opinions in some of the states that carry the force of law 
until superceded by legislation or actions of the courts. 
Typical of_these opinions are those rendered by the Attorney 
General of Oklahoma who has given two ppinions relative to the status 
of married students in the Oklahoma Public Schools. The first of these 
opinions rendered November, 1958 and r~ported in School.~ .2! ~-
!!2!!!!,, simply states: "Married child entitled to same [extra-curricular 
and other] privileges other pupils have."7 The other opinion delivered 
-
February 24 9 1960 says: "Married students cannot be denied privilege 
of going on senior class tour solely because students are marriedott8 
6Howard Matthews, "The Courts and Married Students," School~, 
XLIV (November-December,1961) Po 5o 
1state Department of Education, School~ .2f Oklahoma (1965) 
Po 44 .. 
8Ibido~ Po 450 
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Specific statutory provisions are lacking and attorney generals' 
opinions do not constitute final authority. We must look to the 
decisions of the courts, who do have the final authority, to determine 
their interpretation of the reasonableness of rul,:s and regulations in 
this area .. 
Drury and Ray9 report that: "Although the public and school 
officials during the past several years have expressed considerable 
concern about the matter of student marriages, there has been a scar-
city of judicial decisions in such areas .. " Flowers and Bolmeier10 
found that eleven cases dealing directly with teen-age marriages and the 
schools have appeared in the higher courts since 1900. Seven of these 
have occurred since 1957. The writer of the present study, reviewing 
cases reported in the period from 1942 to the present time, located 
nine cases related to married students and the public schools~ All of 
these have occurred since 1957 and seven of the nine since 1960. It 
becomes apparent that although the total number of cases since the turn 
of the century has been small, activity in the present decade has been 
increasing .. 
Attempts to Prohibit Attendance of Married St~dents 
The trend seems to be that courts will hold that marriage alone 
is not sufficient grounds to deny a person the right to attend schoolso 
A case frequently cited in this regard is one decided by the Supreme 
9Robert Lo Drury ~nd Kenneth C. Ray, Principles .2f. School Law 
(New York, 1965) Po 540 
10 
·Flowers and Bolmeier, p. 490 
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Court of Kansas in 1929. 11 This was a case in which a young girl had 
withdrawn from school at the end of the first semester of the 1927-28 
school year; was married in February, 1928; lived with her husband only 
a short time and gave birth to a baby in August, 1928. She enrolled in 
school at the beginning.of the·1928-29 school year and attended only 
one day when she was informed by officials she could not remain in 
school because she was married. 
The court, ruling in favor of the student, said: 
The publicischools are for the benefit of children within 
school age, and efficiency ought to be the sole object of 
those charged with the power and privilege of managing and 
conducting the same, and while great care should be taken 
to preserve order and discipline, it is proper also to see 
that no one within school age should be denied the privi-
lege of attending school unless it is clear that the public 
interest demands the expulsion of such pupils or a denial 
of his right to attend. On the record submitted here, we 
are of the opinion. the evidence was insufficient to warrant 
the 1:;loard in excluding plaintiff's daughter from the schools 
of Goodland. It is the policy.of the state to encourage 
the student to equip himself with a good education. 
In 1957 the Supreme Court of Tennessee was called upon to decide 
the reasonableness of a board rule which called for automatic expulsion 
for the remainder of the current school term for pupils who marry. 
The complete rule as reported in Thompson!:. Marion County Board .2f 
Education12 states: 
Any student who marries during the school term shall be 
automatically expelled for the remainder of the current 
termo If the marriage takes place during vacation, such 
student shall not be allowed to attend any county school 
during the next term succeedingo · 
1
~utt Vo Board of Education of Goodland, 278 Pac. 1065 (Kansas, 
1929)0 --: - - ·. 
12Thom12son Vo Marion County Board .2f Education, 302 SoWo (2d) 57 
(Tennessee, 1957)7 
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The rule was contested by the father-in-law of a young school 
girl on the basis that it was '!lllreasona·ble and a.rbitraryo During the 
course of the testimony it was pointed out that the regulation was 
passed as a result of the recommendation of four high school principals., 
The court, in its ruling upholding the reasonableness of the rule in 
question 1 stated: 
We are accustomed to accept the testimony of experts in 
the various fields of human activity as to what .is reason-
able and necessary for the welfare of the particular activ-
ity as to which this expert therein is testifying .. No 
rea.son is suggested as to why this practice should not be 
followed when the witness is an expert in the field of 
operating the public schoolso Certainly, the principals 
of the'high schools in question should be regarded by 
reason of training, experience and observation as poss-
essing particular knowledge as to the problem which they 
say is made by the marriage and uninterrupted attendance 
of students of in their respective schools. It is to be 
gathered from the statement of these teachers that some 
regulation is necessary .. A milder one than they adopted 
by this resolution is not suggested, nor does one occur 
to this courto Based on this line of reasoning, the con-
clusion must be that the regulation has a bearing on the 
progress and efficiency of these schools. 
The opi~ion of the court further points out that: 
Boards of Education, rather than courts, are charged with 
the important and difficult duty of operating the public 
scl:ioolso So it is not a question of whether this or that 
individual judge or court considers a given regulation 
adopted by the board as expedient. The court's duty, 
regardless of its personal views, is to uphold the board's 
regulation, unless it is generally viewed as being 
arbitrary and unreasonableo Any other policy would result 
in confusion.detrimental to the progress and efficiency 
of our public school system. 
The Common Pleas Court of Ohio held that a school regulation 
requiring married students who became pregnant to withdraw from school 
immediately upon knowledge of pregnancy, was not an abuse of discretion. 
This decision was reached in spite of an attorney gene~al's opinion to 
the contraryo The attorney general had stated that a board of education 
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may not adopt a regulation prohibiting attendance at school of all 
students under the age of eighteen who married or, when married, became 
pregnant .. It was his opinion that such regulation would be contrary 
to the compulsory education lawse As reported in State Vo Chamber-
·- pqfl - ------
~,l3 his opinion further stated that he: 
ooodid not deny the probability that at some stage of the 
pregnancy, attendance to school might present a danger 
which a pregnant spouse or a board of education might wish 
to avoid .. A regulation at such stage of the pregnancy where 
the bodily condition of the child is an important element 
would appear to be permissible, provided, of course, it is 
confined to protecting the child and not as an unwarranted 
and elusive punishment., 
The court, in its opinion, commented that it appeared to them the 
disagreement between the attorney general and the ·boa.rd was one of 
timingo It further stated that: 
In ou.r opinion, to require the board of education to adopt 
the view expressed by the attorney general rather than per-
mit it to make its own determination based upon the exper-
ience of those skilled in the administration of school 
affairs, would constitute the court controlling the board's 
discretiono This the law does not permit. It is our opin-
ion that no abuse of discretion has been shown by the board 
in the adoption of the regulation here in issueo Said regu-
lation~ particularly as it affects the relater herein, is 
neither unrea.sonable, arbitrary, nor contrary to the law and 
the board d.id not abuse its discretion in applying said regu-
lation to relater herein when it dido 
The Court of Appeals of Kentucky in 1964 heard a case in which an 
action was brought to test the validity of a school board regulation 
requiring any student who married to withdraw from school, subject to 
being readmitted after one yearol.4 The board had justified its 
13state !!., Chamberlain, 175 NoEo (2d) 539 (Ohio, 1961)0 
lLL · 
'Board.£! Education .2f Harrodsburg.!:. Bentley, 383 SoWo {2d) 677 
(Kentucky, 1964)., . ·. 
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position by stating that the marriage of school students created 
·undue exci.tement prior to and immediately after the marriage and this 
created a disruptive situation in the school .. However, it was dis-
covered that in practice the school had allowed students who marry to 
complete the six week term prior to withdrawing from school .. The 
court finding that the rule in question was "arbitrary and unreason-
able» therefore void," pointed out that if there was undue excitement 
immediately prior to and after the wedding, the board had defeated its 
own purpose in allowing married students to complete the six weeks term 
before withdrawingo 
The latest case whereby a school board attempted to exclude married 
students from school attendance is one heard before the Court of Civil 
Appeals of Texas in 1966 .. 15 This was an appeal from a temporary injun-
ction requiring the school board to admit the appellee as a student at 
Alvin High School. 
The appellee was a sophomore at Alvin in January, 1965. At this 
time she withQrew from school and married .. Subsequently a child was 
born to the marriage. Appellee later attempted to enroll in Alvin 
School and was denied admission because of a rule adopted by the board 
that forbids admission of a married mother. The rule in question 
statesi 
A pupil who marries can no longer be considered a youth. 
By the very act of getting married he or she becomes an 
adult and assumes the responsibility of adulthood~ As a 
married st;uc;lent, he or she shall not serve as an officer 
of the student body or any class or school organization. 
A married pupil shall not represent the school in an inter-
school contest or activity and shall not participate in 
l5Alvin Independent School District.!.:.. Cooper, 404 SoWo (2d) 76 
(Texas 9 1966)0 
school activities other than regular classeso If a married 
pupil wants to start her family, she must withdraw from 
public sohoolo Such a pupil will, however, be encouraged 
to continue her education in the local adult education 
courses and correspondence courses. 
The court, ruling against the school, stated: 
The undisputed evidence shows tha.t she [appellee-] cannot 
be admitted to the adult education program ·until she is 
twenty-one years old. It also shows that the corre&pon-
dence courses are in homemaking and are not of a nature a.s 
to entitle her to credit for entry to college. The practi-
cal and legal effect is tha.t appellee is deprived of a 
legal education, except as she might obtain it at her own 
expense in a private or parochial school ••• We are of the 
view that appellants a.re without legal authority to adopt 
the rule or policy that excludes the mother of a child from 
admission to school if she is of age for which the state 
furnishes school funds. 
Attempts to Limit Participation of Married Students 
Many school districts feel that married students cannot and/or 
should not be denied admittance to school but also; feel, for a variety 
of reasons, that they shoul~ not be allowed to participate in extra-
curricular activities. 
In all of the cases reported during the period of time under 
study., each case involved members of athletic teams who desired to con-
tinue participation after they married. The courts, in every case, 
upheld the authority of local boards of education to make such rule~ 
and regulations, however, a review of the conditions of each case and 
the reasoning of the courts therein gives an indication of what the 
courts may consider reasonable and whye 
The first case was heard before the Court of Civil Appeals of 
Texas i.n 1959016 It was a proceeding for an inj~ction to restrain . 
enforcement of a school board resolution providing that married stu-
dents or previously married students should be restricted wholly to 
classroom work and barring them from participation in athletics, or 
other exhibitions and prohibiting them from holding class offices or 
other positions of honor other than academic honorso 
The appellant was a high school student who was married before 
the board's policy was adopted. He had been a letterman on the football 
team the previous year and had planned to participate again. He felt 
that he had the necessary ability and was looking forward to an 
athletic scholarship to enable him to attend college. 
The court denied the injunction and stated: 
With regard to authority of school trustees, it is uni-
formly held .that the courts will not interfere in such 
matters unless a. clear abuse of power and discretion is 
made to appear .. uoUndoubtedly, it [the regulation] had 
a direct relationship to the objectives sought to be 
accomplished by school authorities ••• That of discouraging 
the marriage of "teen-age" students. 
A similar case was heard the next year by the Supreme Court of 
Michigan~ 17 This was a mandamus compelling the board of education to 
allow a married high school student to play football. The year in 
question was 1958 and the student had since graduated from high school. 
The court affirmed the decision of the lower court which had 
upheld the school .board regulation. However, the decision was affirmed 
16Kissick Vo Garland Independent School District, 330 S.Wo (2d) 
708 (Texas, 1959}0 
17cochrane Vo Board of Education of Mesick Consolidated School 
District, 103 Noi:' (2d) 569 (Michigan,-Y960). 
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by a divided court with four justices for affirming and four.for 
reversingo One of those voting for affirming contended he did so 
only because he felt the question was mooto 
In 1962 the Court of Common Pleas of Ohio heard a case involving 
a mandamus proceeding to compel the board of education to allow a 
married high school student to participate in extracurricular activi-
t . 18 J.eSo The writ was denied even though there was an opinion of the 
Attorney General of Ohio to the effect that a board of education may 
not lawfully adopt such a regulation .. 
The relatorj in this instance, was a male married student who was 
seventeen years of age and who had been extremely active in extra-
curricular activities, athletic and non-athletic as well.. He was an 
outstanding basketball player on a team which won the state champion-
ship the previous year, an above-average student, and very popular 
with students and teachers .. 
The court, in its opinion, cited instances of the increased number• 
of teenage marriages and the number of these students who drop out of 
school.. The court further stated that: 
It is a matter of common knowledge that the student who 
excels in athletics sets a pattern of conduct which his 
associates in the school are proud to follow .. The "hero" 
in the eyes of his followers, can do no wrongo Students 
today are more ready to accept the action of their peers 
as the thing to doo If married students are in a position 
of idolization~ the more desirous is the group to mimicoo .. 
Even though the attorney general states that "to deprive 
a student from participating in such activities for the 
dubious purpose of punishing marriage would amount to an 
abuse of discretion;" it is apparent he viewed the regula-
tion under consideration as unwise and condemned it for 
18 State !!. Stephenson? 189 NoEo (2d) 181 (Ohio, 1962) o. 
that reason. He thereby invaded a field of inquiry (the 
wisdom or unwisdom of the legislative act) denied, by law, 
both to him and this court ••• oA board of education must not 
permit, as is evident in this instance ~his board did not 
permit, its judgment as to what is beneficial or what is 
detrimental to the high school student to be affected by 
the unrestrained enthusiasm of the adult population for 
athletic contests. 
The Supreme Court of Utah also upheld a similar school board 
regulation in 1963.19 The court, in its opinion, differentiated in 
various types of extracurricular activities by stating: 
Unlike the activities of band, speech, drama a.nd choir, 
which are given as regular classes for credit, partici-
pation in extracurricular activities associated therewith, 
as well as activities as a class officer and member of an 
hono~ary group or school sports team, lies within the dis-
cretion of a. school board as activities supplementary to 
regular academic curriculum, and is not a part of the school 
program which constitution requires to be open to all 
children. 
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Does this imply that in the event a school allows participation 
in athletics to count as credit in physical education, that .the rule 
would be unreasonable? Does it also imply that a married person may 
enroll in band, but may not be permitted to take part in band acti~i-
ties?. It appears to the writer that the court's attempt to distinguish 
"activities" given for credit from "extra.curricular" activities clouds 
the issueo However, the court, in later remarks in its opinion states 
· very well what appears to be the accepted principle relative to par-
ticipation of married pupils in extracurricular activities by stating: 
Courts are not concerned with the wisdom·or propriety of 
school board rules and regulations prescribing qualifica-
tions for participation in extracurricular activities and 
l9Starkey Vo Board .2f Education .2f Davis County School District, 
381~ Po (2d) 718(Uta.h, 1963). 
so long as the rules promote the objectives of the school 
and so long as the .standards of eligibility are based upon 
uniformly applied classifications bearing some reasonable· 
relationships to the objectives, rules will not be set 
aside as capricious, arbitrary, or unjustly discriminatory .. 
..... An individual has a constitutional right both to attend 
school and to get married, but he has no "right" to compel 
board of education to allow him to participate in school 
extracurricular activities when board has decreed marriages 
to be a barrier to participation therein."20 . 
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The latest available case the writer was able to locate was heard 
before the Supreme Court. of Iowa. 21 The faetlil in this case a.re similar 
to the others in that it involved a ma:rried male student who wanted to 
participate in basketball during his senior year,. The district court 
had granted the boy relief and the board of education had a.ppealedo 
Prior to the appeal the boy had graduated. It was requested that the 
case be dismissed for the reason tha.t the question was now moot since 
the boy had graduated .. Refusing to dismiss the case the court con-
tended: 
Here the challenged rule remains and we are persuaded the 
school officials are reasonably and justly entitled to a 
determination of its legality and enforceability. Further-
more, the very urgency which presses for prompt action by 
public officials makes it probably any similar case·· arising 
in the future will likewise become moot by ordinary standards 
before it can be resolved by the court. Under these circum-
stances, the issue presented in this case should now be 
· adjudicated., 
The court then proceeded to reverse the decision of the lower 
court, saying: 
20Ib.d 
~o 
23i3oard of Directors of Independent School District !f Waterloo 
~ Green, 14i'Noffo {2d) 854{Iowa., 1967) o · 
The duty of all courts, regardless of personal views or 
individual philosophies, is to uphold a school regulation 
unless it is clearly arbitrary and unreasonable. Any other 
approach would result in confusion detrimental to the man-
agement1 progress and efficient operation of our public 
school systemo It would in ·effect serve to place operational 
policies of our schools in the hands of the courts which 
would be clearly wrong if not. unconstitutionalo 
Attempts to Compel Attendance of Married Students 
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The attempts to prohibit the attendance of married students have 
been the center of much publicity and controversy. There is, however, 
another question presented by early marriageso There are three cases 
on record which grew out of attempts to compel the attendance of 
married students under the compulsory attendance laws present in most 
states,. 
The first case dealing with the problem of compulsory attendance 
of married students was decided by the Supreme Court of Louisianao 22 
A fifteen year old girl was charged with juvenile delinquency consisting 
of continued truancy from the school in which she was enrolledo 
Although she had been married for approximately four months, the judge 
of the juvenile court ruled that marriage did not exempt her from the 
compulsory attendance law and he committed her to the State Industrial 
School for Girls for reasons of delinquencyo In the judgment of the 
juvenile court the husband of the girl should be held responsible for 
her school attendanceo 
The Supreme Court, dismissing the case, stated: 
22state ~ Priest, 27 Soo (2d) 173 (L9uisiana, 1946)0 
The marriage relationship, regardless of the age of the 
persons involved, creates conditions and imposes obliga-
tions upon the parties that are obviously inconsistent 
with compulsory school attendance or with either the 
husband or wife remaining under the legal control of 
parents or other persons .. Though young, the husband is 
none the less required to support his wife and familyo 
The wife, in the event there should be a child in the 
family, could hardly be expected to attend school dur-
ing the weeks preceding or following its birth .. 
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Commenting on the allegation that the husband has control of his 
wife and is therefore responsible for her school attendance the court 
stated, "No reasonable man, particularly one who has been married for 
many years, would contend that the husband has control or charge of 
his wife in the manner formerly exercised by the parent or guardian,," 
Three years later the Supreme Court of Louisiana was again called 
23 upon to decide another case of similar nature. Testimony in this 
case revealed that a fourteen year old girl was placed in a detention 
home pending investigation for her acts of truancy. She was released 
in the custody of a lady who promised to return her to the detention 
home after churcho 
During the time she was gone from the home she married, with the 
consent of her mothero She lived with her husband a few days and was 
returned to the detention home. Proceedings were immediately insti-
tuted for the girl 9 s releaseo The lower court decided that she was 
a neglected child and, as such, in need of the care and protection of 
the state in order that she might be prevented from assuming the duties 
and responsibilities of married lifeo She was then committed to the 
State Industrial School for Girl.so 
23.lE, .!:! State 2:!! Interest .2f Goodwin, 39 Soo (2d) 731 (Louisiana, 
1949)0 . 
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The Supreme Court, frequently citing the Priest case, held that 
the marriage was valid and that she was emancipated from compulsory 
school attendance by reason of the marriage .. The court further stated: 
oooalthough until she reaches the age of eighteen she is 
not relieved of all the disabilities that attach to a 
minority by this emancipation, she is relieved of parental 
control and,ooo, is no longer amendable to the compulsory 
attendance laws of the stateo Furthermore, having acquired 
the status of a wife, it is not only her right but also her 
duty to live with her husband at.their matrimonial domicile 
and to follow him wherever he chooses to reside .. 
The only other case of this sort, to be decided by a higher court 1 
was presented to a New York Court in 19620 24 This case involved a 
married girl fifteen years oldo She had registered for school in the 
fall but failed to attend. The New York law requiring school atten-
dance of all children between the ages of seven and sixteen did not 
list marriage as an exception to this law. 
The court, ruling that under the circumstances the girl was not a 
person in need of supervision, stated: 
Times and the mores of people have changed since the legis-
lature first created compulsory education. It is doubtful 
that any thought was given then to the existence of a situa-
tion such as is now before the court relative to school 
attendanceo ... ~The unquestioned advantages of school 
attendance by minors below sixteen years of age must be 
equated against the harmful effects, if any, of forcing 
the association of a married fifteen year old female with 
school children of such young and impressionable ages, 
especially where the former is not disposed to attend the 
schoolo 
24In .!:!, Rogers, 234 NoYoAo (2d) 172 (New York, 1962) .. 
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Summary 
The fact that more students of high school ~e are marrying today 
than formerly and are remaining in school is presenting public school 
officials with a very real problem. School administrators and boards 
of education have reacted in a variety of ways in their attempts to find 
solutions to the problem. Some have simply accepted the married stu-
dents with no differentiation between married and other pupils. Others 
have attempted, through rules and regulations of the board of educa-
tion, to restrict the attend.a.nee and/or the participation of married 
student so 
Attempts to restrict have centered primarily a.round the following 
types of rules and regulations; complete exclusion of married students; 
complete exclusion of married mothers; suspension of married and/or 
pregnant students for a period of time and allowing admission later; 
and restrictions barring participation by married students in extra-
curricular activities. 
Of the court cases reviewed in the period included in this study, 
three dealt wit~ temporary suspension of married students, one dealt 
with exclusion of married mothers, and five dealt with restriction 
of participation in extracurricular activities. These nine cases, all 
of which have occurred since 1957, constitute all the oases that 
attempt to prohibit the attend.a.nee of marri~d students or restrict their 
participation, to reach the higher courts during the last twenty-five 
yearso Three cases where attempts were ma.de to apply to compulsory 
attendance laws to married students were also decided during this 
periodo 
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The decision reached by the courts in the above mentioned cases 
tend to indicate that the current thinking of the courts regarding 
the status of married students in the public schools can be summarized 
as follows: 
1 .. School boards cannot legally deny admission to the public 
schools on the basis of marriage alone. 
2o School boards cannot permanently exclude married mothers 
from the public schools. 
3. School boards may legally suspend married students temporarily, 
if it can be shown that the suspension is necessary to the efficiency, 
progress, and management of the schools. 
4. School boards may legally restrict the participation of 
married students in extracurricular activities if they can reasonably 
show that such restriction is in the best interest of the school. 
· 5o School boards may not legally require the attendance of 
married students. 
It should be pointed out that the fact that courts have so far 
upheld the "legality" of board regulations prohibiting married students 
from participating in extracurricular activities should not be con-
strued as judicial concurrence on the "propriety" of the regulations .. 
Some of the language used by the courts in their opinions might lead 
one to believe that future decisions in this area might very well 
result in the opposite decision. 
The practice of limiting the participation in extracurricular 
activities of _affected students is also utilized by local school 
authorities in attempting to curb i'!lembership in secret societies. 
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Chapter V concentrates oµ the problem of sororities and fraternities 
for school age children. 
CHAPTER V 
RULES AND REGULATIONS REGARDING MEMBERSHIP IN SEC:ijET SOCIETIES 
It is pertinent to state that none of our liberties 
are absolute; all of them may be limited when the common 
good or. common decency requires ••• Freedom after all is 
not something turned footloose to run as it,will like a 
thoroughbred in a blue grass mea.dow,,l 
The problems relating to high school secret .societies have been 
prevalent on the American educational scene for several years. Fra.-
ternities at the high school level began to appear in the· la.st decade 
of the-nineteenth century. Gates2 points out that: 
Secret societieso •• ma.de their appearance early in the edu-
cational institutions of America with the founding of Phi 
Beta Kappa, the first fraternity, at the College of William 
and Mary in 1776; but not until one hundred yea.rs had 
elapsed was Alpha P1, a literary society and the first Greek 
letter society in the public high school founded. 
From the beginning there was opposition by school a.uthor:i:ties to 
the secret societies. Without denying the commendable purposes for 
which many of the societies were formed, many educators have gone on 
record as being opposed to the organizations~· As early as 1904 Gilbert 
1satan Fraternity:!!. :Board£! Public Instruction !£!. ~ County, 
22 So .. {2d) 892 {Florida, 1945). · · 
2Thomas Gates, "Passage of .the C_alifornia Anti-Fraternity Statute," 
California. Journal £! Second.a& Ed.uca.tion,1 XXX (February,' 1955) P• 8j. 
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Morrison~ 3 in an address to members attending the forty-third annual 
meeting of the National Education Association, reported the findings 
of a letter sent to two hundred principals requesting their feelings 
toward secret fraternities in the high schoolo Of the one hundred 
eighty-five responses received, only four did not express disapprovalo 
Singleton4 in an article for School Activities expresses his dis-
approval by contending that secret societies, "oooin many instances 
have become more than just a nuisance ••• they have become an actual 
menace to the democratic thinking of the remainder of the students in 
the school,," 
Two other authorities voice emphatic disapproval with the secret 
societies by making the following comments: 
It is in the framework of the responsibility of the school 
to all the children, of all the people, with equal recog-
nition for each, that the place of fraternities and sorori-
ties in high school life is to be consideredo As to the 
desirability of secret societies in a modern democratic 
school program there is overwhelming agreement on the part 
of thoughtful school people. Exclusive social clubs have 
no place in the secondary school •••• Secret societies 
are out of keeping with the purpose of the American high 
school and should not be toleratedo5 
It should be pointed out that although the opposition by school-
men was widespread and vocal, it was not unanimous. Some school 
officials have expressed the belief that it is neither within the 
3ailbert Morrison, "Secret Fraternities in High Schools," Journal 
.2! Proceedings ~ Addresses .£! the Forty-Third Annual Meeting .£! .:lli!, 
National Educational AssociationTJune, 1904) p .. 484. · · 
4rvlerle Do Singleton, "Secret Societies and Undemocratic School 
Activity," School Activities, :XXI (November, 1959) p. 81. 
5Edgar Go Johnston and Roland Co Faunce, Student Activities,!!!, 
Secondary Schools (New York, 1952) Po 1560 
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power nor is it the responsibility of' the school to regulate the 
activities of youth which occur out of school hours and off the school 
campuso Flowers and Bolmeier6 point out that the advocates of this 
position maintain that 1 "•o•any regulatory action concerning member-
ship in fraternities or sororities should be an invasion of parental 
rights and not in the domain of the school." The literature, court 
cases? and statutes passed, however, tend to show that this is defi-
nitely a minority opinion among school personnel.. 
School authorities began to realize that secret societies were 
not simply another teenage fad but rather an association of pupils 
which brought to the school complaints from irate or disappointed 
parents whose children were not accepted for membership; undesirable 
influences which were evidenced in school elections, social affairs, 
extracurricular activities, and school spirit; and embarrassment and 
criticism for activities such as weekend trips, dances, and beach 
parties that did not have the sanction of the school but claimed the 
name of the schoolo With this realization, school administrators 
began to request boards of education, state departments of education, 
and state legislatures to adopt such rules and regulations as were 
necessary to prohibit student membership in such societies6 
At the present time more than half of the states of the nation 
have by statute or regulation expressed their disapproval of the 
6Anne Flowers and Edward C., Bolmeier, ~ and Pupil Control:, 
(Cinci:rmatill 1964) Po 18 .. 
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societieso Shapiro7 conducted a study of the states that have 
legislated against fraternities and soroities and reported the follow-
ing findings: 
Statutes banning fraternities, sororities, and secret 
societies 1 whose membership comprise pupils in the public 
elementary and secondary schools, date from 1907 when 
Indiana~ Kansas, and Minnesota first enacted prohibitory 
legislation-0 Since that year the number of anti-
fraternity laws have grown to twenty-sixo Most of these 
laws were adopted before 19300 Missouri is the only 
state to pass this type of legislation within the past 
fifteen yearso 
Many of the remaining states have provisions of other kinds to 
prohibit or discourage membership of high school students in these 
societieso Some attempt to accomplish this end through the pro-
mulgation of a rule by the state board of education; in others, local 
board of education rules and regulations may be a deterrant to member-
shipo 
The statutes and school board rules on this subject make member-
ship unlawful and refuse diplomas, credit for school work, or parti-
cipation in extracurricular activities, and frequently permit suspen-
sion or expulsion as the penaltieso Several statutes exempt secret 
societies which are sanctioned by the local board of education, or 
name several organizations which are exempto 
In view of the number of statutes 1 outspoken disapproval of 
school authorities, and variety of school board regulations formulated 
7Freida So Shapiro, "Fraternities, Sororities, and Secret Socie-
ties in the Public Schoolsj" National Association£! Secondar;y:- School 
Principals' Bulletin, XLIX (September, 1965) Po 490 
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in opposition to these organizations, one might expect that the prob-
lems relative to secret societies would hav, long since disappeared. 
8 Apparently this is not the case .. Johnston and Faunce contend that, 
"Far from withering away, secret societies have become more influential, 
more numerous, and more disturbing in the life of the school .. " 
!!!!!.! magazine reports incidents of students who are unable to 
attend school due to injuries sustained in initiations, of pa.rties 
in downtown hotels, of athletes' refusing to play in competition with 
non-fraternity athletes 1 of discrimination in selecting members based 
upon nationality or wealth, and of stealing in order to play fraternity 
assessmentso9 
Hamilton10 tells of the pathetic letters written to school 
officials relating to utter disillusionment and unhappiness of a child 
because he has been unable to pledge a coveted group. He also states 
that 1 nnespair in some instances has grown to such proportion as to 
claim the life of its victim .. " 
The public schools of Fort Worth, Texas, are currently involved 
in turmoil over the question of secret societies and have been for at 
least a yearo Education~ reports the following details relative 
to the situation; 
8 Johnston and Faunce, Po 157 .. 
9"Gang :Busters," ~o LIII (January 17, 1949) p .. 460 
10virginia Hamilton, "Secret Societies in American High Schools," 
National Association .2f Secondary School Principals :Bulletin, XL 
(October, 1956) Po 230 
Charity clubs in Fort Worth High Schools, which the board 
of educa.tion officially banned a year ago, have finally 
been disbanded. The action resolved, temporarily at 
least, a controversy of wide local impact that had been 
spiced with civil suits against the school system~ 
•ooSuperintendent Juluis Truelson says he .has received 
resignations from the clubs of the twenty-three students 
whose parents filed suit challenging the 1949 state law 
declaring such clubs to be illegalo The suit was denied 
in a state and federal court but is scheduled for hearing 
in January •••• Board action against the clubs, defined 
as fraternities and sororities, was taken in November, 
1966. Disbanding of the clubs followed an edict by 
Superintendent Truelson this fall that students sign a 
supplementary enrollment form statin! that they were 
not members of secret organizations. 1 
The a.rti.cle points out that those students who refused to sign 
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were suspended. Indicating that the question still ma.y not be perma-
nently settled, it further stated that, "The parents of twe junior high 
school girls, who were suspended for refusing to comply, filed another 
suit in United States District Court asking that the state law be 
declared unconstitutionalo 11 
In view of the widespread criticism directed teward them, it is 
surprising that this type of organization has been able to survive. 
Obviously many parents and some school men feel they are worthwhile 
organizations that should be preservedo Hamilton12 lists the following 
as typical of the arguments presented by the proponents of high schaol 
secret societies: 
lo They have worthy purposes and high idealso 
2. They encourage members to participate actively in school 
affairs., 
11Jack B.,.Tinsley 7 "H. S. Clubs Discontinued in F0rt Worth," 
Education!!.!..!, I (October 30, 1967) P• 8., 
12 . Hamilton, Po 24., 
3o They aid in developing good scholarship, leadership, 
and organizational ability. 
4o They encourage respect for authority. 
5o They provide opportunities for heterosexual social 
activities. 
6. They keep some pupils in school who might otherwise 
drop out. 
Singleton131ists the following as practices of the clubs that 
frequently provoke the most criticism: 
1. Initiation practices that range from unbecoming to direct 
brutality .. 
2o Questionable conduct at meetings--carried on without 
restraint of adults or sponsorso 
3. Undemocratic selection of members. 
4. Use of the organization to secure special privileges. 
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As could be expected, individuals and groups have petitioned the 
courts on numerous occasions to settle the conflicts that have arisen 
out of state legislation or local school rules dealing with the member~ 
ship of public school students in secret societies. Flowers and 
Bolmeier14 state that during the past century legislation and local 
rules have been tested in the appellate courts of seventeen states and 
in two instances have reached the United States Supreme Court. They 
also state the general accepted principle governing the courts in 
these ma.tterst 
13singletonj Po 820 
1
~lowers and Bolmeier, Po 390 
In each case the court, reluctant to interf&re with the 
operation of the schools, has not attempted to pass 
upon the wisdom or expediency of the rules in question; 
but rather the court has rendered its judgment solely 
upon its consideration of the reasonableness and con-
stitutionality of the actions taken. 
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A review of the court cases and an examination of the reasoning 
of the justices should provide insight into the manner in which the 
courts view this question. The cases reviewed will be those in states 
that have specific statutes relative to the question a.11d:.thG111uit, i•:,sta:t~s 
la.eking specific statutes. 
One of the first cases to challenge a state statute relative to 
prohibiting membership of public school children in secret societies 
was decided in California. in 1912015 The statute forbade any elemen-
tary or secondary school pupil membership or participation in organi-
zing any fraternity, sorority, or secret society which drew its 
membership partially or entirely from pupils attending the public 
schoolso The statute empowered boards of education to make any local 
rules or regulations necessary to carry out the enforcement of the 
act. 
The schools of San Francisco passed such a regulation and later 
found it necessary to suspend one of its pupils for failure to comply. 
The district court of appeal ruled that the statute was adopted to 
overcome the ill effects of societies on young, unformed characters 
15:Bradford :!:.:.. Board .2f Education .2f )i ty .!:!!!! County .2f .§!:!! 
Francisco, 121 Pac. 929 (California, 1912. 
and was applicable to all within the designated class, that it did 
not contravene provisions in the constitutions of California or the 
United States» and that for these reasons it was valido 
The courts also contrasted the effect of secret societies upon 
high school students as opposed to college students by stating: 
oooit is quite apparent to us that the younger and more 
immature pupils of the public schools may quite properly 
form a class and be made the subject of this character of 
legislation. Normal schools and colleges are attended by 
students who are preparing for serious affairs of life; 
and being older in years and with wider experience are 
better fortified to withstand any possible hurtful influ-
ence attendant upon membership in secret societies and 
clubs than the younger pupils attending elementary and· 
secondary schools, who are less experienced and more 
impressionable., 
A Louisiana statute authorizing boards of education to abolish 
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secret societies was challenged as an invasion of pa.rental authority 
and a deprivation of vested rights .. The case, the first of its kind 
to appear during the·twenty-five y,a.r period under study, was carried 
a.11 the way to the Supreme Court of the United States.16 The Supreme 
Court affirmed the judgment of the lower courts valid.a.ting the 
Louisiana Statute in a per curiam decision with no opinion being 
written .. 
The Florid.a. statute barring secret organizations in the public 
schools was challenged, by members of a fraternity, on the grounds 
that the title of the act was insufficient to denote the contents and 
that it deprived the appellants of their right to life, liberty, 
16Hughes ~ Caddo Parish School Board, 323 U., s. 865 (Louisiana, 
1944)0 . 
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pursuit of happiness, due process of law, free speech, free assembly 1 
and redress of grievanceso The Supreme Court of Florida found no 
merit in these statementso 17 Citing instances where similar acts in 
other states had been upheld and noting that the conduct and disci-
pline of public schools were vested in boards of public instruction 
the court contended: 
We cannot see that the question of state v. parental con-
trol enters into the picture in any manner. The public 
school has a very definite place in our scheme of things 
and the question in every case is whether or not the high 
school fraternity or sorority disrupts or materially inter-
feres with that purpose..,. there has long been a feeling in 
this country that this question requires an affirmative 
answer 9 and the legislature has concluded the matter in 
this state. 
Relative to the submission of the rights of the individual, the 
court pointed out: 
••• it is pertinent to state that none of our liberties are 
absolutes; all of them may be limited when the common good 
or decency requiresoooFreedom in a democracy is a matter 
of character and tolerance. The ideal recipient of it is 
one who voluntarily refuses to sacrifice the common good 
to personal possession. 
Seven years later the Oregon Supreme Court was called upon to 
decide a case involving a rule of a local board of education to enforce 
a state statute forbidding membership in secret societies.18 The 
Oregon statute had been passed in 19090 In 1949 the Multnomah County 
Board of Education passed a resolution providing suspension or 
expulsion as the penalty for membership in secret societies. The rule 
17satan Fraternity~ Board .2f. Education.!£!:~ County, 22 
So. (2d) 892 (Flordia, 1945). 
18Burkitt v. School District Number.!,, Multnomah County, 246 P. 
(2d) 566 (Orego'ii';' 1952). 
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was challenged on the grounds that the organizations in question in 
this case were not secret a.nd that the activities are carried on 
enti:rely outside the school and school hours; that enforcement of the 
rule would constitute an invasion of parental authority; and that the 
rule is arbitrary, discriminatory, and violates the right of assem-
blage guaranteed by the Oregon constitution. 
The court found that the rule was within the authority of the 
school board, was reasonable, and was enacted in good faith. Deciding 
in favor of the board the court said, in part: 
There is nothing in the rule in question which prevents 
the minor plaintiffs from.assembling and associating 
freely at any time and place, outside of school hours, 
approved by their parents, with the children from other 
high schools, public or private. This is their consti-
tutional right .. But they·ha.ve no constitutional right 
to be members of clubs organized in the high schools, and 
composed of children from different high schools, a.nd 
which the school board may have substantial reason for 
believing to be inimical to the discipline and effective 
operation of the schools •••• Here .it seems to us, for 
the court to interfere with the action of the school 
authorities now challenged, would be little le.ss than to 
constitute ourselves a. school board for all the schools 
of the state .. This we have neither the right nor the 
inclination to do.. · 
In 1962 the Supreme Court of Ohio ruled on an action to enjoin 
enforcement of a school board regulation making membership in certain 
organizations a barrier to participation in certain high school extra.-
curricular activities. 19 The plaintiffs contended that enforcement 
of the regulation would amount to giving school authorities complete 
control of the pupils' activities a.nd thus deny their parents the 
l9Holzyoyd .!:.:. Eibling, 188 N. E. (2d) 797 (Ohio, 1962). 
right to select associates for their children away from school and 
after school hourso 
Denying the appeal, the court stated: 
Our conclusions are that the board of education acted within 
the scope of itsauthority; that such authority is granted 
to the board by the statutes; and is also inherent to the 
board; that the provisions of the regulation are not unrea-
sonable or arbitrary; that the enforcement of this regula-
tion in a reasonable manner, which must be assumed, will 
not deprive the plaintiffs of any constitutional rights or 
natural privileges as citizens or pupils of the public 
schools; that this court has no authority to interfere with 
the exercise of the discretion vested in the board in this 
matter; and that the plaintiffs are not entitled to the 
relief sought. 
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The latest case dealing with this question is Robinson v. Sacra.-
mento City Unified School District, decided by the Third District 
Court of Appeal of Californiao 20 The Sacramento school board has a 
rule which prohibits the organization and existence of fraternities 
and sororities in the public schools. A member of a student club, 
called the "Manana," brought on action to have the. rule declared void 
as it applied to her and her club. 
The school board regulation contained the following definition 
as to what constituted a forbidden club under the resolution: 
A fraternity, sorority, or non-school club, membership 
in which is prohibited by this rule, is one in which the 
membership is composed wholly or partly of pupils of the 
public schools of this state and is perpetuated by taking 
members from the pupils enrolled in the public schools on 
the basis of the selection and decision of its own members. 
The board rule had been made pursuant to a state statute which 
makes it unlawful for any public school pupil to join a fraternity or 
20Robinson :!:.. Sacramento City Unified School District, 53 Calo 
Rptro 781 (California, 1966)0 
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sorority., The statutes expressly authorize the school board to make 
enforce such rules and regulations as are necessary for the government 
and discipline of the schools under its charge. 
The court» ruling that the statute, as well as the board of educa-
tion regulation was valid and that the Manana Club was subject to be 
controlled, statedi 
However, even were we to adopt a narrower interpretation 
of 11 secret'', the Ma.nana Club would still fall within the 
statute's prescription •• a.only twenty girls throughout 
the entire school system of the Sacramento area may be 
''rushedn during a semester. Candidates names are pro-
posed by letters of recommendation and each candidate 
must be sponsored by three members. 
Cases Involving Rules and Regulations Not 
Supported by Specific Statutes 
Newton Edwards21 points out " ••• no case has yet come into the 
courts involving the authority of school boards, in the absence of 
specific statutory authority, to suspend or expel pupils on the ground 
of membership in fraternities." All of the cases have involved 
attempts of the boards of education, acting under their general 
authority to manage the schools, to limit the privileges of pupils 
who maintain membership in fraternities. 
Perhaps the leading case in point is that of Wilson v. Board of 
-~ -
Ed t . f Ch. 22 uca ion O 1cagoo The Ch~cago Board of Education adopted a rule 
21Newton Edwards 7 The Courts and the Public Schools (Chicago, 
1955) Po 5870 ~ ~ 
22wilson !:.!'..Board£! Education.£! Chicago, 84 N. E. 697 (Illinois, 
1908)0 . 
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whereby all pupils who were members of a secret society should be 
denied the privilege of representing the school in any literary or 
athletic contest or in any other public capacity. Action was brought 
to enjoin the enforcement of the rule on the ground that it was 
unreasonable, that it was a violation of the natural rights of the 
pupils, and that it was an unlawful discrimination against those 
pupils who belonged to secret societies. The opinion of the court, 
quoted at some length because it points out several general principles 
that have guided subsequent courts, denied the injunction, st~ting: 
The power of the board of education to control and manage 
the schools and to adopt rules and regulations necessary 
to a proper conduct and management are, and must neces-
sarily be, left to the discretion of the board, a.nd its 
acts will not be interfered with nor set a.side by the 
courts, unless there is a clear abuse of the powers and 
discretion conferred. Acting reasonably within the 
powers conferred, it is the province of the board of 
education to determine what things are detrimental to the 
successful management» good order and discipline of the 
schools and the rules required to produce these condi-
tions. It was the judgment of the superintendent of 
schools of Chicago, as well as of the board of education, 
that membership in secret societies, ••• , was detrimental 
to the best interests of the schools. Whether this judg-
ment was sound and well founded is not subject to review 
by the courts. The only question for determination is 
whether the rule adopted to prevent or remedy the supposed 
evil was a reasonable exercise of the power and discretion 
of the boardoooAssuming, as we must, that the adoption of 
the rule was not an abuse of power or discretion conferred 
by law upon the board, the courts cannot, a.nd should not, 
interfere with its enforcement. Pupils attending the 
schools may decide for themselves whether they prefer mem-
bership in the secret societies, with the disqualification 
from representing their schools in literary or athletic 
contests or other public capacities, or whether they pre-
fer these latter privileges to membership in said societies. 
It_ is for the board of education, within the reasonable 
exercise of its power and discretion, to say what is best 
for the successful management and conduct of the schools, 
and not for the courts. 
Another of the older cases in this area should be noted and 
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reviewed briefly because it involves the only case decided by the 
higher courts which fails tq uphold a regulation of the board of 
education to limit participation in extracurricular activities of 
those students who belong to secret societies.. The case, Wrigh_'t !.:.. 
Board.£! Education of .2.!!. Louis, was decided by the Supreme Court of 
Missouri in 1922 .. 23 
The St .. Louis Board of Education adopted a resolution stating 
its opposition to the ~xistence, formation, and joining of secret 
societies in the schools of the cityc It further stated that high 
school pupils who refuse to conform to this regulation would be 
declared ineligible to membership in organizations authorized and 
fostered by the school; that they would not be permitted to represent 
the school in any capacity whatsoever; and that they would not be 
allowed to participate in graduation exercises. 
The court, in spite of testimony by the superintendent and other 
school officials, ruled that " ..... there is insufficient evidence to 
prove that secret societies are a detriment to the efficient operation 
of the schools .. " The court also stated that under the general author-
ity which is granted to local boards one could not assume power not 
"clearly inferable from the purpose of the act" and that the school's 
domain "oooceases when the child reaches its home unless its act is 
such as to affect the conduct and discipline of the schoolo .. " .. any 
other interpretation would remove all limit to the exercise of 
23wright Vo Board .2!: Education .2f fil.!_ Louis, 246 S.. W.. 43 
(Missouri, l922Jo 
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discretionary power, le1;1,ve it to the judgment, whim~ or caprice of 
ea.ch succeeding board .. " 
The court then decided the school regulation was outside the 
boardvs power and ultra vireso It should be pointed out that this 
decision is the exception to the general rule and the only one the 
courts have decided in this mann1;1r .. 
The first case of this kind to be reported in the last twenty-five 
years was decided in North Carolina in 1944.24 The question to be 
decided by the courts in this instance was whether refusal to sign a 
pledge declaring non-membership in a fraternity constituted grounds 
for exclusion of a pupil from participation in extracurricular activi-
ties. 
The Supreme Court of North Carolina, upholding the reasonableness 
of the rule in question stated: 
Schools to be effective and fulfill the purposes for which 
they are intended must be operated in an orderly manner .. 
oo.The right to attend school and claim the benefits 
afforded by the public school system is the right to attend 
subject to all lawful rules and regulations prescribed for 
the government thereof ........ The rule makes no att~mpt to 
deny plaintiff_any instruction afforded by class work or 
by the required curriculum of the school .. Nor is he denied 
the right to participate in extracurricular activities .. It 
is merely made optional with him .. oo.He has now arrived 
at one of the crossroads of life .. He must decide which 
course he will take, and the.choice is his .. 
A school board regulation that extended the ban on secret 
societies to cover summer vacation period was ruled partially invalid 
24coggins Y.:. Board of Education .2f City .2f Durham, 28 S. Eo (2d) 
527 (North Carolina, 1944}0 
to cover the period during which school was in summer 
session would be undue invasion of parental authority. 
In none of the Texas or other cases which we have exam-
ined have the courts sought to extend the rule of loco 
parentis to such length, and we are unwilling to extend 
it here .. To do so would be shocking to every concept 
of parental authority .. 
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The last case to come before the courts involving a regulation of 
a board of education denying participation in extracurricular activi-
ties to members of fraternities and kindred organizations was I~grig 
26 
.!!. Srygley .. The complainants in the case, decided by the Supreme 
Court of Arkansas, challenged the board of education regulationo 
The court held that such rules were authorized by the constitu-
tional provision providing for maintenance of an efficient system of 
free schools and by statute charging school directors with the duty of 
doing all things necessary and lawful for the efficient conduct of such 
schools .. 
The court further stated that: 
Whatever term may b.e used to illustrate the clash of will 
between teachers and pupils; whether insubordination, dis-
regard of precept, or a failure to realize the importance 
of what is being done; it is without a doubt, that the 
effect of the action of the pupils in this case, was that 
they were saying "whether you like it or not, we are going 
ahead with our societies .. You may coerce us into signing 
pledges, but you can't make- us keep our promises." •• oA 
situation of this kind was not contemplated by those who 
provided a free school systemo Someone, at some point, 
must hold a responsible hand; and someone must say to our 
maturing citizens that barter by threat is not an approved 
method of getting results .. 
The court concluded by stating: 
261sgrig ~ Srygley, 197 So W. (2d) 39 (Arkansas, 1946). 
Conceding, as anyone who reasons must, that group organi-· 
zations may promote efficiency, and in som& instances 
inculcate a sense of responsibility in young men a.nd young 
women, it does not follow that. school directors are without 
a.uthori ty to impose reasonable r.estrictions in those instan-
ces where experience, observation, and a. knowledge of the 
personality being dealt with suggests this course. 
Summary 
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Fraternities at the high school level began to make their appear-
ance in t~e last decade of the nineteenth century. From the beginning 
there was opposition by school authorities, a.nd today more than. half 
of the states have by statute or regulation expressed disapproval. In 
other states the local boards of education have, in some instances, 
discouraged membership in secret organizations by imposing regulations 
prohibiting members of fraternities and so~orities from participating 
in extracurricular activity. 
These statutes and school regulations have been challenged on 
numerous occasions and for a vareity of reasons. The most common 
grounds the rules were contested are that they are in excess of the 
board's authority; that they are an invasion of parental authority; 
that they are discriminatory, arbitrary and unreasonable; that they 
deprive members of their rights to liberty, property, or happiness 
without due process of la.w; that they violate,natural rights; that 
' 
they constitute unwarranted paternalism; and that they are a. denial 
of the equal protection of the laws and an impairment of vested rights. 
In those states where the legislature have specific statutes on 
the issue, the courts have upheld without exception the rights of the 
legislatures to enact laws prohibiting fraternities and sororities 
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in the public schoolso They have also upheld the authority of local 
school officials in these states to take the appropriate action to 
enforce the statuteo The most common forms of action have been sus-
pension, expulsion, or denial of extracurricular activities for those 
who fail to conform. 
No case has come before the courts involving the authority of 
school boards, in the absence of specific statutory authority, to 
suspend or expel pupils because of membership in secret organizationso 
In a number of cases, however, it has been held that a board of educa-
tio.n may, under its general authority to manage the schools~ limit 
the privileges of pupils who maintain membership in fraternities or 
sorori tie so 
There are, hqwever, two instances where the courts failed to 
uphold board actions in this regardo A Missouri court held that such 
regulations are outside the board's powers and ultra vires. A Texas 
court held that such rules were within the authority of the board 
except where the board attempted to extend its control into the summer 
vacation periodo 
In general, when there_ are no specific statutory regulations, it 
may be stated that whenever it can be shown that membership in secret 
societies operates against the best interest of the school, the courts 
will uphold the authority of boards of education to deny certain priv-
ileges to those students who refuse to sever their connection with 
secret organizationso The educational welfare of all the pupils is 
the paramount consideration. 
It can be noted that the number of court cases pertaining to 
this problem is waning. This may be due, in partt to the fact that 
the legal principles involved are so firmly established that its 
reversal is considered unlikelyo There are, however, two factors 
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that could trigger a rash of court cases involving this issue4 One is 
the current concern and emphasis of society and the courts over the 
inherent rights of the individual as opposed to the rights of govern-
mento In addition to this, some are predicting that the forced 
integration of the schools may cause the secret societies to flourish 
once again., 
Chapters III, IV, and V have dealt with specifip areas of student 
conduct and decorum that school authorities have attempted to control., 
Chapter VI focuses on the legality of the major methods employed by 
school officials to enforce their regulations and mentions other 
problem areas that sometimes necessitate regulation to insure the 
efficient operation of the schools. 
CHAPTER VI 
LEGALITY OF CERTAIN METHODS USED 'lU ENFORCE PUPIL CONTROL 
In each state may be found constitutional provisions 
for educating the youth of the state, but attendance in 
the public schoois is not a guaranteed right to be exer-
cised exclusive of all other considerations; rather it is 
a privilege which may be claimed by those young people who 
are willing to comply with the provisions of the consti-
tutions and statutes of the state and to submit to such 
reasonable rules and regulations as the local school 
authorities may adopt~l 
Pupils attending the public schools must obey the school laws 1:tnd 
the reasonable rules and regulations of the local school official~· 
Superintendents, principals, and teachers are required to maintain 
discipline, the laws of the state, and i;he regulations of the local 
board of education. In this connection a teacher is considered to be. 
~ 12£2. parentis which means that while the pupils are under the 
teacherYs control he stands in the place of the parent in disciplinary 
matters. 
Corpus Juris commenting on control of pupils and discipline states: 
As a general rule a school teacher, to a limited extent at 
least, stands in loco parentis to pupils under his charge 
and may exercise such powers of control, restraint, and 
correction over them as may be reasonably necessary to 
enabl~ him to properly perform his duties as teacher and 
1virginia Flowers, "Legal Aspects of Pupil Control," Dissertation 
Abstracts, XXIV (1963) p. 40600 
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accomplish the purposes of education, subject to such 
limitations and prohibitions as may be defined by legis-
lative enactment.2 
The courts have further established that: 
In the exercise of his power to control and maintain dis-
cipline in his class, a teacher may adopt any reasonable 
rule or regulation concerning matters not provided for by 
the rules prescribed by the school board and not incon-
sistent with some statute or other prescribed rule.3 
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It is readily apparent that the principle of in loco parentis is 
the basis of much of the justification for the authority of local 
school officials to make and enforce rules and regulations for the 
operation of the public schoolso It is interesting to note that at 
least two authors feel that this important principle is declining. In 
an article for the~ Delta Kappan they state: 
The principle of acting in loco parentis seems to be in 
considerable decline, particularly beyond the freshman 
level.. The nurturant aspects of that principle have been 
on the wane for some time. Now students are challenging 
what has remained: the control and punishment aspects of 
acting in loco parentis. This decline is perhaps the fruit 
of the persistant emphasis on anti-authoritarianism in child 
rearing during the past decades •••• Perhaps administrators 
ought to relax and realize that they simply ca,nnot·control 
much of the behavior they might like to control. They 
could then turn their attention to what they can do: that 
is to fulfill an important educational function by providing 
more facilities for advice and discussion in these crucial 
areas.4 
Although Katz and Sanford were referring to students of college 
age, if their comments are indicative of the current trend of thought 
in this area, the implications for public school administrators are 
256 Corpus Juris 852. 
3rbid. 
4Joseph Katz and Nevitt Sanford, "New Student Power and Needed 
Reforms,"~ Delta Kappan, LVII (1966) P• 3990 
significant. Few would deny that practices at the college level have 
some impact on the public schools. The age difference between college 
undergraduates and high school upperclassmen is relatively small, 
and it is exceedingly hard to predict the exact age the public might 
decide on as the one that is valid for a strict interpretation of the 
2:!: ~ parentis principles. As evidence of this a recent issue of 
Education Summary reports that: 
High school students, influenced by their big brothers in 
college, are demanding a greater say in the way their schools 
are run. Case in point: California, where a statewide high 
school newspaper 1 consciously biased toward the political 
left, is coming off the presses once a month. Youngsters 
from ~round the state met this summer at a Student Power Con-
fe-rence in Palo Al to, where they decided to publish the news-
paper, and agreed to formulate a written "student power" 
credo.5 
If this type of action were to gain wide acceptance public school 
men could find themselves faced with completely unique situations. 
The possible problems could be tremendous. 
Traditionally, suspension, expulsion, and corporal punishment have 
been the major types of punishment used by school authorities to deal 
with the more serious types of disciplinary problems. A review of 
the litigation in this area should provide some insight as to the types 
of regulations the conditions under which they were formulated and 
administered that the courts consider reasonable or unreasonable 
exercises of the authority of school officials. 
5Education Summary, XX (October 15, 1967) P• l. 
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Suspension and Expulsion 
It is generally accepted that the enjoyment of the right or 
privilege to attend the public schools is conditioned by the pupils' 
compliance with the reasonable rules and regulations promulgated by 
the school authoritieso Violators of these rules may be punished by 
means of suspension or expulsion. The efficient operation of ·the 
school in meeting the aims for which it is established is considered 
paramount to.the rights or privileges of the individual studento 
A suspension under the law is usually for a short time or until 
the pupil complies with the conditions prescribed by the school 
authorities. Expulsion is ordinarily viewed as permanent, or for a 
substantial length of time. 
Suspension and expulsion a.re usually considered to be within the 
discretionary powers of the boa.rd of education, however, in some 
instances teachers may also exercise this authority. 
point out: 
6 Drury a.nd Ray 
As a general rule, the power of suspension or expulsion is 
granted to a boa.rd of education, unless a. particular statute 
provides otherwise. The courts have held however, that there 
a.re times under urgent situations where a teacher, principal, 
or superintendent would be justified in suspending a pupil 
pending submission of the case to the board of education. It 
has been held that ·a teacher has the inherent right to sus-
pend a pupil pending submission of the case to the board of 
education. It has been held that a teacher has the inherent 
right to suspend a pupil pending board action where the 
interests of the school require it. However, where a statute 
expressly designates who has the power to suspend or expel 
a pupil, such takes away the right to exercise such power 
by any other person or officer. 
6 Robert L. Drury and Kenneth C. Ray, Principles .2f School!!!!, 
{New York, 1965) PP• 52-53.· 
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All of the cases analyzed in the previous sections of this study 
have dealt with the authority of school officials to expel or suspend 
pupils for the violation of rules and regulations concerning marriage, 
personal appearance, and membership in secret societies. An examina-
tion of some of the other rules and regulations wherein parents and 
students have challenged the school's authority to formulate and 
enforce will provide a more complete picture of the types of cases in 
which suspension and expulsion have been que1:1tionedo 
In a review of the earlier oases Edwards7 reports that boards of 
education have been upheld by the courts for suspending or expelling 
pupils for violation of the following rules: 
lo a rule prohibiting pupils from leaving the school 
grounds during the noon recess without permission; 
2o a rule prohibiting the pupils from taking lunch 
except at the school cafeteria or lunch brought 
from home; 
3o a rule prohibiting the playing of football on the 
school grounds or under the auspices of the high 
school; 
4o a rule prohibiting pupils from attending moving-
picture shows except on Friday night and Saturday; 
5o a rule requiring pupils to prepare a rhetorical 
exercise; 
60 a rule providing for expulsion for absence or tar-
diness without sufficient excuse; 
7o a rule requiring pupils to write compositions and 
to enter into debateso 
He also cited the following rules as examples of those found by 
the courts to be unreasonable: 
7Newton Edwards, ~ Courts ~~Public Schools (Chicago, 
1955) PPo 601-6020 
a rule requiring pupils to pay for school property 
which they have accidentally or carelessly destroyed; 
a rule requiring a pupil to bring in. firewood; 
a rule making it obligatory upon a pupil to pursue a 
particular subject against the wishes of his parents; 
a rule requiring pupils to remain in their homes and 
study between the hours of seven and nine o'clock in 
the evening; 
a rule requiring pupils to participate in social 
dancing .. 8 
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In one of the more recent cases the Kentucky Court of Appeals was 
asked to rule on the reasonableness of the following rule: "No one, 
while in school, shall be allowed to enter the restaurant of Mr. Russell 
or any other business establishment in the town without permission from 
8:15 aom .. until 3:00 p .. m."9 The rule was promulgated by the principal 
of a public school which was adjacent to the restaurant mentionedo 
The parent of two of the pupils strongly objected to the regu.la-
tion and persisted in coming to the school, getting his children and 
taking them to the cafe to eat. The principal suspended the children 
saying they would be reinstated when they agreed to comply .. The 
parent went to court where the trial judge held the rule as being 
arbitrary, therefore void, and enjoined the board of education and the 
principal from enforcing it .. The board of education appealed .. 
The Kentucky Court of Appeals, reversing the decision of the 
lower court, stated: 
8rbid., 
9ca.sey Co)ty Board.£! Education Y.:.. Luster, 282 s.w .. (2d) 333 
(Kentucky, 1955 .. 
It is essential that power be vested in some recognized 
agency in order·to maintain discipline and efficiency in 
public schools. Those in charge of such instructions 
have a right to formulate such necessary rules as in their 
judgment will best promote the .public good. Teachers and 
officials of public schools, who in a general way, stand 
in loco parentis to their pupils, a.re better qualified 
to judge the wisdom of such rules and regulations than 
are the courts. The only concern of the courts is to 
determine whether the school rules and regulations are 
reasonable or whether they are arbitrary. The law com-
mits the government and conduct of the public schools, 
in general, to the discretion of the school board and 
places same beyond that of the patrons. The courts will 
not interfere with the discretion of school authorities 
in the rules they promulgate unless it appears they ha.ye 
acted arbitrarily or maliciously •••• Rule was not unrea-
sonable or arbitrary but seemed to be for common good 
of all children. 
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A rule by a school district in Missouri that required students 
to pay an annual high school enrollment fee of eight dollars was 
10 
challenged and was taken before the Federal Courts. This was an 
action for an alleged civil rights violation by which the pla.inti,ff, 
as a pupil in the school, refused to pay the required fee. She was 
expelled and brought action in the United States District Court for 
the Ea.stern District of Missouri where judgment was rendered in favor 
of the defendants. Plaintiff then appealed. 
The United States Court of Appeals held that the alleged viola-
tion was not within the civil rights statute where, " ••• the plaintiff 
claimed no invalidity of state law or state constitutional provision." 
The opinion further pointed out that, " ••• the plaintiff's cause of 
action, if any, was one for invasion of personal rights for which the 
w ) 
~.~Sexton, 277 F. (2d) 418 (Missouri, 1960 • 
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state forums provided the proper avenue of relief," and that, noHCivil 
rights statutes are inapplicableo" 
Another case decided in 1960 was dismissed on technical groundso 11 
The problem arose when a high school student organized and led a 
boycott of students against milk with a certain label that was served 
in the school cafeteriao No evidence was given that showed the milk 
to be of inferior quality. 
After much controversy, meetings between the principal and parents, 
and many heated and emotional arguments, the student was expelled by 
the principalo His parents then brought an action to enjoin the prin-
cipal from, "threatening, coercing, and intimidating pupils," and to, 
"enjoin school board from employing the principal." 
The plaintiff had not asked for a hearing before the county 
board of education as was his right, and which was the recognized pro-
cedure under the law. The Supreme Court of.South Carolina dismissed 
the complaint saying, "o •• this is a matter of local controversy and 
plaintiff has not exhausted the available administrative remedies 
afforded .by statute. 0 
A school district in Texas adopted a rule, typical of many, that 
boards of education across the nation have seen fit to adopt, which 
required pupils to park their automobiles in the school parking lot 
upon arrival at school and to leave them parked until school was 
dismissed, unless special permission was granted to move them. One 
of the students persisted in parking her car at a friend's house a 
11stanley .!.:. ~, 116 SoE .. (2d} 843 {South Carolina, 1960)0 
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short distance from school and driving it home du:ring the lunch period., 
She was instructed to do so by her fathero She was suspended from 
school and the father brought action against the school board for the 
12 
wrongful exclusion of his daughter. · 
The trial court upheld the contention of the girl's parents that 
the girl had been suspended under the provisions of a rule which was 
void and which was not within the authority of the board to make~ The 
school district appealed the decision. 
Testimony was presented which showed that the increase in the 
numbers of pupils driving their automobiles to school had created a 
danger for the pupils who were on the high school campus and the adjoin-
ing playground for the elementary school children. The appeals court, 
evidently convinced that the motives for enacting such a rule were for 
the protection of the children, reversed the decision of the lower 
court, saying in part: 
The regulation was not for the purpose of exerc1s1ng author-
ity over the use of public streets and highways at all [as 
suggested by appellees, reply point] but for the purpose of 
controlling the conduct of the students to the end that 
student pedestrians on the streets adjacent to the schools 
might be safe from student operated automobiles and that 
better order, decorum, and discipline might prevail at the 
noon recess. We do not believe they abused their discre-
tion in doing SOo 
The court, in its opinion, made the following suggestion to the 
'board of education: 
Since all parties assumed Marsha Andrews "drove her auto-
mobile to school" with,in the purview of the regulations in 
question we may also assume, but we can anticipate further 
12--_ 0 
--:McClean Independent School District Y.:. Andrews, 333 So Wo (2d) 
886 (Texas, 1960)0 
complications in the regulation as worded. For example, 
students might park their automo.biles two or more blocks 
from school, or in town, walk to them and drive them dur-
ing the noon reoesso Technically, they might not be 
"driving automobiles to school" but would still be guilty 
of the principle acts the school authorities .testified 
the regulation was passed to prohibit. • .. We would :re1;1pect-
fully suggest that the purpose sought might be more 
specifically stated by the following rule, or one of simi-
lar language: "School children shall not be permitted 
to drive automobiles during the lunch period nor any time 
after they arrive at school each day until they leave at 
,, o oPomo, unless by special permission of the .school 
authorities." 
A recent example wherein a Federal Court failed to uphold the 
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action of a local board of education in a suspension case is fou.~d in 
Woods~ Wrighto 13 This was a proceeding, on behalf of expelled or 
suspended Negro school children, to have the superintendent of schools 
enjoined from enforcing an order of the board of education directing 
expulsion or suspension of pupils, refusing to reinstate pupils 1 and 
penalizing or .taking disciplinary action against pupils in connection 
with the order. 
The pupils in question had participated in a demonstration against 
racial segregation and had been arrested for violating a city ordinance 
against parading.without a license. The pupils were suspended and 
had the case taken to court. The United ·States District Court for 
the Northern District of Alabama denied a temporary restraining order 
and an appeal was takeno 
·Although the question became moot because the school term ended 
and the superintendent promised that proper action would be taken before 
13woods ~ Wright, 334 Fo (2d) 369 (Alabama, 1960). 
the start of school next year, the court still chose to render a 
decision. In its opinion the court said, in part: 
We are fully aware of the reluctance with which Federal 
Courts should contemplate the use of injunctive power to 
interfere with the conduct of state officers. But when 
there is a deprivation of a constitutionally guaranteed 
right the duty to exercise the power cannot be avoided • 
••• Where there is a. clear and imminent threat of an 
irreparable injury amounting to manifest oppre-ssion, it 
is the duty of the court to protect against the loss of 
the asserted right by a. temporary restraining order. We 
think such an order should have been entered in this 
ca.use by the district court. 
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One issue, which over the years had resulted in the suspension of 
several pupils, was resolved by the United States Supreme Courto This 
was. the.issue of rules prescribing compulsory, flag salutes 'in the public 
' 
schools. Sister M. Be~rd Laughery14 points out that seventeen 
cases centered around statutes or regulations providing for compulsory 
flag salute during school exercises were decided during the fortieso 
These cases varied only in details. All litigants were·· pa.rents 
who belonged to the sect known as Jehovah Witnesses. All had children 
who had been expelled for refusal to salute the flag. There were many 
diverse and conflicting opinions handed down even after the first 
Supreme Court Decision in this rega.rd was rendered. The confusion 
resulted ma.inly because the caurt ha.d ruled on only one phase of the 
question: the propriety of the federal court's passing on an educa-
tional policy. 
Justice F~ankfurter, delivering the opinion of the court, said: 
14sister Mo Bernard Francis Laughery, Parental Rights~ American 
Educational !!!!! (Washington, D.C., 1952) p. '141 .• 
oooThe precise issue, then for us to decide is whether 
the legislatures of the various states and the authority 
in a thousand counties and school districts of this coun-
try are barred from determining the appropriateness of 
various means to evoke that unifying sentiment without 
which there can ultimately be no liberties, civil or relig-
ious. To stigmatize the legislative judgment in .providing 
for this universal gesture of respect for the symbol of 
our national life in the setting of conscience which the 
constitution protects, would amount to no less than the 
pronouncement of pedagogical and psychological dogma in 
a. field where courts possess no marked and certainly no 
controlling competence.o •• 15 · 
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The courts, however, rendered no definite decision on three other 
phases of this question: whether the compulsory nature of the regula-
tion violated the religious freedom guaranteed by the First Amendment; 
whether parents could be held for contributory delinquency of their 
minor children; or whether children thus expelled might be termed 
habitual delinquents. 
The question was settled once and for all by the Supreme Court in 
~ Virginia State Boa.rd .2f Education~ ::Sarnette,16 in 1943. This 
time the court considered the question on the basis of whether or not 
it constituted an infringement of the exercise of .religious freedom 
guaranteed by the First Amendment. Justice Jackson, writing the 
<;>pinion, st~ted, "It is not necessary to inquire whether non-
conformist's beliefs will exempt from the duty to salute unless we 
first find power to make the salute a legal duty." 
The opinion further pointed out that, "Compelling the salute from 
the unwilling does not promote national unity, instill patriotic 
1
~inersville School District Y.:. Gobitis, 310 U.S. 586 
(Pennsylvania, 1940). 
16west Virginia State ::Soard.2f Education Y.:. Barnette, 319 U. s. 
624 (West Virginia, 1943). 
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impulses or serve an overriding national interest~" Dealing compulsory 
flag s~lutes a death blow, Justice J~okson, in a closing passage of 
the opinion, stated: 
If there is any fixed star in our constitutional constella-
tion, it is that no official, high or petty, can prescribe 
what shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion, 
or other matters of opinion or force citizens to confess by 
word or act their faith thereino .o.We think the action 
of the local authorities in compelling the flag saluate and 
pledge transcends constitutional limitations on their power 
and invades the sphere of intellect and spirit which it is 
the purpose of the First Amendment to our Constitution to 
reserve from all official control., 
All cases recently decided ®J'. then pending in the State Courts were 
made to conform to this decisiono 
Corporal Punishment 
1rhe problem of school discipline has always been one of the most 
controversial and widely discussed subjects cenneoted with the public 
schoolso Splawn17 contends that, "Seldom does a day pass without the 
newspaper revealing a tale of conflict in some school which has been 
brought about because a parent objects to the type of discipline his 
child has received .. " 
The methods of maintaining discipline are limited only by the 
imagination of the many teachers throughout the nation .. However, the 
most controversial and perhaps, the most common method, is the use of 
corporal punishmento Flowers and Bolmeier18 state that, "On the basis 
l7Robert E .. Splawn, "The School Board and Discipline," The~-: 
.h2!!2. Teacher, XLIX {September, 1964) p. 24. 
18 Anne Flowers and Edward c. Bolmeier, !!!! ~ Pupil Control 
{Cincinnati, 1964) p .. 8 .. 
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of the number of court oases and amount of literature on the subject, 
corporal punishment would likely top the list ..... " 
' 
In the early days of American Education, corporal punishment was 
widely practiced and accepted as a.n important method of pupil controlo 
Gummere19 relates that, "Horace Ma.nn, visiting a. Massachusetts school 
of two hundred fifty pupils, found that during one week, three hundred 
twenty-eight floggings had been ad.ministered." He further points out 
that: 
·In New York City in 1866, the number of beatings reported 
reached 130~0000 Investigations compared attendance fig-
ures, examination scores, and pupil dismissals: the 
unbeaten children had improved remarkably over the beaten. 
~ •• That did it, the city soon outlawed corporal punishment. 
By the end of the century, beating of American school 
children had become much less frequent and fierce. In the 
1920's and 1930's, the practice appears to have reached a 
low ebbo 
Another source reports that, "Although there have been more court 
cases in the past concerning corporal punishment, it must be admitted 
that as a mode for enforcing pupil control, it has been lately less 
frequently emp~oyed than either suspension or expulsion."20 
The late President KennedJ", as quoted in the N.E.A. Journal, 
expressed his views on the use of corporal punishment in the schools. 
- "We have to think of our own children, and we a.re reluctant to see 
other people administering punishment to them. So I would not be for 
corpora~ punishment in the schools, but I would be ,for very strong 
l9Richa,rd Mo Gummere, Jr., "On Bea.ting School Children," The 
Nation, CCI (1965) P• 4450 . - -
. 
2°Flowers and Bolmeier, j,>o 8. 
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21 discipline a.t home so we don't place unfair burden on our teachers .. " 
Francis Keppel, at the time the United States Commissioner of 
Education, in response to a. question on "Meet the Press," a nationwide 
television program, stated his views on corporal punishment by the 
following statement: 
My own feelingooois that the place for that sort,[corporal 
punishment] is in the American home and not in th-e sohool. 
I know perfectly well that situations arise, particularly 
in the cities, where the principal presiding officer of the 
building should have such authority~ but I am not in favor 
of giving it wholesale to teachers .. t::'. 2 
A former superintendent of schools in Rochester, New York, states 
his opposition to corporal punishment quite emphatically: 
I'm against corporal punishment in the school, whether in 
the form of random diffuse cuffings or the full treatment. 
It is at best a short range measure. It is seldom ari. 
effective deterrent. The indignity of it, even more than 
the pain, stirs resentment that erects a barrier against 
persuasions that could lead a child toward acceptance of 
responsibility for his own conduct a.nd it may do evil to 
those who practice it.23 
An associate professor of education believes it may have a place 
but should be used only as a last resort effort before expulsion. He 
justifies his position in the following manner: 
Oftentimes_a choice will have to be made between expulsion 
for the good of the group as whole and corporal punishment 
as a drastic substitute. When the latter decision is made, 
the reason behind it explained, a.nd a friendly hand offered 
after it is over, a boy who is h~aded for trouble can many 
times be turned in his tracks. If corporal. punishment 
fails, expulsion is still possible; when it succeeds, 
21cited in,.!•!•!• Journal, LII (September, 1963) P• 19. 
22cited in, !E!!!•, P• 20. 
23James M .. Spinning, "Considerably Less than Seldom," ~o, Po 20 .. 
improvement begins sooner and is more likely to be lastingo 
A boy's life is important to all of us and especially to 
himo Sometimes desperate measures are needed to save it 
for him.24 
l 
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It would appear from these statements that the use of corporal 
punishment in schools has practically disappearedo However, there is 
reason to believe that this is not the .case .. In fact, indications are 
that the practice may be increasing. The Q .. £•~~World Repo~i25 
states that in the District of Columbia, where corporal punishment has 
long been prohibited, the superintendent of schools has requested 
authority for corporal punishment of insolent, unruly pupilso The 
superintendentvs request stemmed fr0m a citizens' committee's call for 
tougher treatment of problem pupils. 
Another source indicates that there may be a movement toward 
harsher policies regarding corporal punishmento "Milwaukee and San 
Francisco have taken sterner positions in favor of corporal punishment 
practiceso A third large city, Washington, D. c., is n0w trying to 
do the same thing."26 
Gummere27 is outspoken in his criticism of the use of corporal 
punishment while pointing out that, in his opinion, its use is 
defini te1y inoreasing... In a rather scathing attack on the practices, 
he states: 
24John Ao Ro Wilson, "Sometimes Yes," ~·, p .. 18 
25"Corporal Punishment in D. Co Schools," Q.~o ~~World 
Report, LIV (March 4, 1963) p. 16. 
26"Three Cities Move to Toughen Corporal 'Punishment Policies," 
Nation's Schools 7 LXXIII (September, 1963) p. 78. 
27aummere, po 4420 
America has generally outlawed the manhandling of prisoners,. 
soldiers, sailors, vagrants, lunatics, and animals. But not 
school childreno On the contrary, more of them are being 
beaten today, in more schools, than were thwacked a genera-
tion agoo That is the guess, a,nyway, of knowledgeable 
observers of educationoooo 
It is interesting to note that, after expressing his views, 
Gummere was evidently deluged with.protests from certain readers¥ 
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He conferred with many of them and visited in some big city schoolso 
His response after these confrontations vividly points, out the complex-
ity of the problem. He stated, in pa.rt: 
Though I've taught five years in the elementary schools and 
handled some excruciatingly difficult kids without force, I 
wouldn't last half a.n hour with any known system of disci-
pline, in a classroom full of socio-economically deprived 
children; I take my hat off to those who can, with force or 
w_ithout it. • •• The main purpose of my article wa..s not to 
criticize teachers but to call for a more honest and practi-
cal study of discipline in its relation to the school and 
the society.,28 
In view of all the conflicting opinions and widespread interest, 
what do the teachers of the nation feel about the use of corporal 
punishment? In 1961, the Research Division of the National Education 
-- . 
Association29 attempted to answer this questiono A scientifically 
selected sample of the nation's classroom teachers were asked this 
question, "Do you favor the judicious use of corporal punishment in 
the elementary-secondary schools?" 
Ninety-six percent of the teachers polled responded to the ques-
tionnaire sent themo The results showed that almost seventy-two 
28aummere, The Nation (1966) P• 28. 
-
29Teacher Opinion Poll, "Corporal Punishment,"!•!•!• Journal, L 
(May, 1961) Po 13. 
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percent favored corporal punishment, twenty-two percent opposed it, 
and approximately six percent said they didn't know. 
Tyree30 notes that New Jersey is the only state in the United 
States where corporal punishment ~n the schools is prohibited by state 
law. Even there he reports that on September 16, 1964, the Governor 
of New Jersey signed a bi~l which amends provisions of the law pro-
hibiting corporal punishmento The bill permits teachers to use force 
against pupils in self defense, in situations threatening injuries to 
other,s, in taking weapons away from pupils and in protecting persons 
and propertyo It should be pointed out, however, this did not repeal 
the prohibitiono 
Another writer who researched extensively in the area of statutory 
law relative to pupil control found that: 
Corporal punishment of a refractory child is specifically 
permitted in only six states, though the ~se of such punish-
ment could be implied where the school officials, by statute, 
stand in loco parentis. Not any of the statutes define what 
is _included in the term "corporal punishment." 31 · 
Drury and Ra.y32 sum up the accepted legal principles, regarding 
corporal punishmenti that have been established and have evolved from 
the court cases of the pa.st. They state: 
While school officials, including superintendents, princi-
pals, and teachers, are vested with broad discretionary 
30Marshall J. Tyree, "The Authority of Teachers to Administer 
Corporal Punishment," Current Legal Concepts.!.!! Education, ed. Lee Oo 
Garber (Philadelphia, 1966) P• 309. · 
31 · Loughery, Po 79• 
32Drury and Ray, p. 50. 
authority in the infliction of corporal punishment, the 
punishment must be reasonable and within the bounds of 
moderation; it cannot be cruel or excessive, and the 
official administering punishment must not act malic-
iously or watonly. 
The law lays down no precise or exact rule as to what is 
excessive or unreasonable punishment .. It is a question 
to be determined by the circumstances in each case. In 
the determination of whether the punishment is reason-
able, the courts have held, however, that consideration 
must be given to the age, sex, and size of the pupil, 
his apparent physical strength and structure; that the 
type of instrument used should be one suitable and proper 
for the purposes; and that the punishment should be pro-
portioned to the offense, the apparent disposition of the 
offender 7 and the influence of his exa,mple and conduct 
on others. 
Court cases in the area experienced a notable decline in the 
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peri0d from 1900 to 19400 A National Education Association Research 
Bulletin, 33 reports that, "Most. of the court cases, in which the 
teachers were alleged to have exceeded their authority in this respect, 
were decided prior to 1900. Two cases came up in the 1920 9 s and two 
more in the 1930's., .... " It is interesting to note that since 1940 
there has been increased court activity in the area, with twelve cases 
being reported since 19420 
A review of the cases that have appeared before the courts during 
the past twenty-five years should indicate whether the court is still 
being guided by the same principles. Such a review should also g,ive 
some indication as to the type and severity of incidents that are 
currently bei-ng challenged in the courts. 
33"The Legal Status of the Public School Pupil," National 
Education Asseciation Research Bulletin, XXVI (February, 1948) p .. 260 
_., 
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The first case to be reported in the period was heard by the 
Supreme Court of Errors of Connecticut. 34 The plaintiff was a ten-
' 
year-old boy who weighed eighty-nine pounds and was somewhat below 
average height for his ~ge. The court noted that the boy had been 
imprudent with a lady teacher, had refused punishment and had refused 
to go to the principalvs office when told to do so. 
The principal happened by the room, entered, and was faced with 
the same behavior the boy had exhibited to the teacher. In an attempt 
to take the boy to the office, the principal faced so much resistance 
that he put the boy on the floor and sat astride him. The court also 
noted that the principal was a forty-six year old, physically strong 
man, five feet seven inches tall and weighed one hundred ninety pounds. 
The boy complained that he suffered a skin burn or abrasion on 
.his back and other possible injuries. The parent brought action for 
injuries alleged to have been sustained by the pupil as a consequence 
of an assault by the principal. 
The court, granting the relief prayed for, stated that the, "u• 
privilege or indulgence of the defendant's discretion terminated and 
that there was an excess of restraint imposed." 
Another action, brought before the court in 1944, was an attempt 
to recover damages on a charge of assault and battery and illegal 
search 0 35 A ten-year-old boy violated a school regulation by entering 
34calway ;y.:, Williamson, 36 A. (2d) 377 (Connecticut, 1944)0 
35Marler Va Bill, 178 S. Wo (2d) 634 (Tennessee, 1944). 
--
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a classroom during recess. He was seen entering the room and admitted 
he had done so. A dime was found missing from the room. 
The boy was taken to the superintendent, a lady, where he was 
searched [defendant claimed the search was for th, purpose of proving 
him innocent] and was moderately spanked with a ruler. The defendant 
said the punishment was given because he entered a classroom without 
permission. 
The court, ruling in favor of the school officials, stated that 
"••othe defendant acted with reasonable judgment and upon reasonable 
course without malice and for the good of the child as well as the 
school." 
A New York 4ppeals Court was called upon to decide a case whereby 
the defendant, a principal, had been convicted of the crime of assault 
in the third degree upon information that he, "willfully, wrongfully, 
and unlawfully violated the Penal Law of New Y©rk by beating one Lester 
Hankinson, of the age of ten years upon his.buttocks with a stick 
without just cause or provocation. 1136 The boy had thrown or dropped 
a book deliberately from the balcony of the auditorium to the seats 
below. 
The principal had punished the child in his office and in the 
presence of _another teacher and his secretary. The boy had been placed 
on the chair in such a position as to enable the principal to strike 
his buttocks with a stick, which was apparently a ruler or piece of 
36 . . People:!:!. Mummert, 50 N.Y.S. (2d) 699 (New York, 1944). 
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yardsticko Two doctors testified and agreed that there were bruises 
or black and blue marks upon the boy. 
The Appeals Court pointed out that: 
(1) In order to convict for criminal assault, it is incumbent 
upon the prosecutor to prove beyond a. rea.sona.ble doubt 
the commission of a willful and intentional assault. 
(2) The principal of the school stood in the same position 
as would the parent if such parent were inflicting 
punishment upon the boy at home. 
(3) The principal should have been permitted to put in 
evidence reports by the boy's teachers or other infrac-
tions or misbehavior of the boy. 
(4) The sole question to be decided was whether the punish-
ment inflicted was unreasonable in manner and immod~rate 
in degree. 
The opinion, reversing the decision of the lower court, further 
stated that: 
It does not seem to this court that it [the punishment] may 
be said to be unreasonable in manner; on the contrary, it 
has been quite the usual method of inflicting corporal 
punishment either by teacher or parentoo•• It remains then 
to determine whether the punishment was immoderate in degree 
o "°it may be assumed, . therefore, that the boy's buttocks 
were red a.nd sore the first day and thereafter were black 
and blueo This would be the natural result of the adminis-
tration of blows to those buttocks by me~s of a rod such 
as a ruler or yardstick. oooTO be sure in such. a case as 
this it is not required of the people that ~hey produce 
"conclusive" proof. It is required, however, that they 
produce proof sufficient to satisfy beyond a reasonable 
doubt that the punishment inflicted was unreasonable in 
manner a.nd was immoderate in degree. I cannot find that 
that burden has been sustained by the people from the evi-
dence presented in this case. oooThe judgment of con-
viction should therefore be reversed on the law and the 
facts a.nd the information dismissed., 
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Another New York case, wherein a teacher was charged with assault 
in the third degree, is tha.t of People!.:. Newtono 37 The complainant 
in this case was a male student who was a junior in high school, a 
truant, and had the general reputation of being a trouble maker at 
school. The defendant was a. teacher and an athletic coach a.t the high 
school attended by the complainanto 
Evidence presented indicated that the school wa.s having an assembly 
program and all students who did not attend were instructed to leave 
the vicinity of the schoolo The defendant and other teachers were 
charged by the principal to check the school grounds and to enforce 
the regulations. The defend.ant enceuntered Hoga.n (the complainant) 
and some other students at a portable hot dog stand at a point where 
the school ground joins the street. The students were told to leave 
and all of them did except Hogan. 
Evidence showed that Hogan had undoubtedly been drinking beer 
before the encounter with the defendant. Hogan contended that the 
defend.ant grabbed him, dragged him into the street, ripped his shirt, 
pushed him against a car and choked him with his hands and then pushed 
him into the bushes with one hand and choked him a.gain. 
The defendant tes_tified that he grasped Hogan by the shirt with_ 
both hands and shook himo Hogan began to swear at himo At this time, 
the defend.ant put his fingers on the sides of the student's throat 
with his thumbs under his chin and applied pressure in an effort to 
stop the flow of swear words. Hogan, resisting, fell 0ver into the 
hedgeo 
37People !.!. Newton, 56 NoY.S. (2d) 779 (New York, 1945)., 
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A .doctor testified that an examination of Hogan revealed that 
he had several marks on the throat including contusions and black and 
blue marks. The court, resolving the defendant of any guilt, stated: 
oeoTaking into consideration the prior conduct of the com-
plainant, the lack of malice on the part of the defendant, 
the nature of the offense of the pupil, his motive, the 
effect of his conduct on other pupils, and his size and 
strength~ I find a.nd decide that the guilt of the defen-
dant has not been proven beyonn a reasonable doubt. oooA 
school or school system is entitled to maintain discipline, 
just as much as the courts are entitled to maintain respect 
for laws a.nd enforce the laws. Accordingly, if a school 
teacher cannot maintain respect for or obedience to a school 
rule or'instruction, the teacher is entitled to and should 
maintain such respect or obedience with force, if necessary, 
a.nd under proper conditionso 
The facts of an Ohio assault and battery case are somewhat differ-
ent from those reported above.38 The complainant in this case was an 
eleven-year-old boy who had thrown ·a rock and hit a small girl, 
knocking off her glasseso The incident had occurred while the pupils 
were on their way to scho<!>l. 
The defendant teacher had spanked the boy severely from six to 
fifteen licks with a paddle of normal proportions. Testimony further 
showed that the boy ha.d been an epileptic since infancy a.nd that he 
had suffered three seizures sinc.e the spanking. E;is buttocks were 
black and blue for about five days after the punishment was ad.minis-
tered., 
Ruling for the defendant the court held tha.t: 
38 · · State!.:.,~, 113 N., E. (2d) 757 (Ohio, 1953). 
ooomere excessive or severe punishment on the part of a 
teacher does not constitute a crime unless it is of such 
nature as to produce or threaten lasting or permanent 
injury or unless it was administered with malice, either 
expressly or implied beyond a reasonable doubto oooThis 
court has examined the photog~aphic exhibit of the boy's 
buttocks, and has carefully perused the record as to all 
bits of evidence concerning the severity of this paddling, 
and after weighing'the evidence, we find nothing that 
shocks the sensibilities of this court or points to any 
fact of excessive severity or cruelty. School day memo-
ries of the average individual, including this court, 
will recall ma.ny experiences of corporal punishment more 
severe than ·this one properly given and of great benefit 
to the pupil and the school. 
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The court dismissed the evidence regarding the epilepsy of the 
boy by noting that, "oooThe record discloses no medical testimony 
indicating any causal connections between the paddling and the sub-
sequent seizureso" 
A teacher may be discharged for incompetency on the basis of 
administering cruel and excessive punishment to a pupil. This situa-
tion was brought to light as a result of a decision rendered by the 
Supreme Court of Louisiana in 1953. 39 The plaintiff was a teacher who 
had been discharged by the school board after a hearing requested by 
a group of forty-two citizens. The charge was that the teacher had, 
committed seventeen specifically listed acts of willful neglect of 
duty, incompetency, and dishonesty. 
The teacher brought ordinary action seeking reinstatement and 
back salary from date of dismissal. The lower court affirmed the 
action of the school board and rejected the plaintiff's demands. The 
39Houeye ~ .§!o Helena Parish School Board, 67 So. (2d) 553 
(Louisiana, 1953). 
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plaintiff appealed on the basis that, (1) "The proceedings before the 
school board should be nullified on the grounds that the hearing was 
not private," and (2) "The evidence presented to the school board and 
in the subsequent litigation utterly failed to establish any evidence 
of acts of willful neglect of duty, dishonesty, or incompetencyo" 
Regarding the first contention, the court held that the.citizens 
preferring the charges had a right to be reasorably represented at the 
hearing in order that the evidence might be introduced in an orderly 
and effective mannero The permitted attendance of the group's attorney 
and one of its members was not an unreasonable representation and did 
not result in making the hearing publico 
The court also ruled, relative to the second contention, that the 
evidence presented regarding punishment administered to one of the 
student.!3 alone was sufficiently grave to justify the school boa.rd' s 
conclusion that plaintiff was incompetent t0 serve as principal and 
teachero The court did not examine the evidence regarding the other 
sixteen acts that were listed. 
Testimony revealed that the plaintiff had severely whipped a 
twelve year old male student with a piece of stand.a.rd or regular sash 
cord eighteen inches longo The reason given for the whipping was that 
the boy had been absent from schoolo The boy was taken, by the pa.rents, 
to the school board to reveal the results of the punishment. One of 
the board members testified, "He was the worst whipped boy I ha.ve 
ever seen." 
Other testimony revealed the severity of the punishment and also 
revealed that the boy was black and blue for several d.a.yso At no 
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time did the plaintiff deny that the punishment was severe. He con-
tended instead that he had the authority to render punishment if it 
was necessary and that there was no statute forbidding corporal 
punishment in Louisiana. 
The court, in conclusion, stated: 
Even though teachers are not prohibited by statute from 
administering corporal punishm~nt, it is certain that the 
corporal punishment must be reasonable and confined. within 
the bounds of moderation. It must not be cruel, brutal, 
excessive--as was that administered by this plaintiff to 
the pupil, Floyd Courtneyo 
The case of Suits 1..:. Glover40 is an example of the general prin-
ciple whereby the court takes into consideration the health and size 
of the complainant and the attitude and motive of the defendant~ The 
case was a tort action by appellant claiming damages in three counts 
of assault and batteryo 
Testimony revealed that corporal punishment was administered to 
the appellant because of acts of insubordination, boisterous conduct, 
and scuffling in the halls of the schoolo The evidence was conflicting 
as to.the type of instrument usedo The a.ppelleevs evidence tending 
to show that the instrument used was a ping pong paddle and the 
appellant's tending to show he was whipped with a slat from an apple 
crateo A medical expert testified that there was no evidence of 
permanent injury to the student, who was eight years old, well-
developed, fat and in good healtho 
40Suits 1..:. Glover, 71 Soo (2d) 49 (Alabama, 1954). 
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The court noted th.at the appellee was, n•ooin no way angry or 
aggravated with the appellant when he administered the punishment." 
Upholding the decision of the lower court and denying a new trial the 
court stated: 
A schoolmaster is regarded as standing in loco parentis and 
has the authority to administer moderate correction to 
pupils under his care. To be guilty of assault and battery, 
t~e teacher must not only inflict on the child immoderate 
chastisement» but he must do so with legal malice or wicked 
motives, or he must inflict some permanent injury. In deter-
mining the reasonableness of the punishment or the extent .of 
malice, proper matters for consideration are the instrument 
used and the nature of the offense committed by the child 1 
the age and physi.cal condition of the child and the other 
attendant circumstances .. · 
A New York Court held that the slapping of a student by a teacher 
was not necessarily unreasonable or immoderate punishment. 41 The case 
was instigated when a teacher struck a twelve year old student on the 
A digest of the testimony offered by both sides makes it appear 
that on the day of the incident, the child was slouched at his desk 
and refused to follow the instruction of the teacher. He was then 
forcibly removed from the room and taken to the gymnasium. Again, the 
child refused the direction of the teacher, at which time he was 
slapped on the cheeko There is a conflict as to whether the teacher 
struck the boy with an open hand or a clenched fisto A medical doctor 
testified _that his records disclosed that the boy suffered from what 
is commonly known as a bloody nose and had a scratch on his backo 
4lPeople Y:!,, Baldini, 159 NoYoSo (2d) 802 (New York, 1957)0 
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Testimony further revealed that the boy had a record in school for 
being unruly and had, in the past, disturbed the orderly conduct of 
the classroomo 
The court, ruling for the defendant, stated: 
The court has examined the testimony minutely, and has come 
to the conclusion that there was no malice on the part of 
the defendant in punishing the complainanto Eliminating 
the question of malice, and in evaluating the conduct of 
the teacher, the court finds that in light of the complaint, 
the actions of the teacher were not such that would warrant 
a conviction of assault in ·the third degree, and I find that 
the guilt of the defend.ant has not been found beyond area-
sonable doubt o 
The opinion further pointed out: 
It is the thought of the court that the teacher must be 
supreme in his classroom, like any other person placed in 
authority, he must use the authority vested in him wisely, 
and never excessivelyo The court feels that the legisla-
ture has cloaked the teacher with discretion so that he may 
maintain the authority and decorum necessary for the proper 
conduct of the classroomo Instruction can only be- properly 
and successfully given by one who has the authority over 
his pupils and who has their respecto The teacher is 
vested with the right to give orders and as a concomitant 
of the same he should have the sanctions.to enforce them .. 
The case of Andreazzi ~ Rubano42 presents a situation whereby 
a teacher was founQ not liable for damages because of alleged assault 
and battery even though the teacher had not followed the provisions 
of a school regulation which stated that all punishment must be ad.min-
istered by the principal of the schoolo The teacher, in this instance, 
had slapped a fifteen year old boy across the face with the back of 
his hand after the pupil had assumed a belligerant attitude and uttered 
42Andreazzi Vo Rubano, 141 Ao_(2d) 639 (Connecticut, 1958)0 
- . 
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a vulgar remarko The teacher testified that he believed the pupil 
intended to strike himo 
The court viewed the striking of the student as "corrective actien" 
rather than punishment and relieved the teacher of all liability, 
stating: 
ooothe defendant acted; not for the purpose of inflicting 
punishment, but to restore .order and disciplineo It is 
manifest from all the facts and circumstances that unless 
the defendant had te,ken prompt and effective actien, he 
would have been humiliated in the eyes of his pupils and 
the order and discipline of the classroom would have been 
seriously affectedo 
The Supreme Court of Iowa in the case af Tinkham v .. Kele,43 
--
recognizes the legal princi.ple that the question of reasonableness is 
one of fact for the jury and not one of law for the courte This was 
an assault and battery case brought by a thirteen-year-old boy" 
The boy was slow in removing a pair of gloves from his hands when 
ordered to do so by the teachero There was apparently muoh noise and 
general confusion in the classroom. The teacher ca.me to the boy's 
seat and slapped him several times across the face. 
Medical evidence tended to indicat~ that the boy suffered a 
ruptured ear drum- as a result of the blows •. Testimony als~ revealed 
that at no time did the boy talk back and he contended his slowness 
in removing the gloves was a result of their tight fit. 
The trial court dismissed this case. In doing so the trial 
judge gave some examples of what he considered cruel and unreasonable 
punishmento 
This court has a.bout concluded this is not a case which 
should be submitted to a jury. That we should stop this 
foolishness right here and now., The teacher had a right 
to discipline the student and to use such force as was 
necessary to do SOoooWe must first determine whether the 
punishment was reasonable regardless of the consequences. 
oooI donVt believe it was unreasonable any more than it 
would be :for a parent to do something of this kind if 
his child disobeyed him o o ""If we had a situation where 
parents chain their kids to a bed and leave them there 
for days because they run. off; that is unusual, unrea-
sonable punishmento Where a father burned his kid 1 s 
fingers with a cigaretteoooj that would be unreasonable, 
cruel punishment .. But it was the natural things for 
this teacher to d.o where this boy had been causing 
trouble~ oooto slap him back and forth across his face. 
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The Supreme Court of Iowa reversed and remanded the case to be 
tried by a jury sayi:ngg 
We are not called upon to decide whether the question of 
reasonableness of particular punishment would be for a 
jury in every conceivable caseo Our problem is whether 
under the facts and. circumstances here a jury question on 
such reasonableness is presented and as indicated at the 
crntset, this d.apends upon whether reasonable minds might 
fairly so concludeo It is significant that able, indus-
trious counsel for the defendant cite no decision of any 
cou.rt which holds a jury question of reasonableness of 
punishment in a case of this kind was not presentedo Nor 
have we found such a precedento In all to which our atten-
tion has been called the question of reasonableness was 
treated as one of fact for the injury~ notoooas was done 
here.ooas one of law for the courto 
The court conti:rrn.ed by not:ingz 
Fair-minded persons might also conclude that punishment 
is unreasonable even though much less cruel than chaining 
a child to a bed and leaving him there for days or delib-
erately burning his fingerso oooWe can readily agree that 
proper discipline of children is of vital importance and 
disci.plinary lapses seem to be widespread, with regrettable 
consequenceso But~ we repeat~ the reasonableness of the 
punishment here was a guesttion of fact for the jury, not 
one of law for the courto 
A case decided by the Supreme Court of Indiana in 1963 holds 
important implications for school teachers if it becomes accepted as 
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a precedento44 The case involved a teacher in the State School for 
Mentally Retarded Children who had lightly paddled one of the studentso 
The school had a regulation forbidding paddling and the teacher was 
fired by the Personnel Boardo 
The teacher asked for judicial review, as was provided by statute, 
and was reinstatedo The Personnel Board appealedo 
The Supreme Court upheld the lower court and ordered the board 
to reinstate the teachero In his concurring opinion Judge Arterburn 
stated: 
A t~acher and a parent have not only the right but the 
obligation to discipline a childj if necessary, using 
corporal punishmenty for the good of such child, as well 
as the protection of third parties offended or injured 
by the actions of such childo The failure to exercise 
such disciplinary action where the occasion requires it 
is condemned by the law as much as an excessive and cruel 
punishment beyond requirementso oooA teacher has no 
choice in an ord.erly society but to exercise physical 
force in stopping and removing recalcitrant pupils and 
inflicting corporal punishmentv not only to the offending 
child for its benefiti but as an exl.il.lllple to the other 
pupilso oooI might add that I have serious doubts that 
a. teacher confronted with such a situation and responsi-
bility under the law for maintaining order and a. respect 
for a:uthori ty be_f@re a classroom of pupils, can be 
deprived by a "ru.le," of the right to use physical force 
to eliminate such a. disturbanceo As long as teachers 
or parents are obligated und.er the la.w to educate, teach 
and train child.ren 9 they may not be denied the necessary 
means of carrying out their responsibility as such 
teachers or parentso 
The possible significance of this opinion for teachers and school 
authorities has been noted by one of the leading authorities of school 
44Indiana State Personnel Board::!.!.. Jackson, 192 No Eo {2d) 
740 (Indiana., 1963) o · . . 
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law in the nationo tJ 5 Lee O" Gar'ber" referring to the above opinion, 
stated: 
If this dictum is accepted as precedent 9 it means that when 
a statute places teachers in loco parentis to their pupils, 
a school boa.rd has no authority to enact a rule prohibiting 
corporal punishment 1 and a teacher who violate.s such a rule 
does so with impunity and can.not be held guilty of unsubor-
dinationo 
In a recent (Februaryv 1967) case~ Frank~ Orleans Parish School 
Board, 46 a teacher and his school board were held liable for excessive 
punishment of a pupiL The decision was rendered by the Fourth Circuit 
Court of Appeals of Louisiana.o 
According to the evidence the boy involved was sent from the 
basketball court by his teacher., The student attempted to return to 
the court and was bani.shed againo On the third attempt the boy was 
chased around the gymnasium by the teachero When he was caught, he 
either fell or was thrown to the floor and suffered a fractured arm ... 
There was conflicting evidence as to the incident., The student 
said the teacher grabbed hims lifted him from the f100r, shook him 
against the bleachers and released him so suddenly that he fell 
violently to the flooro The teacher contended that the boy tried to 
strike him and that he grasped his arms in order to restrain him. 
It was shown that the teach.er was about thirty-four years old, 
five feet, eight inches tall? and weighed approximately two hundred 
(N iC:r 
45Lee Oo Garber 9 90Whe:r& the Courts T00k the Schools in 1964/' 
~· Nationu s Schools 9 LXXV (Marchj 1965) Po 860 
46 Frank Vo Orleans Parish School Board9 195 Soo (2d) 451 
(Louisianav 1967)0. 
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thirty pcnmdso The boy was about fourteen years old» ,four feet, nine 
inches tall and weighed one hun.dred pounds., The court, noting this 
difference in size 11 sa.id 9 "It taxes our credulity to believe that 
Henerson (the teacher) i:n. good faith, actually believed that his 
physical safety was end.angered by a "blow from ·Reginald ( the student) .. " 
The court went on to state that 9 VYHen.derson 9 s actions in lifting, 
shaking and dropping the boy were clearly in excess of that physical 
force necessary to either discipline or to protect himself, and sub-
jects the defe:ndan.ts to liabilities for the injuri@s incurred thereof .. " 
The court pointed out that the decision was limited to a finding 
of fa.ct by the trial c©urt that the teach.er had gone beyond the degree 
.of physical effort necessary to protect himself or discipline the boy~ 
As to the legality of corporal punishment, the court said: 
We expressly refrain from making any judicial pronouncement 
as to whether it is objectionable per se for a teacher in a 
public school to place his hands upon a student: common 
sense would dictate» however~ that the individual facts and 
environmental characteristics emanating from each case would 
disclose ·both the right and the reason.s for a teacher to do 
so 9 and the degree of force, if a:ny 1 which may be used under 
pa.rti,cula.r or peculiar circumstanceso A general rule in the 
negative relative to this problem may encourage students to 
flaunt the authority of their teacherso On the other hand, 
a general rule permitting physical contact between teacher 
and student in a:ny insta.nce 9 without qu.a.lificati©n 1 w0uld 
obviously encourage the one who occupies a position of 
superiority to take advantage of those who are in a less 
favorable position, since they are subject to their author-
ityo 
Summary 
The pupi.l9 s right to attend the public schoels is not absolute.; 
It is generally accepted that the enjoyment of the right is conditioned 
by the pupil9 s compliance with the laws 0f his stat_(ll and with the 
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reasonable rules and regulations promulgated by the ,school authorities. 
In most cases the courts consider the decorum of the classroom and the 
efficient operation of the educational system to be paramount to the 
personal rights of the individuaL 
The authority of school personnel to enforce their regulations 
and punish offenders is based primarily on the legal principle of~ 
12.££. parentis. The criteria for determining the legality of the regu-
lations and the methods of enforcing them is that of resonableness. 
The rules and regulations themselves are seldom contested in the 
courts. It is usually the methods employed in enforcing them which 
frequently cause the actual litigation. Schools and teachers use a 
variety of means for enforcing their regulations, however, on the basis 
of the number of court cases and amount of literature on the subject 
the principle methods are suspension, expulsion, and corporal punish-
ment. 
Suspension and expulsion are usually considered to be functions 
of the board of education, however, there are some instances wherein 
teachers may also exercise this authority. Suspension is usually 
thought of as being for a short period of time, or until the pupil 
complies. Expulsion is permanent, or for a substantial period of time. 
In addition to the court oases discussed in previous sections in 
this study, six other cases involving suspension of students were 
reviewed in this chapter. Of these cases, one was dismissed on techni-
cal grounds, in three of them the suspension of the students were 
upheld by the courts, and in two cases the courts decided the school 
officials had exceeded their authority. 
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Suspension of students for the violation of the following rules 
was upheld by the courts: 
J"i) a rule prohibiting students from entering restaurants awi 
other business establishments during school hours; 
' J' (2) a rule requiring students to pay an eight dollar enrollment 
fee;,: J (3) a rule prohibiting students from mo;ving their automobiles 
during the hours school is in session. 
The suspension of students for the following reasons was held to 
be unreasonable: 
(1) refusing to participate in the recitation of the flag salute; 
(2) suspension without a hearing for participation of students 
in a civil rights demonstration. 
The United States Supreme Court settled the issues of compulsory 
flag salutes by declaring this practice to be unconstitutional. This 
decision climaxed a period that saw a flurry of activity revolving 
around this question and resulting in a variety of different rulings. 
The use of corporal punishment in the schools is perhaps the most 
controversial of all aspects of pupil control and punishment. Prior 
to the advent of the twentieth century, the use of corporal punishment 
was widespread. For the next forty years the practice.seemed to 
decline. However, indications are that its usage may be increasing at 
the present time in spite of an outspoken number of critics. 
In general, school officials are vested with broad discretionary 
authority in the administration of corporal punishment. Essentially, 
in order for corporal punishment to be legal, it must be reasonable in 
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the eyes of the judiciary. In determining reasonableness the oeurt will 
• L I • 
talce into account: the a.ge; sex, and phy,ica.l strength of the pupil, 
the nature of the offense, the pupil '·s pafi!t conduct at s.chool, the 
effect of the pupil's conduct on other st~dents, the disposition and 
motives of the person administeri,ng the Plfllishment, and the circum-
stances ~.nd conditions surrounding each individual case. 
Twelve cases involving the use of corporal punishment have been. 
decided by the courts since 1942. In eight of these cases the admin-
istration of corporal punishment by the teacher was found by the courts 
to be reasonable and within the bo~ds of moderation. One of the cases 
was reversed and remanded for a jury trial because the court ruled that 
the question of reasonableness was one of fact for the jury and not 
one of law for the courts. 
In only three of the cases reported did the courts rule that the 
punishment rendered was excessive and beyond the ;bounds of moderation. 
The following types of punishment were fo:und to be unreasonable: 
(1) an instance wherein_a principal weighing one hundred 
ninety pounds threw an eighty-nine p0und, ten-yea.r-
old pupil tg the fioor and then sat a.stride him in a.n 
effort to subdue the pupil; 
(2) an instance wherein a teacher punished a twelve-year-
old boy with a piece of sash cord for being absent; 
(3) an instance wherein a. two hundred thirty pound teacher 
grabbed a fourteen-year-old, one hundred pound boy, 
shook him against the bleachers, lifted him from the 
ground and then dropping him with such force that the 
boy suffered a broken armo 
One·recent case reviewed expressed the opinion that teachers ha.d 
not only a right to administer corporal punishment when the situation 
warranted it, but a.n obligation to de so. This opinion also indicated 
there was doubt that a school boa.rd had the authority to pass a 
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resolution prohibiting corporal punishment if the statutes had placed 
a teacher .iE, 12£2. parentis. 
Teachers who administer corporal punishment should be aware that 
they may face the foilowing types of actions: · conviction of assault 
and battery and fined; conviction of assault and battery with liability 
for damages resulting thereof; and the loss of. their jabs beca.us(l! of 
incompetencyo Members of boards of education may also be held liable 
for damaaes if a teacher they have employed has administered excessive 
punishmento 
The final chapter of the study pinpoints twenty-six conclusions 
' 
reached by the writer and offers six recommendations for those involved 
and interested in the control of pupil personnel in the public schoolso 
CHAP'l1ER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The public school system of education in the United States has 
its basis in the lawu Although largely administered on a local basis, 
education is in legal theory a function of state government. The 
primary purpose for which public schools are created and supported is 
not for the benefits derived by the individual student but, rather, 
to provide an educated citizenry for the benefit of society. 
There are four basic forms of school lawo They are: constitu-
tional provisions, legislative enactments, ,administrative regulations, 
and case lawo The first three types constitute that which is termed 
the written law and the last one 1 which consists of judicial decisions, 
is termed the unwritten law. 
Written law provides effective guidelines for public school 
administrators, but it has a certain :i;-igidity about it. It is not 
possible to establish written law for every c.onceivable situation. 
The ever-changing structure of life creates the need for new ruleso 
In our legal system decisions of courts cover such gaps. The elabora-
tion of new rules is an inescapaole concomitant of the judicial 
processo 
Perusal of current.literature, the amount of legislation, and the 
. number of recent c0urt cases tend to indicate widespread interest and 
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controversy in problems related to the control and management of stu-
. . I 
dents in the public school. These sources appear to identify those 
problems associated with personal appearance, married students, secret 
societies, and the methods used to enforce school regulations as the 
ones most pressing and controversial at the present time. 
The courts have determined that attendance in the public schools 
is not a guaranteed right to be exercised exclusive of all other consid-
erations, It is, instead, a privilege which may be claimed by those 
young people who are willing to comply with the provisions of the con-
stitution and statutes of the state and to submit to such reasonable 
rules and regulations as the local school authorities may adopt. The 
power of school authorities to control the pupils within their charge 
is for the most part derived from their broad discretionary grant of 
power conferred upon them by the state legislature. The power of the 
local board of education is limited only by constitutional provisions, 
legislative enactments, and jucicial interpretation of the law. 
To_helpthem cope with the myriad of problems that faces them 
daily, boards of education and school administrators have found it 
necessary to adopt policies, enact rules and regulations, take certain 
actions regarding pupil control. In most instances these actions 
require individu~ls to relinquish to some degree their personal free-
dom for the welfare of qthers and the general well being of the schoolo 
Lacking specific statutes to guide their actions, school boards 
often formulate rules or initiate corrective measures that are 
challenged as being unreasonable, oppressive, arbitrary, or illegaL 
Extreme instances of dis~greement usually wind up in the courts. 
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When the courts are called upon to adjudicate a disagreement, they 
are reluctant to interfere with the operation and management of the 
schools by local authorities unless there is a clear abuse of authority,,, 
In ma.king disposition of a case the courts give judicial cogniza!nce to 
the opinions of other courts in their jurisdiction and other jurisdic~ 
tions in similar cases. The courts wil.l not pass upon the wisdom er 
expediency of.the rule in question but will consider the circumstance 
of ea.oh case in the light of the authority of the school officials to 
enact the rule, the constitutionality of the rule, and the reasonable-
ness of the action taken. 
Any conclusions to be drawn on the basis of cases reviewed must 
be limited by the influence of earlier precedents, jurisdictional and 
statutory differences, and the certainty that factual situations yet to 
a.rise will pose different legal questions. Within these limitations 
the following general conclusions concerning recent developments in 
legal aspects of the regulation of student conduct can be drawno 
/~/ 
vl. In most instances the courts will uphold the action of sch00l 
boards in attempting to maintain and pro~ote good order B:nd discipline 
in the public schools unless there is a clear abuse of authorityo 
Pr ,z. It is doubtful that school officials have the authority to 
~· 
prescribe a certain type of dress to be worn by public school students 
to school or to a particular class in school (i.e., physical educa-
tion). 
/ 
r, !3• Unconventional clothing w~ich has an adverse effect upon the 
\J 
discipline of the school may be prohibited. 
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School authorities may not prohibit the wearing of freedom 
buttons or other items for the purpose of symbolic expression, unless 
it can be clearly shown that the wearing of such articles is detrimental 
to the discipline and decorum of the school • 
• ,/'5• The courts 1 in all reported cases, have upheld the authority 
l,,i' 
of school officials to prohibit the attendance of male students wearing 
extreme or exaggerated hair styles. 
,>6. The written opinions of the justices in the cases dealing with ,,/ 
dress and personal appearance tend to emphasize that no general princi-
ple can be construed and that each case must be decided on its own 
merits. There is some evidence that the courts are becoming more con-
cerned with the individual rights of the student than they previously 
were. 
7. Compulsory attendance legislation is not applicable to stu-
dents who marry. 
8. Students may not legally be excluded from school solely on 
the basis of marital status. 
t,/9. Married students who become mothers may not be permanently 
excluded from school. 
(,10. A pupil who becomes pregnant may be suspended from school 
during the period of her pregnancy. 
r 11. School authorities may limit the participation of married L,/-
students in extracurricular activities. 
12. In the presence of supportive legislation, boards of educa-
tion may suspend or expel from the public schools any student who 
holds membership in secret societies. 
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13. In the absence of specific statutory authority, local school 
authorities may limit the participation of fraternity and sorority 
members in extracurricular activities. 
14. Regulations extending the ban on secret societies into the 
summer vacation period may not be upheld by the courts and is likely 
to be considered an invasion of parental authority. 
/ 
\_,,/15. Local school officials may adopt a regulation prohibiting 
students from entering business establishments during the school day 
and may legally suspend students who violate the regulation. 
J \ _ _11.6. In the absence of specific statutes to the contrary, local 
school authorities may require students to pay a nominal enrollment 
fee. 
L/17. A regulation which prohibits students from driving their 
automobiles after they have arrived at school in the morning until 
school is dismissed that afternoon may be upheld by the courts. 
L,A8. School authorities may not legally suspend students who 
refuse to participate in the salute to the flag. 
~,,,/19. School authorities may not legally suspend, without a 
hearing, students who violate a city ordinance by participating in 
a civil rights demonstration. 
20. Only one state prohibits the use of corporal punishment in 
the public schools. In the others the courts tend to uphold the 
authority of teachers to administer corporal punishment that is 
moderate in degree, reasonable in nature, and if the person adminis-
tering the punishment has not acted maliciously or in anger. 
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2lo The question of reasonableness of punishment is one of fact to 
be determined by a jury, not one of law for the courtso 
220 In determining the legality of corporal punishment adminis-
tered the courts will consider the age, sex, size, health, the nature 
of the offen1e committed, and the effect of the actions of the offender 
on the rest of the student body. 
2.3, Teachers who adminiater corporal punishment may be convicted 
of assault and battery and fined; be held liable for any damages as a 
result of the punishment; and be dismissed from their positions on the 
grounds of incompetencyo 
24. Members of boards of education may be held liable if a 
teacher they have employed administers excessive and unreasonable 
punishmento 
250 There is some doubt that school authorities may legally deny 
a student to be represented by an attorney at guidance conferences 
called for the purpose of detennining the pupil'• future educational 
opportunities. 
It is important to note that cases involving pupil control clearly 
indicate that the standards for rule-making and enforcement are much 
broader for children e.nd youth than they are for adults. School 
officials dealing with adolescents are permitted greater latitude in 
adoping regulations to meet existing condition• than law enforcement 
agencies are tolerated in dealing with adults. This situation imposes 
an awesome responsibility upon those involved in school administration. 
Local school authorities may have more opportunity than they desire 
to teach by demonstration such concepts as freedom of expression, 
respect for the rights of others or respect for authority. 
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The state ef the law at present seems to be that rules and. regula-
ti0ns for controlling pupi1 personnel will be upheld unless constitu,-
tional or statut0ry rights a.re clearly invaded., However, the courts 
appear to be becoml.ng increasingly concerned with deciding how much 
infringement on the individual rights of the student can be tolerated 
in order to insure proper discipline and decorum of the classroom. 
Recommendations 
Although it presently appears that the courts' concept (l)f reason-
able rules and regulations in the area of pupil control tend to mirror 
the reflections of l0cal school auth0rities, school.men should not be 
lulled into complacency by generalities and broad principles~ Admin-
istrators and board of education members shcmld be well informed a.bout 
the factual situations in their community, the statutes, and the effect 
of their policy statements when contemplating rules for the regulation 
of the student body. 
The currenl,nationwide movement toward» and interest in, indivi-
dual civil rights 9 the liberal interpretation the courts seem to be 
placing on .the range of these rights in all other areas except perhaps 
public school pupil control 9 the possible decline in the importance of 
the concept of~~ ~arent~, and the entrance of such organizations · 
as the American Civil Liberties Union on behalf of public school 
pupils have made the task of school administration more complex and 
complicated. No longer may school authorities formulate a rule or regu-
lation simply because it is their personal opinion that it is desirable. 
Instead they w0uld.be better advised to have some tangible evidence 
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that a problem actually exists and that their regulation will produce 
the solution desiredu 
In view of these considerations the following recommendations are 
made for the benefit of those persons concerned with the management 
and control of the student population in the public schools. These 
suggestions are admittedly somewhat subjective in nature and it is 
acknowledged that they will undoubtedly meet with some disagreement. 
Neverthelessj it is contended that they are based upon legal principles 
as well as principles of sound public school administration. 
1. Make certain that all rules and regulations are in conformity 
with constitutional and statutory provisions. 
2. The formulation of rules and regulations should be predicated 
on the basis of real and apparent problems. It is well to be cognizant 
that it is.possible for excessive regulations to become so rigid as to 
create problems rather than offer solutions. 
3. When considering problems relative to control of dress and 
personal appearance, sohoolmen would do well to remember that styles and 
customs.tend to change. Unless it can be shown that the current fads 
and styles of public school students are, indeed, detrimental to the 
well being of the school as a whole and not merely in conflict with the 
personal tastes of the local achool authorities, administrators should 
enter into this type of regu.lation cautiously. 
4. Regulations tending to discriminate against married high school 
students are becoming increasingly more difficult to justify. No rule 
that has the effect of permanently excluding students on the basis of 
marriage alone should be formulated. The participation of married 
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st.udemts in extracu:rricu.lar 11wtivi ties should be limited only Nhen it 
is evident that such participation is injurious to the morale a.nd con-
duct of the schoolo 
5o Rules and regulations designed, to curb secret societies are 
useless unless there is evidence 0f their existence and harmful 
influence in the community" If such evidence is apparent, stern 
measures should be enacted to prohibit their operation~ 
60 Despite the judicial sanctions of such punitive measures as 
suspension and corp0ral punishment, they should be employed only after 
less controversial methods have been tried and have failedo 
It should 1 however, be emphasized once again that public schools 
owe their very existence to the society that has created them and that 
they were created primarily for the benefit of such society rather than 
the benefit to be derived by the indi vidualo To achieve the aims for 
which they were estia.blished public schools must have reasonable rules 
and regulations under w~ich to operate~ Someone must attempt to deter-
mine the amount of pers0nal liberty that may be allowed without infring-
ing upon and interferring with the efficient and proper conduct of the 
school system as a whole" This 1 in effect, is the basic problem that 
confronts the legislature, the boards of education 1 and school adminis-
trators in considering the adoption of statutes 1 policies~ and regula-
tions relative to pupil management and control.. 
The public school administrator can best prepare himself for his 
role in. this process by becoming knowledgeable in the legal aspects of 
pupil controlo In addition to this, he must become acutely aware of 
the customs, values, habits» and traditions of his school and communityo 
The fact that an act is legal is no assurance that it is necessary or 
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desirableo Legal principles are best applied when they are used in 
such a manner so as to meet a definite need that will best serve the 
welfare of the pupil~ the school 1 and the comrnunHyo 
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